
 
 
 
 

WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
REGULAR SESSION / AGENDA   WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, 2015 

LOCATION: Wasco County Courthouse, Room #302 
511 Washington Street, The Dalles, OR 97058 

Public Comment: Individuals wishing to address the Commission on items not already listed on the Agenda may do 
so during the first half-hour and at other times throughout the meeting; please wait for the current speaker to 
conclude and raise your hand to be recognized by the Chair for direction.  Speakers are required to give their name 
and address.  Please limit comments to five minutes, unless extended by the Chair. 

Departments:   Are encouraged to have their issue added to the Agenda in advance.  When that is not possible the 
Commission will attempt to make time to fit you in during the first half-hour or between listed Agenda items. 

NOTE:  With the exception of Public Hearings, the Agenda is subject to last minute changes; times are approximate 
– please arrive early.  Meetings are ADA accessible.  For special accommodations please contact the Commission 
Office in advance, (541) 506-2520.  TDD 1-800-735-2900.    
 

9:00 a.m.                                                          CALL TO ORDER 

Items without a designated appointment may be rearranged to make the best use of time. Other matters 
may be discussed as deemed appropriate by the Board. 

- Corrections or Additions to the Agenda 
- Administrative Officer - Tyler Stone:  Comments 
- Discussion Items  (Items of general Commission discussion, not otherwise listed on the Agenda) MCEDD 

Cities Representative 
- Consent Agenda (Items of a routine nature: minutes, documents, items previously discussed.) Minutes: 

4.29.2015 BOCC Special Session Minutes, 4.15.2015 Regular Session Minutes 
-  

 
9:30 a.m. Lane County Ascend Support Contract – Jill Amery 

 
9:40 a.m. Road Vacation Report 
 Road Vacation Petition – Order for Report Arthur Smith 
 Lone Pine Project  

 
10:10 a.m. Pine Hollow Boat Docks – Dan Van Vactor 

 
  
 
LUNCH BREAK 
 
 
1:30 p.m. Aggregate Quarry Application Hearings  – Wasco County Planning Department 

 
 
 
 

NEW / OLD BUSINESS 
COMMISSION CALL / REPORTS 
ADJOURN 
 
 If necessary, an Executive Session may be held in accordance with: ORS 192.660(2)(a) – Employment of Public Officers, Employees & Agents, ORS 192.660(2)(b) – Discipline 

of Public Officers & Employees, ORS 192.660(2)(d) – Labor Negotiator Consultations, ORS 192.660(2)(e) – Real Property Transactions, ORS 192.660(2)(f) To consider 
information or records that are exempt by law from public inspection, ORS 192.660(2)(g) – Trade Negotiations, ORS 192.660(2)(h) - Conferring with Legal Counsel regarding 
litigation, ORS 192.660(2)(i) – Performance Evaluations of Public Officers & Employees, ORS 192.660(2)(j) – Public Investments, ORS 192.660(2)(m) –Security Programs, ORS 
192.660(2)(n) – Labor Negotiations 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

REGULAR SESSION 

MAY 6, 2015 
 
 

  PRESENT: Scott Hege, Commission Chair 
Rod Runyon, County Commissioner  

    Steve Kramer, County Commissioner  

  STAFF: Tyler Stone, Administrative Officer 

     Kathy White, Executive Assistant  

    
 
 

At 9:00 a.m. Chair Hege opened the Regular Session of the Board of Commissioners 

with the Pledge of Allegiance. Ms. White asked to add an appointment to the Urban 

Renewal Advisory Committee and a grant application for the Fort Dalles Museum to 

the Discussion List. 

 

 

Trish Neal, Fort Dalles Museum Commissioner, brought forward a PUD grant 

application for funding to replace the Museum’s furnace, insulate the floor and ceiling 

and revamp the wiring. She reported that the furnace operating costs are approximately 

15 times that of a new heat pump. The grant is for $17,000. She stated that the PUD 

did an energy audit and this work is based on their recommendations. She added that 

they also need a letter certifying that the Museum is owned and operated by the County 

and as such falls under the County’s non-profit government status. 

 

Chair Hege asked if it is possible that the PUD will only grant a portion of the 

requested funds. Ms. Neal replied that it is possible. Chair Hege asked if the Museum 

has the funds to make up the difference. Ms. Neal responded that the Museum does 

Discussion List – Fort Dalles Museum 
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not have the funds but that there are three grants in process and she would hope that 

those grants could make up any shortfall.  

 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to support the Fort Dalles Museum PUD 

grant application for a heat pump, wiring and insulation and to provide a letter 

of certification for the Museum’s non-profit status. Commissioner Kramer 

seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

 

Wayne Lease, Washington resident, reminded the Board of a request made by the 

Mosier Fire District at a previous session to be forgiven special election fees. He said 

that had the District come to the Board on numerous occasions asking for fee waivers, 

he could understand the Board’s position. However, the waiver was for $1,200 and 

appears to be a one-time request. He implored the Board to reconsider saying that the 

District had been experiencing upheaval with the recall and resignation of board 

members leaving them without a quorum.  

 

 

Mike Bertrand of The Dalles said that he realizes that the County is in discussions on a 

variety of issues. He said that he is concerned about the legal fees being incurred – 

whether or not it is what the County wants.  

 

 

Ms. White reminded the Board that in January the Board appointed Mayor Steve 

Lawrence to fill the incomplete term of Dan Spatz who had resigned his appointment. 

At that time there was discussion as to whether the Board wanted to go out to the 

other municipalities for nominations; it was decided that since Mr. Spatz was a The 

Dalles representative, it would be appropriate to appoint a The Dalles representative to 

complete his term.  

 

Ms. White had returned to the Board asking if they wanted to reappoint Mayor 

Lawrence when the appointment expires in August or go out to the other 

municipalities for nominations. The Board asked that Mr. Stone and Chair Hege talk to 

The Dalles City Manager regarding the City’s position on the issue. 

 

Mr. Stone said that City Manager Nolan Young’s position is that the City of The Dalles 

Public Comment – Fire District Request 

Public Comment – Legal Costs 

Discussion – MCEDD Cities Appointment 
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pays significant dues to MCEDD and has an expectation of representation on their 

board. Commissioner Kramer noted that other municipalities in the County also pay 

MCEDD dues. Ms. White suggested that MCEDD might consider amending their 

bylaws to include a City of The Dalles appointment separate from municipality 

representation. Commissioner Runyon, Wasco County’s representative on the 

MCEDD Board, said he would bring the matter to the attention of the MCEDD 

Board. 

 

 

 

 

Ms. White reported that some corrections has been made to the 4.15.2015 minutes 

since the publication of the packet: some names had been incorrectly spelled and a 

comment misattributed. Those errors have been corrected and revised minutes 

provided to the Board. Chair Hege noted that he had voted against the denial of the 

Fire District’s request for a fee refund however that was not accurately reflected in the 

minutes.  

 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve the Consent Agenda with noted 

corrections. Commissioner Kramer seconded the motion which passed 

unanimously.}}} 

 

Chair Hege called a recess at 9:26 a.m. 

 

The session reconvened at 9:30 a.m. 

 

 

County Assessor Jill Amery explained that this renewal contract is for technical support 

and reporting for the Ascend/Proval software programs. She stated that several of the 

smaller counties contract with Lane County for this support as it is more cost-effective 

than each having their own support staff. She reported that not much has changed 

from the original contract – Lane County does a wide variety of things and has built in 

a 3% increase in each of the two contract years to compensate for their staff COLA. 

She said that they also offered to allow the contracting counties to reduce services to 

pay for the increase.  

 

Consent Agenda – 4.15.2015 Regular Session Minutes & 4.29.2015      

Special Session Minutes 

Agenda Item – Lane County Ascend Support Contract 
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Chair Hege asked if Lane County tracks their hours. Ms. Amery replied that they do. 

They forecast the hours each county will need; for instance, Wasco County is set at 

1260 hours. She said that she believes Lane County is generous to the contracting 

counties in their tracking and contact her if they see that Wasco County may exceed 

those hours. There is a discussion about how to address possible overages – they can 

do the work on an hourly basis. She stated that their forecasts have been pretty 

accurate. 

 

Chair Hege asked if they have full access to Wasco County’s database and do they 

submit reports on our behalf. Ms. Amery replied that they do have full access but all 

reports go through Wasco County before being submitted.  

 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve the Intergovernmental Agreement 

for Ascend/Proval Software Support. Commissioner Runyon seconded the 

motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

 

Public Works Director Arthur Smith stated that he has submitted his report for the 

Cedar Street Extension and Cul de Sac road vacation petition. He said that all the 

landowners are petition signers and there is no impact to the County road department 

as it is unmaintained. He stated that it will put property back onto the tax roll. He 

added that Tenneson engineering will do the work to divide the property among the 

adjacent landowners.  

 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve Order #15-044 vacating Cedar 

Street Extension and Cul de Sac laying west of Juniper way within Block 3 of the 

Juniper Addition Subdivision, Tygh Valley Section 3, T4S, R13E WM. 

Commissioner Runyon seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

 

Mr. Smith stated that the petitioners have met the statutory requirements and he is here 

for an order directing him to submit a report. He said that this is a more complicated 

request than the Cedar Street Extension petition and it will take more research.  

 

Commissioner Kramer reported that he has asked Mr. Smith to track his time for this 

report to have a better understanding of the County costs in relation to the $500 fee 

Agenda Item – Road Vacation Report 

Agenda Item – Road Vacation Petition 
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charged the petitioners. 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve Order #15-047 directing the Public 

Works Director to prepare his report on the proposed vacation of Unnamed 

Public Road A in Section 1 of Township 5 South Range 13E beginning at 

southerly right of way State Hwy 216 traveling south to the southerly right of 

way of Unnamed Public Road B. Commissioner Kramer seconded the motion 

which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

 

Mr. Smith noted that Wasco County was a signer on the original agreement for the 

Lone Pine Project. He reported that the new owner, Columbia State Bank, wants to 

update the agreement and Brad DeHart of ODOT District 9 is asking if the County 

wants to continue as a signer. He said that the work that involves a County road has 

been completed, but he would recommend continuing as a signer to secure a seat at the 

table in case plans change again going forward; this will help to protect County 

interests. He stated that as of now there is not a draft of the new agreement.  

 

Chair Hege said that it seems as though the new IGA will remove the requirement 

regarding I-84. Mr. Smith agreed but said there could be future changes that the 

County will want a say on.  

 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to remain a signer on the IGA for the Lone 

Pine Project. Commissioner Kramer seconded the motion which passed 

unanimously.}}} 

  

Discussion ensued regarding the status of various Public Works projects and the status 

of road funding at the State level. 

 

 

Discussion ensued regarding staffing. Planning Director Angie Brewer reported that 

they have a handful of good candidates and are hoping for more to fill the senior 

planner position. She said she will enlist HR and Finance in the hiring process along 

with asking for work examples, giving written assignments and calling references. 

Commissioner Runyon suggested that she might ask other department directors or 

planners from other counties to fill out the interview panel.  

 

Agenda Item – Lone Pine Project 

Agenda Item – Pine Hollow Boat Docks 
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Ms. Brewer announced plans to provide the Board with regular Planning updates to 

keep them aware of current projects as well as long range plans and goals. She pointed 

out that currently applications are double the historic average, but once more staff is in 

place she will be able to provide regular updates. Commissioner Runyon suggested she 

keep the reports simple to include information that will spark questions from the 

Board. 

 

Dan Van Vactor introduced other members of the Badger Irrigation District along with 

Keith Mills, Oregon State Dam Safety Engineer. Mr. Van Vactor reported that when 

Mr. Mills did his report on the reservoir dam he determined that the docks can break 

loose, block the overflow and create a breach. The report requires action on the part of 

the Irrigation District which owns the land beneath the reservoir.  

 

Mr. Van Vactor explained that County Ordinance prohibits docks but the District is 

trying to find a solution that will not require their removal. He said that landowners’ 

structures need to be attached to their own land with setbacks from the lakes – no 

docks, barriers, etc. are permitted that would inhibit public access. He said that the 

District wants to find a solution that meets the requirements of the State, County and 

Irrigation District. He said as far as the breach threat, the District plans to install a 

floating barrier that will block any docks that break free; the project will cost several 

thousand dollars. Mr. Mills interjected that it is an acceptable solution. He said that he 

has concerns about some of the bigger docks. 

 

Mr. Van Vactor stated that Mr. Mills has some concerns about drought which is a 

much larger issue in the District than the boat docks. He reported that it is already 

extreme in the Badger Irrigation District where they are going to a 50% allocation for 

irrigators which will impact their crops. Mr. Mills stated that he had been out to Rock 

Creek Dam this morning; their inflows are very low and being drawn down 

significantly. 

 

Mr. Mills said that he is also Chair of the Water Availability Committee which evaluates 

water conditions in Oregon and forwards recommendations to the Governor for 

drought declarations. He stated that at the present time all SE Oregon counties have 

requested declarations and more are coming in from Umitilla, Morrow,  Jackson, 

Josephine, Deschutes and Lane County. He reported that the drought is creeping 

north.  
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Mr. Mills said that hoped-for spring rains did not materialize and the snow pack is 10% 

of what it should be; there are rapidly decreasing flows and precipitation is not 

forecasted. He said that his office can help provide support for drought applications – 

he said they are seeing impacts everywhere but NW Oregon. 

 

Commissioner Runyon asked if the request comes from the Districts. Mr. Mills replied 

that the requests come from County Commissions to the Drought Board and then to 

the Governor. He said the Board is even considering drought declarations in NW 

Oregon.  

 

Commissioner Runyon said they have not heard from the irrigation districts. Mr. Van 

Vactor said that the Badger Creek Irrigation District is here to make that request. He 

said he thinks he can get a resolution from another county to be used as a template. 

Once the drought is declared, there will be programs and resources available. 

 

Mr. Mills said that this will allow for expedited actions regarding water rights, wells and 

emergency ground water permits. He said there are already ground water issues so they 

will also be looking at conservation measures.  

 

Commissioner Runyon asked if funding has been identified for the floating barrier. Mr. 

Van Vactor replied that they will be applying for a safety grant from the insurance 

company. He said that the District has a duty to solve the problem; it will cost between 

$5,000 and $6,000. He said that Mr. Mills’ concern is the dam; the District’s concern is 

unlawful activity on District property which creates liability.  

 

Mr. Mills said that the state is concerned about water usage – Pine Hollow does not 

have the water their users need by a long way and this is very early in the year for that 

circumstance. He predicted that it will become more severe fairly quickly.  

 

Chair Hege said that the Board should give this consideration. Mr. Mills said that it is 

what other counties in this situation are doing. He said that the letter does not need to 

be complicated – it just needs to declare a drought and request a State declaration. He 

said that the committee is meeting on May 14th and June 11th and can consider it then. 

He said the Board can send the letter directly to him or to the Office of Emergency 

Management.  
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Mr. Stone asked if there are options around the lake to secure the docks. Mr. Mills said 

that ideally the floating barrier and securing the docks will both be done. Mr. Van 

Vactor stated that they do not want to be vigilantes; what they want to do is prevent 

new construction while permitting and securing old docks. He said there may need to 

be a modification to the LUDO. He said they do not want to make people take the 

docks out but want them anchored on the landowners property rather than District 

property.  

 

Commissioner Runyon said that Pine Hollow is on the Regional Solutions list; he 

suggested that he could put the District in touch with Kate Sinner who might help 

them identify State resources. Mr. Van Vactor replied that he would be happy to talk 

with Ms. Sinner but that the only involvement the District wants to have is to grant 

necessary easements. He said that if there is a breach, the dam will be designated as a 

high hazard dam. He said all floating docks should be removed. He reported new 

landowners are asking about their rights to build a new dock which is what began this 

conversation. 

 

Chair Hege asked Ms. Brewer for her thoughts. Ms. Brewer said that the letter from 16 

years ago does not specifically address the docks but one rule that was not mentioned 

has to do with the reservoir overlay zone on Pine Hollow for water dependent uses. 

She said she is ready to have a fresh conversation about options. She said that the 

District is the underlying land owner and could submit one application for all the 

docks. Mr. Van Vactor responded that he does not think the District would want to 

take on that liability.  

 

Chair Hege stated that this is just the beginning of the discussion; this cannot be 

resolved today. He said that the Board appreciates the District bringing these issues 

forward. Mr. Van Vactor observed that it might be a good idea to set a goal for 

returning to the Board to insure progress.  

 

Commissioner Kramer noted that Mr. Van Vactor had offered District help; he stated 

that the Planning department is currently understaffed. Mr. Van Vactor said he is not a 

planner but is willing to help in any way he can. Chair Hege suggested that Ms. Brewer 

could put some thoughts on paper and get the District’s response and move forward 

from there. He said he thinks 60-90 days is a reasonable timeline for this to come back 

before the Board. 
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Mr. Stone noted that there is a process in place for complaints and that process should 

be followed. Mr. Van Vactor said he could take a form today and bring it to the District 

Board for consideration. Chair Hege said that he is not sure there needs to be a 

complaint yet; some discussion should occur and then a determination can be made. 

Ms. Brewer said that a pre-application meeting might be useful; it can help define a 

direction.  

 

Mr. Van Vactor said that the District would prefer that there be no docks but has not 

taken any steps to remove them – it is not an easy issue and they are interested in 

working with both the County and the community.  

 

Commissioner Kramer stated that the impending drought needs to be addressed.  

 

***The Board was in consensus to send a letter to the State requesting a 

drought declaration based on recommendations from the Soil and Water 

District.*** 

 

Chair Hege called a recess at 11:03 a.m. 

 

The session reconvened at 1:30 p.m. 

 

 

Chair Hege opened the Justesen Aggregate Quarry Application Hearing at 1:30 p.m. He 

explained the reason for the hearing and the process to be followed (see attached 

Justesen hearing script).  

 

Chair Hege asked if any Board member wished to disqualify themselves for any 

personal or financial interest in this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any Board member wished to report any significant ex parte or 

pre-hearing contacts. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any member of the audience wished to challenge the right of any 

Board member to hear this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any member of the audience wished to question the jurisdiction of 

Agenda Items – Aggregate Quarry Applications Hearings 
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this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked Associate Planner Dawn Baird to present the Staff Report. Ms. Baird 

reviewed the Staff Report (attached) for the application to expand the site from 21.5 

acres to 50 acres. She explained that the Planning Commission has approved the 

conditional use and standards review and is recommending approval of the comp plan 

amendment and zoning map amendment.  

 

Ms. Baird explained that the Board can approve the application with the stated 

conditions, approve the application with amended conditions, deny the application or 

continue the hearing to a date and time certain.  

 

Chair Hege asked about the change from the 750 foot to 1500 foot buffer zone. Ms. 

Baird says that research has revealed that the State is going to the 1500 foot buffer zone 

which is an indication that it will become the standard; the Planning department felt it 

appropriate to apply the standard now.  

 

Chair Hege asked the applicant if he is aware of the increased buffer zone. Mr. Justesen 

said he is fine with it. 

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone present wished to speak in favor of the application. Mr. 

Justesen said he is in favor.  

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone present wished to speak in opposition to the application. 

There were none. 

 

Chair Hege closed the hearing at 1:46 p.m. and opened deliberations.  

 

 {{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve  PLACUP 15 01 0002 to expand an 

existing 21.5 acre aggregate operation to 50 acres in size to include a 

Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add a significant aggregate operation to 

the Comprehensive Plan Mineral and Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site 

and a Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to 

the existing and expanded operation. Commissioner Kramer seconded the 

motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
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Chair Hege opened the Bryant-Carver Aggregate Quarry Application Hearing at 1:48 

p.m. As no one new had joined the session, Chair Hege briefly reviewed the reason for 

the hearing and the process to be followed (see attached Bryant-Carver script).  

 

 Chair Hege asked if any Board member wished to disqualify themselves for any 

personal or financial interest in this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any Board member wished to report any significant ex parte or 

pre-hearing contacts. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any member of the audience wished to challenge the right of any 

Board member to hear this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any member of the audience wished to question the jurisdiction of 

this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked Associate Planner Dawn Baird to present the Staff Report. Ms. Baird 

reviewed the Staff Report (attached) for a new 20 acre site located on ta 223 acre parcel 

south of Hinton Road and east of Bakeoven Road.  She explained that the Planning 

Commission has approved the conditional use and standards review and is 

recommending approval of the comp plan amendment and zoning map amendment.  

 

Ms. Baird noted that the DOE requires a permit for any work to be done on BPA or 

BPA right of ways but none exist on this property.  

 

Ms. Baird explained that the Board can approve the application with the stated 

conditions, approve the application with amended conditions, deny the application or 

continue the hearing to a date and time certain – she sees no reason to continue the 

hearing.  

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone present wished to speak in favor of the application. John 

Bryant said he is in favor and here to answer any questions about the application.  

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone present wished to speak in opposition of the application. 

There were none.  
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Chair Hege closed the hearing at 1:55 p.m. and opened deliberations.  

 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve PLACUP 15 02 0003 to create a 20 

acre aggregate operation to include a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add 

the site as a significant aggregate operation to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral 

& Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site and a Zone Change to apply the 

EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the proposed 10 acre aggregate 

Site. Commissioner Kramer seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

Chair Hege opened the Bryant-Hagens Aggregate Quarry Application Hearing at 1:57 

p.m. As no one new had joined the session, Chair Hege briefly reviewed the reason for 

the hearing and the process to be followed (see attached Bryant-Hagens script).  

 

Chair Hege asked if any Board member wished to disqualify themselves for any 

personal or financial interest in this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any Board member wished to report any significant ex parte or 

pre-hearing contacts. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any member of the audience wished to challenge the right of any 

Board member to hear this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked if any member of the audience wished to question the jurisdiction of 

this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter. There were none. 

 

Chair Hege asked Associate Planner Dawn Baird to present the Staff Report. Ms. Baird 

reviewed the Staff Report (attached) saying that this is a little different as a legal 

creation could not be located. Part of the application was to do a partition. The 

Planning Commission found the application to be complete and voted unanimously to 

approve the partition as well as the conditional use and standards review and is 

recommending approval of the comp plan amendment and zoning map amendment. 

 

Ms. Baird noted that there are BPA lines in the area but the quarry is for a BPA project. 

She said that the Board can add that as a condition but the BPA and applicant are 

already aware. She noted that there are some Scribner’s errors to be corrected – on 

page 28 it says 1500 where it should read 1500 feet, in some places it identifies the 
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applicant as Bryant-Hagen where is should be Bryant-Hagens, the company is an Inc 

not an LLC as listed in the application, in one place it lists the site as a 50-acre site, but 

it is only 20 acres.  

 

Ms. Baird explained that the Board can approve the application with the stated 

conditions, approve the application with amended conditions, deny the application or 

continue the hearing to a date and time certain – she sees no reason to continue the 

hearing.  

 

Chair Hege asked for further detail regarding the BPA permits. Mr. Bryant reported 

that he has talked to the BPA about their easement. He said that Bryant INC is not 

within the BPA easement. The subcontracted blaster is within the BPA easement and is 

the BPA.  

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone present wished to speak in favor of the application. John 

Bryant said he is in favor and here to answer any questions about the application.  

 

Chair Hege asked if anyone present wished to speak in opposition of the application. 

There were none.  

 

Chair Hege closed the hearing at 2:08 p.m. and opened deliberations. 

 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve, with noted corrections, PLACUP 

15 01 001 to create a 20 acre aggregate operation subject to Standards Review for 

a significant Determination for the existing aggregate site; a comprehensive 

Plan Amendment to add a proposed aggregate operation to the Comprehensive 

Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a significant Site. Commissioner Kramer 

seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 

 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve, with noted corrections, PLACUP 

15 01 001 for a Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

zone to the proposed operation; and a Conditional Use Permit to allow an 

aggregate operation and include drilling, shooting, crushing and stockpiling 

crushed aggregate. Commissioner Kramer seconded the motion which passed 

unanimously.}}} 
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Commissioner Runyon said that as applications are reviewed, when it is discovered that 

the County is more stringent than the state, the Planning Department should take the 

time to find out why and if it is still appropriate to be more stringent.  

 

Ms. Brewer agreed. She added that there is another procedure for approving rock 

quarries that is less time-intensive; they are looking into it as a possible amendment to 

the County Plan. She said that Ms. Baird has done a great job and found a way to 

streamline the process for the Board of Commissioners.  

 

 

Commissioner Runyon reported that he has asked Counsel to review the current 

agenda format for improvements. He said that she suggested that the Commission 

Call be made a consistent part of the meeting with brief reports from each 

Commissioner on their previous two weeks activities; that will help educate the public 

on all that the Board does.  

 

Commissioner Runyon read a report into the record of his last two weeks activities 

(attached). One item he reported was a discussion at the Veterans Ad Hoc Committee 

regarding the possibility of a Veterans Tax District. Chair Hege asked if they knew that 

part of the tax base can go toward veterans. Commissioner Runyon replied that they 

did; this is something different.  

 

Commissioner Runyon also reported that what he heard at the Union Pacific meeting 

is that Union Pacific is as concerned about safety as is the public – it costs them 

millions of dollars when things go wrong. Chair Hege, who attended the same 

meeting, noted that the CEO and Board Chair of Union Pacific were at the meeting. 

 

Commissioner Kramer announced that a lone juvenile wolf has been tracked in Wasco 

County; there has been no depredation. He said that it has bounced around the 

northeastern part of the state and has crossed two rivers. It is currently in the 

Cascades crossing back and forth between Hood River and Wasco Counties. The 

assumption is that it is eating on winter kill among the deer; it has created no issues 

and ODF is tracking it – they will try some aerial location as ground tracking has been 

unsuccessful.  

 

Commissioner Kramer reported that the Limmeroth sale in the canyon is still moving 

Commission Call 
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forward with ODFW although there have been some rumblings from landowners and 

the Farm Bureau – the Bureau does not want the State to own any more land. He said 

he expects the Board will probably hear from some disgruntled landowners but noted 

that they too had the opportunity to purchase the property. 

 

Commissioner Kramer said that the Forest Collaborative is making progress; they are 

working on a charter and have a field trip planned for 5.27.2015. He said that he is 

looking for the conclusion of the grant process for the Pine Hollow boat ramp; a 

private landowner came through with $3,000 for the project. He said he believes they 

have a fair chance of getting the grant money.  

 

Commissioner Kramer stated that the South Wasco Alliance continues to move 

forward on projects for broadband and the boat ramp. There are other projects that 

are not yet concrete but have the potential to provide jobs in that part of the County.  

 

Commissioner Runyon suggested that Commission Call be moved to the front of the 

agenda and each Commissioner provide a report. Chair Hege stated that in terms of 

priority, if there is public comment that would have to be first. Both Commissioner 

Runyon and Kramer agreed. Commissioner Kramer pointed out that if there is new 

business, Ms. White is generally notified prior to the meeting.  

 

Chair Hege adjourned the meeting at 2:34 p.m. 

 

Motions Passed 
 

 To support the Fort Dalles Museum PUD grant application for a heat 
pump, wiring and insulation and to provide a letter of certification for 
the Museum’s non-profit status. 

 To approve the Consent Agenda with noted corrections – 4.15.2015 
Regular Session & 4.29.2015 Special Session Minutes. 

 To approve the Intergovernmental Agreement for Ascend/Proval 
Software Support. 

 To approve Order #15-044 vacating Cedar Street Extension and Cul de 
Sac laying west of Juniper way within Block 3 or the Juniper Addition 
Subdivision, Tygh Valley Section 3, T4S, R13E WM. 

 To approve Order #15-047 directing the Public Works Director to 
prepare his report on the proposed vacation of Unnamed Public Road A 
in Section 1 of Township 5 South Range 13E beginning at southerly right 
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of way State Hwy 216 traveling south to the southerly right of way of 
Unnamed Public Road B. 

 To remain a signer on the IGA for the Lone Pine Project. 

 To approve  PLACUP 15 01 0002 to expand an existing 21.5 acre 
aggregate operation to 50 acres in size to include a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add a significant aggregate operation to the 
Comprehensive Plan Mineral and Aggregate Inventory as a Significant 
Site and a Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay zone to the existing and expanded operation. 

 To approve, with noted corrections, PLACUP 15 01 001 to create a 20 
acre aggregate operation subject to Standards Review for a significant 
Determination for the existing aggregate site; a comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add a proposed aggregate operation to the 
Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a significant 
Site. 

 To approve, with noted corrections, PLACUP 15 01 001 for a Zone 
Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the 
proposed operation; and a Conditional Use Permit to allow an aggregate 
operation and include drilling, shooting, crushing and stockpiling 
crushed aggregate. 

 
Consensus 
 

 To send a letter to the State requesting a drought declaration based on 
recommendations from the Soil and Water District. 
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• No documents have been submitted for this item 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
REGULAR SESSION 

APRIL 15, 2015 
 
 
  PRESENT: Scott Hege, Commission Chair 

Rod Runyon, County Commissioner  
    Steve Kramer, County Commissioner  
  STAFF: Tyler Stone, Administrative Officer 
     Kathy White, Executive Assistant  
    
 
Chair Hege opened the session at 9:15 a.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance. Ms. White 
asked to have a QLife Budget appointment added to the Discussion List. 
Commissioner Kramer asked to add a letter of Support for the South Wasco Alliance 
and the Public Health questions to the Discussion list. 
 
 
Commissioner Runyon announced that yesterday the Senate moved to approve Schools 
to Roads funding – approximately 4,000 school districts are affected. Payments are to 
be made within 45 days. Although we do not yet know the amount, it is good news for 
Wasco County. 
 
 

Midge Johnson of The Dalles stated that she is confused about what is going on with 
Public Health and so began attending Health District board meetings. She asked why 
Wasco County is considering splitting from the tri-county group; services are good, the 
budget was passed and the State seems happy. She said she understands there are some 
personality issues but after all these years, why are we pulling out? 
 

Public Comment – SRS 

Public Comment – Public Health 
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Commissioner Kramer replied that in his opinion public health is changing and will 
continue to change but the District is not having those discussions to move forward 
and proactively respond to and prepare for those changes. He said that he wants to 
take a hard look at public health; however, the District seems to be fighting over a 
budget to keep things the way they are. 
 

Chair Hege said that right now we are conducting a study that will look at public health 
in a very open way; by the end of this year the Board of Commissioners will make a 
decision about how to move forward – maybe the decision will be to do nothing. 
 

Ms. Johnson asked what prompted the decision to pull out. 
 

Chair Hege stated that the County had gone on the road with public hearings to 
explore the possibility of a road district. The meetings were well-attended and a 
pervasive theme in citizen feedback was that the road department had been thoroughly 
scrutinized and made more efficient – that same process needs to be applied to other 
departments in the County. He observed that the Public Health District continues to 
ask for more and more money.  
 

Mr. Stone stated that the current request from the Public Health District is an increase 
– they requested $314,000 two years ago, $344,000 last year and $394,000 this year. He 
said that County administration has asked all departments to get their budgets and costs 
to minimal levels while still maintaining services. 
 

Commissioner Runyon noted that in the Board packet, available on the County 
website, there is a good memo that really breaks the process down – it explains why 
and what is being done to move forward.  
 
Chair Hege pointed out that this process will be helpful no matter what the final 
decision is – it will provide the information and insight to support whatever decision is 
made. 
 

Victor Johnson of The Dalles asked if the reason the study has been undertaken is the 
budgetary considerations. Chair Hege replied that that is part of it but it is also to look 
at services and how they will work with changing health care. Commissioner Kramer 
stated that it is important to have outcomes. Commissioner Hege said that he will keep 
Ms. Johnson informed. Mr. Stone invited her to stop by his office any time to talk 
about the issue.  
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Mike Bertrand stated that he has heard rumor that there are secret negotiations with 
Google taking place – he would like to have a copy of the non-disclosure agreement. 
He said that Wasco County has lost out on $100,000,000 from the first enterprise zone 
with Google – he hopes that the Board is looking out for Wasco County as Google 
could just pack up and leave. He reported that he has been investigating this for nine 
months and believes the County is paying Google to be here. He said that Google was 
supposed to have 45 jobs with the first enterprise zone and 10 more with the second 
but no one will really verify that. He observed that Google does not have to pay payroll 
taxes on 62% of their payroll and the senate has given away more. He cautioned that 
when the County representatives go into negotiations they need to think about all of 
the citizens who pay property taxes – Google has subsidies of $360,000,000 in Wasco 
County alone – if the County is looking for money, there it is.  
 
Chair Hege replied that he had already provided Mr. Bertrand with a copy of the 
previously executed NDA which would extend to any new negotiations. Mr. Stone 
advised Mr. Bertrand to stop by his office before leaving the building and write out a 
request for that information. 
 

Mr. Bertrand asked if County Counsel had reviewed that document – it states that all 
litigation will take place in New York. 
 

Chair Hege replied that Mr. Nisley had approved the document. He added that if there 
is a future agreement with Google, it will be made public and with the opportunity for 
public comment; however, negotiations for agreements are private which is a 
requirement. He reminded Mr. Bertrand that he had received a redacted listing of all 
the Google employees at The Dalles site along with their earnings.  
 

Mr. Bertrand acknowledged that he had received the list but noted that the State says 
that reporting is done on the honor system. 
 
 

Tai Rogers reminded the Board that in March they had asked her to find out about 
some bills in the State Capitol that will affect Wasco County. She reported that while 
there are none currently on the floor, there are some in committee. Senate Bill 341 for 
agricultural tourism is being introduced and will allow providers to not be held liable 

Public Comment – Google 

Discussion List – FFA Student Report 
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for injury or death provided they display warning signs. Another bill will establish 
parameters for GMO farming. 
 

In the House HB 2674 would establish the same parameters with some differences in 
the language. HB 2675 would require merchants to provide documentation to the 
Agriculture Department for GMO agreements.  
 
 

Wayne Lease, Washington resident, reviewed a worksheet (attached) with facts and 
figures regarding MCCOG’s operation of Building Codes. Chair Hege interrupted him 
part-way through in order to adhere to the agenda; he advised Mr. Lease that if he 
could stay there would probably be more time for him later in the session. 
 
 

At 9:45 Chair Hege opened a public hearing to consider the adoption of Ordinance 15-
001 amending the Wasco County Fee Schedule. 
 

Ms. White reviewed the changes to the Fee Schedule – one modification of a fee in 
Section H(2) – removing the second line of that item and an addition of charges for 
legal counsel should it be necessary for the completion of a citizen request. The legal 
fee includes notification to the citizen of those charges prior to engaging counsel for 
the work.  
 

Chair Hege asked for public comment; there was none. 
 

Chair Hege closed the hearing for public comment. 
 

Commissioner Kramer asked if there had been a change to section K for the IT hourly 
service fee. Ms. White referenced the current fee schedule and found that it has not 
changed.  
 

Commissioner Runyon asked if we are reasonably assured that the legal fee provision is 
similar to what other Oregon counties are charging. County Counsel Kristen Campbell 
replied that it is. 
 

Chair Hege closed the public hearing and called for a motion. 
 

{{{Commissioner Kramer read the title of Ordinance 15-001, which amends the 
Wasco County Fee Schedule, into the record and moved to adopt it. 

Public Comment – MCCOG 

Agenda Item - Fee Schedule Hearing  
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Commissioner Runyon seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Jim Slusher, Executive Director of Mid-Columbia Community Action Council said he 
is here to ask the Board’s approval for the Emergency Solutions Grant. He explained 
that they get this grant funding every year.  
 

Commissioner Kramer asked Commissioner Runyon if he has seen the plan. 
Commissioner Runyon replied that through his work on the Community Action 
Committee he has seen it. Commissioner Kramer asked if the Board has a copy of the 
plan. Mr. Slusher replied that he did not bring the plan. Chair Hege asked if the plan is 
similar to prior years. Mr. Slusher replied that it is a HUD grant and the plan is similar 
to prior years.  
 

{{{Commissioner Runyon moved to approve the CAP Emergency Solutions 
Grant Work Plan. Commissioner Kramer seconded the motion which passed 
unanimously.}}} 
 
 
CVSO Russell Jones reviewed the numbers included in the Board packet covering 
activity at the Veterans Service Office over the past quarter. He said that they have 
opened 266 new client files since the beginning of the fiscal year and have 3 months to 
go of the 255-work-day year. The VA estimates there are 3,000 veterans residing in 
Wasco County – that would mean they will have seen approximately 10% of those 
veterans as new clients in this fiscal year.  
 

Mr. Jones went on to say that they have about 17 contacts in their office each working 
day – the volunteer staff handles phone calls and walk-ins, freeing up the CVSO’s to 
work on claims. Volunteers put in 275-300 hours each month.  
 
Mr. Jones noted that although the average wait time for veterans claims through the 
Portland office is 6.49 months, his office’s average wait time through that same 
processing facility is 5.05 months. Appeals take approximately 2 years. Claims for 
widows and low-income veterans is 29 days from filing to getting paid.  
 

Commissioner Runyon complimented Mr. Jones on his work saying that Mr. Jones had 
called into the recent AOC veterans meeting and provided valuable information to the 

Agenda Item - Emergency Solutions Grant Work Plan 

Agenda Item - Certified Veterans Service Officer Quarterly Report 
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group. Mr. Stone agreed, saying that Mr. Jones has set the bar across the state. 
 
 
Mr. Lease continued to review his hand-out. Chair Hege interrupted him part-way 
through in order to adhere to the agenda; he advised Mr. Lease that if he could stay 
there would probably be more time for him later in the session. 
 
 
Mosier Fire Chief Jim Appleton stated that the recent special election to recall two of 
the Mosier Fire District Board members was an unexpected expense for which the 
District had not budgeted. He had been instructed by the remaining Board members to 
hold the bill until the Board had regained a quorum membership. Unfortunately, a 
mistake was made and the bill was paid. He said that he had contacted County Clerk 
Linda Brown regarding the invoice, questioning the amortization portion which came 
to $1,200. Ms. Brown had advised that any adjustments/refunds would have to be 
decided by the Board of County Commissioners. 
 
Ms. Brown explained that the law allows the amortization of equipment purchases, 
leases, maintenance and software over the elections held each year. She calculates those 
costs and spreads them evenly across the expected elections for that year. Because the 
special election came on the heels of the general election, she was able to adjust that 
amortization to include both elections in her calculations which actually reduced the 
costs for both. If the Board were to vote to refund any or all of the amortization fee, 
they would have to do so from general fund as there is not a way to go back to the 
other districts to have them pay higher fees for the general election. She noted that had 
she not adjusted the costs over the two elections, their fees would have been $500 
higher. She observed that the District must make adjustments for other unexpected 
costs, i.e. equipment failure, etc., and this is really no different.  
 

Mr. Appleton said that he is not contesting the bill, but had been instructed by his 
Board to request a full or partial refund. He said that he believes his Board will 
understand any decision the County makes in this matter. 
 

Commissioner Runyon stated that he is concerned with the timeline – a lot of time 
passed between receipt of the bill and the request. Mr. Appleton conceded that it did 
take a lot of time; they did not have a quorum and that slowed their processes 
considerably. He said there was also a process of learning how the new Board wanted 

Public Comment – MCCOG 

Agenda Item - Mosier Fire District Request 
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to run the District. He noted that he thinks the new board is great and he takes 
responsibility for the poor procedures in paying the bill.  
 

Commissioner Runyon said he understands the Clerk’s dilemma and is concerned 
about setting precedent. He said he understands that money is limited in the District as 
it is in the County. 
 
{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to deny the request to forgive all or part of the 
Mosier Fire District’s special election fees. Commissioner Runyon seconded the 
motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Ms. Brown explained that when a bank does a foreclosure they contract with the 
Sheriff’s Office to do the sale and convey the deed back to the Bank. She stated that 
the way the Sheriff’s Office has been executing the notarizations, it appears that the 
Office Manager is approving her own signature. While it is not a fatal flaw, the 
underwriters could reject the documents based on the incorrect notarization. 
 

Ms. Brown went on to say that to re-record the approximately 80 identified deeds 
would be expensive – while the County could forgive its own fees, the State fees 
totaling $31 for each deed which will have to be paid out of the Sheriff’s budget.  She 
reported that she has spoken with Sheriff Eiesland and Mr. Stone and advised them 
that all 80 may not need to be re-recorded and should be done as they sporadically 
come forward; the Sheriff will have a line item in his budget to pay for them – three 
have already been done. She reported that the Sheriff’s Office has corrected their 
process.  
 

Commissioner Runyon asked if the notary language is on the stamp and if it had 
changed. Ms. Brown explained that the Sheriff’s Civil Technician had attended a 
conference and received a new manual in 2014 – there was just a terminology error 
made in the interpretation of the guidelines. She stated that both local title companies 
are aware of the issue and on-board with this solution. 
 
{{{The Board was in consensus to allow the County Clerk to waive County fees 
for any deeds needing to be re-recorded as a result of incorrect notarization 
executed by the Sheriff’s Office.}}}  
 
 

Agenda Item - Sheriff’s Deeds 
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Hood River County Commissioner Karen Joplin explained that she has participated in 
NACO and AOC committees for criminal justice and incarceration. She said it is time 
for NORCOR to engage in new processes and they are excited to move forward. She 
observed that we have an obligation to improve this service to our public. The mapping 
process will identify what we have and don’t have in place. 
 

Commissioner Joplin stated that there is a lot of room for improvement – diversion, 
mental health, drug court, veterans services are all things we have in place. We need to 
access what is still needed and then focus on funding and committees. She said that the 
National Institute of Corrections is facilitating the two-part mapping process at no 
charge. She said she was able to make that connection during a trip to D.C.  
 

Commissioner Joplin announced that NIC would be here in May to help identify 
outcomes and again in the summer to map out assets and deficits in programs and 
processes. That information will be put to use in support of funding sources. She stated 
that the group wants the support and active participation of Wasco County 
Commissioners. She stated that they are encouraging the participation of sheriffs, 
district attorneys, judicial partners, the social service community, health care, hospitals 
and educators – everyone who touches the inmate experience. She said the first 
meeting will be hosted by CGCC on May 21, 2015. 
 

Commissioner Runyon stated that he is very happy to see this happening; he said the 
issue of health care costs should be one of the items addressed. He observed that the 
results of this process could have implications across the State. Commissioner Joplin 
agreed saying that this is a premiere process for Oregon.  
 
 
County Assessor Jill Amery stated that the increases being requested are for staffing as 
her office moves through their software conversion. She stated that they also need 
additional appraisers – not only do they need an additional appraiser position, there is 
an appraiser that will retire soon and need to be replaced. She said that there is limited 
space in her office and no room for expansion, however, they have consulted with 
Office Max and identified a configuration that will allow for the additional staff. She 
said that administrative costs are down and they have hired someone temporarily who 
will be helping with the conversion – that position will last until June 30, 2015.  

Agenda Item - CAFFA 

Agenda Item - NORCOR Mapping 
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Ms. Amery went on to say that forecasts from CAFFA predict a reduction in funding; 
her office estimates were for $195,000 – it appears it will be $176,000. 
 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve the CAFFA Grant Resolution to 
participate in the Department of Revenue’s Assessment and Taxation Grant. 
Commissioner Runyon seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Commissioner Runyon asked Finance Director Monica Morris if she is satisfied with 
the document. Ms. Morris replied that it cannot be changed and is a document making 
official the Board’s decision to have former AFSCME employees pay their own PERS 
contribution. Chair Hege observed that the resolution is fairly confusing. Ms. Morris 
agreed, saying that is typical for PERS. 
 
{{{Chair Hege moved to approve Resolution 15-001 changing the type of 
employee contributions made to the Oregon Public Employees Retirement 
System. Commissioner Runyon seconded the motion which passed 
unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Chair Hege noted that an email had been sent by DA Nisley stating that he does not 
want the stipend. He said that he thinks they can still pass it as policy – County Counsel 
has confirmed that and advised that it is good public policy. The District Attorney does 
not have to accept the money. 
 

Commissioner Runyon said that he does not want the policy to read in such a way as to 
force the County to pay the stipend and suggested a change in the language to allow the 
current and future Boards to have that flexibility. 
 

Commissioner Kramer pointed out that the resolution also contains gender-specific 
language that should be neutralized.  
 

Chair Hege asked that any motion include those changes so as not to have to have this 
be delayed to future agenda.  
 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve Resolution #15-002 to pay the 
District Attorney a monthly stipend for the use of a personal cell phone with the 

Discussion List - DA Stipend Resolution 

Discussion List – PERS Resolution 
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following changes: modify the language to make the stipend at the discretion of 
the Board and change gender specific references to be gender neutral. 
Commissioner Runyon seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 

Commissioner Kramer asked The Dalles Chronicle Reporter Derek Wiley how he safe 
guards notes he makes during Executive Sessions. Mr. Wiley replied that he had really 
not thought about it but had not written anything down during this morning’s 
executive session. Commissioner Kramer asked that he consider how to handle any 
notes made during Executive Sessions. 
 
 
Brief discussion ensued regarding the increase in dues which pushes the total to a little 
more than $500 over the budgeted amount. It was decided that that none of the 
voluntary dues would be eliminated. 
 

***The Board was in consensus to pay the 2015 AOC dues in full, including any 
voluntary dues.*** 
 

Commissioner Runyon excused himself from the session to participate in conference 
call with the National Association of Counties. 
 
 
BLM District Manager Carol Benkosky reviewed the briefing paper included in the 
Board Packet and answered questions.  
 

Commissioner Kramer asked if the numbers for the Lower Deschutes permits are for 
weekend usage. Chair Hege replied that they are not necessarily just for the weekend. 
Ms. Benkosky stated that the mechanism for issuing permits is an old program hosted 
on an old server. She reported that they are in negotiations with rec.gov to manage the 
permitting process but because of the BLM’s complex system of rules, there are some 
things rec.gov may not be able to do. Having a program customized and written is 
expensive both in the initial cost and the technical support. She stated that they did that 
for John Day and it was approximately $400,000. 
 

Chair Hege asked if there is a working group for Macks to Mouth. Ms. Benkosky 
replied that she believes there is. Chair Hege noted that MCEDD is working on it. 
Commissioner Kramer reported that Maupin City Councilwoman Sue Knapp is actively 

Discussion List – AOC Dues 

Agenda Item - BLM Annual Update 
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participating. Chair Hege concurred, saying that Councilwoman Knapp will be 
attending the management meeting next week. 
 

Commissioner Kramer asked for further explanation of the deferred maintenance 
funds. Ms. Benkosky said that the federal government has two funding streams for 
maintenance – one is Construction for new projects and one is Deferred for 
maintenance of existing projects.  
 

Chair Hege observed that the restrooms are extremely expensive and State Parks are 
testing a less expensive model that will allow them to provide more facilities. Ms. 
Benkosky said that BLM is phasing out pit toilets by attrition; they have composting 
toilets where it is difficult to navigate pumps. She noted that boaters are supposed to be 
carrying their own portable facilities.  
 

Chair Hege stated that the Foreman House guides used to meet with law enforcement 
and there is an effort to reinstitute that practice; they will be having a meeting in the 
near future.  
 
Ms. Benkosky reported that recent meetings with Northern Burlington Railroad have 
been productive and there may a way to construct an above-grade crossing that will 
meet everyone’s needs and allow campers full use of the area. There is a piece of land 
that would be included for which they have not been able to identify ownership. Chair 
Hege said he is sure the County can get that information for her.  
 

Ms. Benkosky said that they have many cooperative agreements with local fire 
departments for mutual aid during the first 24 hours of a fire. She said after the first 24 
hours, it becomes a cost sharing arrangement. She noted that there are still many 
unprotected areas; previously the BLM had the resources to help landowners – keeping 
fires small keeps them off of BLM land – however funding is tight and that may not be 
possible in the future. She noted that cost sharing does not always mean money; it can 
also be services, facilities or equipment.  
 

Mr. Stone asked if Ms. Benkosky could provide a map of unprotected areas in Wasco 
County. He said the word needs to get out to rural volunteers who are not prepared for 
a fire that may not get attention from federal agencies. Chair Hege noted that if those 
areas were to organize a fire district they could enter into an agreement with the BLM. 
Ms. Benkosky said that she thinks the people who are unprotected are aware of that 
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circumstance but need to know that the BLM won’t be there for free. She said there is 
some movement to have the State play a bigger role and offer more support. The 
current conflagration act requires a minimum population for State involvement. She 
said that she will make sure the County gets a map that outlines current services. She 
said in areas where there are fire districts, it needs to be district boards – not fire chiefs 
– that enter into cooperative agreements.  
 

There was brief discussion regarding the upcoming SOAK event. Ms. Benkosky stated 
that if the organizers want to make use of BLM land next year, they will need to apply 
for a permit to do so. The current landowner had inquired about purchasing some of 
the BLM land but it is illegal for the BLM to sell property.  
 
 
 
{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve the Consent Agenda. Chair Hege 
seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Commissioner Kramer explained that this is an agreement with State Forestry to 
provide $5,000 in funding for facilitation of three Forest Collaborative meetings which 
will cost approximately $4,500. The facilitation contract will likely be with Mr. Noonan 
and Wasco County.  
 

Mr. Stone said he understood that the Soil and Water District would be the fiscal agent 
for the Collaborative. Commissioner Kramer said that for now it is the County. These 
will be pass-through funds and the Finance Director believes the facilitator can be a 
direct appointment. Chair Hege asked for confirmation that this IGA is just for the 
County to receive the funds. Commissioner Kramer replied that that is correct.  
 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve the Oregon Department of Forestry 
IGA to administer a contract for Facilitation for the Mount Hood National 
Forest Collaborative. Chair Hege seconded the motion which passed 
unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Mr. Stone reminded the Board that they had directed him to move forward to hire 
someone to come in and catch up work in the Treasurer’s office as well as implement 

Consent Agenda – 2.13.2015 Special Session Minutes & 4.1.2015 Regular              
Session Minutes 

Discussion List – Accounting Services Contract  

Discussion List – Forest Collaborative Funding 
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sound policies and procedures in response to the recent audit findings and the 
recommendations of Pauly Rogers. He said that in addition to these steps, Ms. Morris 
is looking for a temporary employee to help with the extra work that will come into her 
office. 
 
Chair Hege asked to confirm that this contract will also cover the implementation of 
accounting policies and procedures. Mr. Stone replied that it will; once the work is 
caught up, Ms. Smith-Wagar will work with departments to develop policies and 
procedures.  
 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to declare an emergency and approve the 
Professional Services Contract for On-Call Accounting Consulting Services with 
Smith-Wagar Consulting, attaching the Administrative Officer’s memo to the 
contract to in support of the emergency declaration. Chair Hege seconded the 
motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 
 
Commissioner Kramer explained that the Mayor of Maupin is asking the County to 
support the South Wasco Alliance in their bid to become a recognized non-profit 
organization. He shared a letter of support from Maupin along with a draft letter of 
support provided by the SWA for Wasco County (attached). He said he is in support 
and would like to see the letter go out over all three Board members signatures.  
 

***The Board was in consensus to provide a letter of support for the South 
Wasco Alliance’s application for non-profit status.*** 
 
 
Ms. White reported that the urgency of this appointment was due to an oversight on 
her part. She explained that the vacancy for this position had been last summer but had 
somehow not made it onto her tracking spread sheet. The QLife Budget committee is 
scheduled to meet next week and an appointment for a Wasco County representative 
needs to be made before that time.  
 

Chair Hege stated that the applicant, Douglas Quisenberry, works at Google in the 
second level of management so he is technically savvy. He said that Mr. Quisenberry 
also serves as the treasurer for a local non-profit organization. He said that Dave 
Carlson of Google has also served on the QLife Committee but is stepping down. 

Discussion List – Letter of Support for Maupin 

Discussion List – QLife Budget Committee Appointment 
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{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve Order 15-042 appointing Douglas 
Quisenberry as a representative of Wasco County on the QLife Budget 
Committee. Chair Hege seconded the motion which passed unanimously.}}} 
 

Chair Hege recessed the session at 12:04 p.m. 
 

The Session reconvened at 2:00 p.m. 
 
 
Mr. Stone said the County has started down the path of analyzing the form and 
function of Public Health. He stated that the three participating counties have been 
transitioning for six years into a regional model for public health; while we have made it 
most of the way, there are issues that still need to be addressed. He said this process 
will help to move the County and public health forward. He said this regional model is 
unique in the State and as with any new venture, it begs regular review and evaluation 
to make sure goals are being achieved. He then reviewed the memo included in the 
Board packet. 
 

He said the actual costs of public health services needs to be identified to determine the 
most effective approach. With the introduction of CCO’s and the Affordable Care Act, 
health services are changing – there may be better models in light of these changes. 
What should the benchmarks be? What services should be offered? What needs to 
happen with the governance model for this to be a viable solution and what kinds of 
communication is needed from the District? 
 
He said that a group sat down and tried to work on developing a project plan for the 
analysis requested by the Board of County Commissioners. Kathy Schwartz has 
volunteered her time to help with the process. She has extensive knowledge in this area. 
He said still outstanding in the conversion: 
 

• An analysis of in-kind services from Wasco County and the value of those 
services – that process has stalled due to disagreements and needs to move 
forward.  

• A formal business plan has not been completed. 
• A fiscal analysis of the cost of services – the model was built on the premise that 

better services could be provided for less cost; however, it seems to be costing 

Agenda Item - Public Health Project Plan 
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more for the same or similar services. Through the process we may find that 
services are dropping and costs increasing.  

 

He stated that the model is in need of thoughtful, objective analysis which has been 
difficult to do in the midst of conversion – we need to understand what we did and 
validate that decision. We also need to address the governance process as it is obviously 
not working under the current circumstances. He said he hopes that it can be addressed 
through this process. He added that they will need to look at efficiency and 
effectiveness of programs and make sure we are simply not just doing what we have 
always done. In addition, transparency needs to be consistent and there needs to be 
targeted results. 
 

Ms. Schwartz said that she was asked to help move the group out of the stall and help 
them understand public health services as well as work with Public Health Director 
Teri Thalhofer to communicate with the Board of Commissioners. She stated that she 
is in favor of the district public health model – it is a discussion that began prior to her 
departure from her position as Public Health Director. She said she wants to help 
everyone get to yes.  
 
She said the next deliverance on the timeline is about governance. She stated that it is 
not unexpected to have these issues when starting a district – you make an agreement 
and then the unforeseen issues come up later. She said that she hopes a new 
governance agreement could be crafted with which Wasco County would be 
comfortable. She reported that they are in touch with the State to help with that and 
hopes to have something in place by October.  
 

She said that from May to November they will be doing a more comprehensive analysis 
of Public Health programs – what are the targets and results for the quarter as well as 
evaluating trends and making projections. She said the changes that are occurring in 
public health need to be evaluated. She said another meeting in December will provide 
an opportunity to look at what direction the Board wants to take based on the new 
information.  
 

Chair Hege noted that there will need to be cost controls, efficiencies and effectiveness. 
He asked how they will look at the changes in health care and how they will forecast 
fees. Ms. Schwartz replied that they will look at trending data and use that to project 
costs and fees. Chair Hege said that if they look at the population and a lot more 
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people are covered by the Oregon Health Plan it seems that the need for public health 
services will be reduced.  Mr. Stone said that it is not only an external look but also an 
internal look.  
 

Ms. Thalhofer said that she has parameters that are required by federal law – she has to 
slide to zero, the grant requires the scale to slide. She said she will get down to 
whatever level of detail the Board needs to hear. 
 

Chair Hege noted that on the time chart it lists the public health leadership team and 
the Commissioners. He asked who comprises the public health leadership team. Ms. 
Scharwtz replied that it is the same team working on the issue. He asked if they can 
actually meet the May 1st goal. Ms. Schwartz stated that the talks began in April and the 
Board will get a detailed report in November.  
 

Chair Hege asked what will happen between now and October and if they would report 
to the Board during the process. Ms. Schwartz said that they would be happy to 
provide updates whenever the Board would like. Chair Hege said that he would like to 
hear from them in the interim as a lot can happen in a 5 month span of time. He said 
that the goal today is to hear the plan and be able to ask questions about the plan.  
 

Mr. Stone stated that a lot of this will depend upon the cooperation of Public Health. 
Commissioner Kramer said that it will take everyone’s cooperation in order to move 
forward. Mr. Stone agreed, saying that if the plan meets with the Board’s approval, they 
will take it back to the Public Health Board for discussion on how to move forward. 
 

Ms. Johnson asked if there are resources to do this work. Ms. Schwartz said that this is 
a report she would ordinarily have given to the Board on an annual basis. She said that 
she would expect that the information is available and just needs to be gathered. She 
said that she would offer her assistance if desired; she really wants to get to “yes.” 
 

Chair Hege said that it had been mentioned that they were getting assistance from the 
State. Commissioner Kramer reported that he had had conversations with Oregon 
Public Health Division’s Community Liaison Manager Jan Kaplan and would be 
bringing this plan to his attention next week. Chair Hege said that a lot of time has 
been spent on the governance. Ms. Schwartz said that she does not find that to be 
unexpected. Chair Hege said he thinks there will need to be a number of discussions. 
Ms. Schwartz said she will add regular updates to the timeline. 
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Ms. Johnson pointed out that under roles it identifies a budget coordinator and asked 
who that would be. Ms. Schwartz said that will be Mr. Stone. Ms. Johnson asked who 
would serve as the public health investigator. Ms. Schwartz said she would fill that role 
but thinks a more appropriate identifier would be consultant.  
 
Ms. Johnson asked how it could be done at no cost. Mr. Stone replied that Public 
Health is costing a lot now as it is; this process will be an investment of time to figure 
out the issue. Other than staff time, he said he does not anticipate any costs. He said 
that they may not have an in-house financial analyst and will look for another volunteer 
to fill that role.  
 

Victor Johnson of The Dalles said he had been reading through minutes and found 
mention of engaging the community. He asked how much of that has been done and 
what is the plan to continue that throughout the process. Mr. Stone said this is the first 
step in the process and there is a lot of internal work to be done. He said there will be 
milestones along the way and there will be reports made at public meetings. He said 
once there is a final report it will come before the board at a public meeting where they 
will determine how they want to proceed.  
 

Chair Hege agreed that the team should come back to the Board throughout the 
process. Mr. Johnson said that there are a lot of ways for notices to slip through the 
cracks. Commissioner Runyon noted that anything that comes before the Board at a 
public meeting is available on the County website – the Board wants the information to 
be out there.  
 

Bridget Bailey of The Dalles asked if the Board has a list of names of people unhappy 
with public health services.  
 

Chair Hege replied that there is no such list; that is not where the issue came from. It is 
mainly governance issues, not services. 
 

Ms. Bailey said that she was at yesterday’s Public Health District’s Board meeting and 
felt it was not a good representation of Wasco County. She said that she is concerned 
about Wasco County’s relationship with the other counties. She asked where the 
complaints have come from. 
 

Chair Hege reiterated that this is basically a governance issue and has never been an 
issue of end users. Ms. Bailey said that she would encourage Chair Hege to attend the 
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Public Health Board meetings. Chair Hege replied that Commissioner Kramer is Wasco 
County’s representative on that Board. 
 

Chair Hege said that he thinks Mr. Johnson’s point is well-taken and the Board wants 
the process to be transparent.  
 

Public Health Officer Dr. McDonald said that she has concerns about the staff time 
this will take within Public Health. She said that while some of the information is 
available, some of the more abstract cost analysis is harder and will be time consuming. 
 

Chair Hege responded that they will look to Ms. Schwartz to help with that – 
determining what is needed and not needed. Ms. Schwartz said that the term 
cost/benefits analysis might be intimidating but what it actually is, is comparing 
benchmarks – how do you meet those, what does it cost, where does the funding come 
from? Dr. McDonald stated that she thinks some of that is outside their scope. Ms. 
Schwartz replied that it is part of what public health should already be doing and that 
the information will be beneficial to them. 
 
Ms. Thalhofer said that the Board has seen all this information before; it has been 
presented before – this will just be a different format.  
 

Chair Hege said that it is not the Board’s intention to overwhelm Public Health with 
work but the data is necessary in order to make an informed decision.  
 

Ken Farner said that as a citizen he is interested but personally removed from Public 
Health and therefore knows very little. He said he thinks this can be a win-win by 
getting the citizenry informed about what we do and can do to have a healthy 
community. He said that he realizes that controversy sells papers, but he encouraged 
the media to help educate the citizenry. 
 

Ms. Schwartz said the group will talk about the development of a communication plan. 
 

Commissioner Kramer said that Dr. McDonald has been appointed as the Medical 
Examiner and is very busy. He stated that there is a need to raise the ME fees as we are 
grossly behind the market. He said that the Board of Health is considering raising it 
from $100 to $300. Ms. Thalhofer said that they are proposing to recover the cost of 
the ME and staff time – 3 hours of Health Officer time, 2 hours of Program Secretary 
time and a 5% admin fee.  
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Chair Hege asked when those services are used. Dr. McDonald replied that the ME is 
called in to clarify the cause of death when a death is unexpected or unintended. She 
added that the ME is on call 24/7 and is sometimes called to the scene. She said that 
some cases take just a little time while others take a significant amount of time. She said 
it makes sense to do actual cost billing. Ms. Thalhofer noted that statute states that if 
there is not an ME available if falls to the Health Officer.  
 

Commissioner Kramer said that there are approximately 10 cases per quarter in Wasco 
County and it sits in the District Attorney’s budget. 
 

Ms. White stated that the public can sign up for emails that will deliver the agenda, a 
link to Board Packets and a link to Board Session minutes by going to the front page of 
the County website where there is a link to a sign-up form. 
 

Ms. White explained that during the recess she had shown Commissioner Runyon the 
proposed letters of support for the South Wasco County Alliance.  
 

***Commissioner Runyon said that he is also in consensus to provide the letter 
of support for the SWA’s application for non-profit status.*** 
 

Chair Hege adjourned the meeting at 3:10 p.m. 
 
Motions Passed 
 

• To adopt Ordinance 15-001 amending the Wasco County Fee Schedule. 
• To approve the CAP Emergency Solutions Grant Work Plan. 
• To deny the request to forgive all or part of the Mosier Fire District’s 

special election fees. 
• To approve the CAFFA Grant Resolution to participate in the 

Department of Revenue’s Assessment and Taxation Grant. 
• To approve Resolution 15-001 changing the type of employee 

contributions made to the Oregon Public Employees Retirement System. 
• To approve Resolution #15-002 to pay the District Attorney a monthly 

stipend for the use of a personal cell phone with the following changes: 
modify the language to make the stipend at the discretion of the Board 
and change gender specific references to be gender neutral. 

• To approve the Consent Agenda – 2.13.2015 Special Session Minutes & 
4.1.2015 Regular Session Minutes. 
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• To approve the Oregon Department of Forestry IGA to administer a 
contract for Facilitation for the Mount Hood National Forest 
Collaborative. 

• To declare an emergency and approve the Professional Services Contract 
for On-Call Accounting Consulting Services with Smith-Wagar 
Consulting, attaching the Administrative Officer’s memo to the contract 
to in support of the emergency declaration. 

• to approve Order 15-042 appointing Douglas Quisenberry as a 
representative of Wasco County on the QLife Budget Committee 

 
Consensus 
 

• To allow the County Clerk to waive County fees for any deeds needing to 
be re-recorded as a result of incorrect notarizations executed by the 
Sheriff’s Office. 

• To provide a letter of support for the South Wasco Alliance’s application 
for non-profit status. 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
SPECIAL SESSION 

APRIL 29, 2015 
 
 
  PRESENT: Scott Hege, Commission Chair 

Rod Runyon, County Commissioner  
    Steve Kramer, County Commissioner  
  STAFF: Tyler Stone, Administrative Officer 
     Kathy White, Executive Assistant  
    
 
Chair Hege opened the session at 4:30 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.  
 
 
County Counsel Kristen Campbell reported that there has been a request for a fee 
waiver related to a public records request filed by John Wood. She stated that 
experience with prior records requests has made it possible to calculate a fair estimate 
of the costs that will be incurred to fulfill the request; that estimate has been supplied 
to Mr. Wood. Ms. Campbell explained that the standard for waiving the fee is that it be 
in the public’s interest. She said that Mr. Wood is present and she would invite him to 
speak to that. 
 
John Wood of The Dalles said he believes the estimates are overstated especially based 
on what happened with John McHenry. He said fulfilling the request will take less than 
two hours of IT time. He said that the cost estimate is exorbitant which is not in the 
public interest.  
 

Chair Hege asked Ms. Campbell what the request is based upon. Ms. Campbell 
responded that this was made pursuant to discovery for litigation. She said that the 

Agenda Item – Fee Waiver Request 
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County felt the discovery request was overbroad and filed a motion for a protective 
order. Following the filing of the motion, Mr. Wood submitted the records request 
which spans from 2013 to present for the entire County. The request was then revised 
to any and all correspondence, texts, phone records and emails – even deleted items – 
for specific County employees. She stated that it will take a significant amount of time 
to complete, particularly the phone records. She said they have worked with IT to get 
some indication of the volume; it appears it will be in the thousands. She went on to 
say that there are no subject parameters and all documents will need to be reviewed for 
confidentiality. She noted that there are approximately 100 exemptions that will apply. 
She stated that statutes pass that cost on to the requestor unless it is deemed to be in 
the public interest. 
 

Chair Hege asked Ms. Campbell to confirm that initial request came in pursuant to a 
suit filed by Mr. Wood. Ms. Campbell replied that the initial request for the information 
was for discovery. The County filed a motion for a protective order in response to the 
request for discovery; following the filing the same request was made as a public 
records request. 
 

Chair Hege asked how that is different than the first request – is this an attempt to get 
around that? Ms. Campbell replied that that is her assumption as it circumvents the 
process. 
 
Mr. Wood stated that although he has requested records since 2013, the County can 
only go back one year on their server. Chair Hege replied that he is pretty sure that is 
not true. Commissioner Kramer asked if that is the information Mr. Wood received 
from the County IT department. Mr. Wood replied that it is. 
 

Chair Hege noted that Mr. Wood is not just asking for one year of information. He 
asked Ms. Campbell if the decision to be made today is whether or not the request is in 
the public interest. Ms. Campbell replied that it is. 
 

Chair Hege stated that it seems that this is part of the law suit. Ms. Campbell said that 
the caption of the public records request is identical to the lawsuit – the public request 
sites the lawsuit. That lends evidence to the conclusion that it is actually part of the 
lawsuit.  
 

Chair Hege asked Ms. Campbell if there was something in the request that she believes 
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the Board should consider to support the requestor’s conclusion that this is in the 
public interest. Ms. Campbell replied that she has not seen any evidence or information 
that supports the conclusion that this is in the public interest. 
 

 Chair Hege observed that the lion’s share of the cost will be for legal review. He said 
that while he would be willing to donate his own time, he would not be willing to pass 
along attorney fees to the public. Ms. Campbell pointed out that some fees have already 
been waived during this ongoing process. Chair Hege stated that he is not inclined to 
grant a fee waiver except any of his own time that is required.  
 

Mr. Wood asked how much it cost for Ms. Campbell to shadow him to Salem and back 
on Monday. He said that he had gone to testify on an ethics bill and Ms. Campbell was 
there to say that everything he said was false and misleading. Chair Hege replied that 
that doesn’t have anything to do with this discussion.  
 
Commissioner Kramer said he too refuses to use any more taxpayers dollars to proceed 
with a frivolous and irresponsible fishing trip.  
 
{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to deny Mr. Wood’s request for a fee waiver for 
his public records request. Commissioner Runyon seconded the motion. 
 

Discussion 
 

Commissioner Runyon said that he too would waive his own time but that is not where 
the costs are and the actions are ludicrous.  
 

The motion passed unanimously.}}} 
 

At 4:48 p.m. Chair Hege opened an Executive Session pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(h) 
to confer with legal counsel regarding litigation. 
 

The regular session reconvened at 5:01 p.m. 
 
 
Mr. Stone reminded the Board that the County has had some significant audit findings 
regarding several issues, some surrounding the Treasurer’s Office. He noted that in 
response to those findings, the County has brought in a consultant to help address the 
issues – specifically, to catch up the work and get in place some policies and procedures 

Agenda Item – Duties for Finance/Treasury 
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that will keep the County on track. He introduced Debbie Smith-Wagar, County 
Consultant, who has met with all departments to review processes and procedures.  
 

Ms. Smith-Wagar said she has audited government entities and is a licensed municipal 
auditor. She said she has also implemented processes for government entities. She said 
she has seen a lot and Wasco County is unique.  
 
Ms. Smith-Wagar stated that the Wasco County Finance Department is responsible for 
the annual financial report and for the budget which are public documents. She noted 
that the way things are set up now, the Finance Department does not have control of 
all of the information necessary to create those documents. She stated that the County 
is asking the Finance Department to attest to financial statements that they cannot 
verify. She said this has happened over the last year as communication has broken 
down, adding that the Treasurer is difficult to find during regular business hours.  
 
Chair Hege noted that staff has faced that same issue.  
 

Ms. Smith-Wagar said that to be fair to the Finance Department, they need to have 
control of the information so they can go forward with confidence when verifying 
documents. She said that she has been able to get the necessary information and 
reconciliations now appear to be up-to-date. However, the information is not being 
volunteered by the Treasurer – you have to ask for it. It does appear to be entered into 
the system. 
 

Commissioner Runyon asked if there are duties beyond the statutory duties. Ms. Smith-
Wagar replied that there are and it seems as though the elected officials’ duties and the 
FTE duties have been combined and should be pulled apart.  
 
Commissioner Kramer asked if everything is reconciled through 3.31.2015. Ms. Smith-
Wagar replied that it appears so; she said that she has not looked at every line and there 
are some slight discrepancies that need to be cleaned up, but it is information that can 
be relied upon. 
 

Mr. Stone stated that since the regular and secondary audits, things have been getting 
caught up – that does not change our ability to manage the finances and be able to 
understand what is happening. He said that he believes it is important to gather those 
Treasury tasks and move them into the finance office, getting processes in place so that 
this circumstance cannot happen again. He pointed out that there are some challenges 
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as some of the duties are statutory but the work can be done in the Finance 
Department and the Treasurer in his/her statutory capacity can review that.  
Ms. Smith-Wagar noted that just having the information in Eden is not the entire 
picture. For instance, there are landfill fees – if there is an anomaly, the Finance 
Director needs to know if it is a one-time occurrence or an annual occurrence. 
Currently the Treasurer is keeping that in his office and she has no way of knowing if 
there is an error that needs to be reviewed.  
 

Mr. Stone stated that it is his opinion that the County has to get control of this process. 
He pointed out that the Pauly Rogers report stated that “It appears the Treasurer does 
not have the accounting education or training to complete the accounting functions 
accurately. This prohibits timely financial reporting, reconciliation and documentation 
of internal controls working properly. Non-statutory work of the Treasurer should be 
reallocated to the Finance department to ensure timely and accurate completion.” 
 

Chair Hege asked that if the Board does that will there be resources allocated to the 
Finance Department to do that work. Mr. Stone replied that there is an additional 
employee in Finance now who is working with Ms. Smith-Wagar. 
 

Commissioner Runyon asked Mr. Stone that for the areas that Ms. Smith-Wagar has 
jump-started, what does he see going forward – is this temporary or long-term. 
 

Mr. Stone replied that it is immediate – we need to get this done to be ready for the 
upcoming audit. However, in the long-term those avenues need to be in the 
department that prepares the budget with the necessary controls in place.  
 
Commissioner Runyon stated that going forward, in addition to columns of numbers, 
he would like to see regular reports from Finance on how this is working. He said he 
does not want to be in the daily business of any County department, but would like 
some reporting on how the new arrangement is working. 
 

Mr. Stone replied that they will have a report as part of Ms. Smith-Wagar’s work; going 
forward there will be policies and procedures – part of that will be regular reporting to 
the Board of Commissioners.  
 

Commissioner Runyon said that he would think the Treasurer would welcome the help 
in getting caught up and opening avenues of communication.  
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Chair Hege said that what he is hearing is that it is positive that things are caught up 
and are better. He said he feels positive about that but concerned about the upcoming 
audit. The County wants to have a good audit. Ms. Smith-Wagar said that the 
information is being caught up but is not being shared.  
 
Mr. Stone said that he does not see that the situation will get better. 
 
Chair Hege asked how the Finance Director will get that information. Ms. Smith-Wagar 
responded that if the duties are moved, the Finance Director will have that 
information.  
 

Mr. Stone said that he asked legal counsel to draft a resolution that would move the 
duties. He provided it to the Board for review and consideration.  
 

Chair Hege reiterated that he wants to make sure that if the duties are moved, there are 
resources to support that. Finance Director Monica Morris said that what she has now 
is a temporary employee; she will need to find a permanent full-time employee.  
 

Commissioner Runyon asked Ms. Morris for her perspective – is this a good path? He 
noted that the County has an exemplary Finance Department. Ms. Morris replied that 
her department’s stance is that it is their role to protect public funds, be transparent 
and help the departments. She said that under the current circumstances they have not 
been able to do that. She said that she sees this as an avenue for her department to be 
more informed and better prepared to serve the public.  
 

Chair Hege asked for confirmation that policies and procedures will be developed and 
put into place for this new distribution of work. Ms. Smith-Wagar replied that they 
have already been talking about the internal controls that should be reviewed regularly 
to insure that duties are appropriately divided. She said that the auditor will also review 
those processes and procedures and weigh in.  
 
County Counsel Bradley Timmons stated that the proposed resolution would 
implement policies and it has been reviewed by Counsel. He said if they see any 
changes they would like to make, they can refine it here and proceed with it.  
 

Commissioner Runyon read the Resolution 15-002 (attached) into the record.  
 

Chair Hege asked for any comments. 
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County Assessor/Tax Collector Jill Amery said that she sees this as a positive move 
forward.  
 

Chair Hege asked for a definition of “Custodial Officer” under ORS 294.004. Ms. 
White read the definition from the ORS: “Custodial officer means the officer having 
custody of the funds of any county, municipality, political subdivision or school 
district.” Ms. Campbell characterized it as a catch-all position.  
 
Chair Hege noted that the resolution states that it will stay in effect until another 
resolution is passed that changes it. Mr. Stone confirmed that the Board can review and 
change those duties at any time.  
 

Chair Hege asked if it is Mr. Stone’s and legal counsel’s recommendation to adopt this 
resolution so the County can move forward. Mr. Stone replied that he believes the 
County had a fiduciary duty to do so.  
 

{{{Commissioner Kramer moved to approve Resolution 15-002 establishing 
duties and responsibilities regarding revenue, accounting, investing and other 
financial and administrative matters. Commissioner Runyon seconded the 
motion. 
 
Discussion: 
 
Mr. Timmons pointed out that this is not an ordinance that needs to be codified – it is 
a policy under resolution. He stated that the Treasurer receives notices of these 
meetings and had an opportunity to attend. He reported that the Treasurer has put 
County administration on notice that he is not going to communicate with them or 
their attorneys. The communication from the Treasurer through this process has been 
none. He said that he thinks time is of the essence – the County’s legal obligation is to 
put this in place. He pointed out that the County has received recommendations and 
the Treasurer has had ample time to weigh in – this has been a lot of work and has not 
happened overnight. He stated that there have been two audits; this has been well-
documented and the documents have been publicly available.  
 

Commissioner Kramer said that he has attended 30 Board sessions and has seen the 
Treasurer there maybe twice.  
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Chair Hege restated that he wants to make sure that if they move forward with this, 
resources are put in place to support that work in the Finance Department. 
 

Chair Hege called for a vote; the motion passed unanimously.}}} 
 

News reporter Rodger Nichols said that looking at the noticed agenda it does not say 
anything about massive changes. Commissioner Kramer pointed out that this is not the 
first session at which this topic has been discussed at length. Mr. Nichols stated that he 
has not heard about this before.  Commissioner Runyon replied that when Pauly 
Rogers presented their report they made the recommendation for this action. 
 

Mr. Timmons said that this is a public meeting and the Board is acting on legal advice. 
 

Chair Hege adjourned the session at 5:41 p.m. 
 
Motions Passed 
 

• To deny Mr. Wood’s request for a fee waiver for his public records 
request. 

• To approve Resolution 15-002 establishing duties and responsibilities 
regarding revenue, accounting, investing and other financial and 
administrative matters. 

 
 

WASCO COUNTY BOARD 
OF COMMISSIONERS 

 
 
 

Scott Hege, Commission Chair 
 
 
 

Rod Runyon, County Commissioner 
 
 
 

Steve Kramer, County Commissioner 



  

Agenda Item 
Lane County Ascend Support Contract 

 
• Intergovernmental Agreement for Ascend/Proval 

Software Support 
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Wasco County 

 
    Date: 5.6.2015      Date: 5.6.2015 
Scott Hege, Commission Chair    Rod Runyon, Commissioner 
Wasco County Board of Commissioners   Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 
 
    Date: 5.6.2015 
Steve Kramer, Commissioner     
Wasco County Board of Commissioners  
 
 
 
 
Wheeler County 
 
 
 
    Date:       Date:  
Patrick C. Perry, Judge     Rod Ordway, Commissioner 
Wheeler County Court     Wheeler County Court 
 
 
    Date:  
Lynn Morley, Commissioner     
Wheeler County Court  
 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

 

Kristen Campbell 
Wasco County Counsel 



















  

Agenda Item 
Road Vacation Report 

 
• Petition to Vacate Cedar Street Extension 

• Road Vacation Report 

• Order 15-044 Vacating Cedar Street Extension and 

Cul de Sac 

 



PETITION 

TO THE WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS TO 
511 WASHINGTON STREET 

THE DALLES, OR 97058 

LADIES/GENTLEMEN: 

We, the following undersigned property owners of Wasco County, hereby petition you to vacate the following 
described portion of: 

DESCRIPTION 
Cedar Street extension and cui de sac lying west 
of Juniper Way within Block 3 of the Juniper Addition 
Subdivision, Tygh Valley 
Section 3, T4S, R13E WM 

Attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof is a map marked Exhibit "A", which shows in detail the 
above described road or street. 

REASON TO 
VACATE This right-of-way has never been developed as a public 

road and is not necessary to allow effective access to the 
adjoining properties 

LIST OF ALL ABUTIING LANDOWNERS ADDRESS 

Teresa L. DiBartolo P.O. Box 265. Tygh Valley, Oregon 97063 

Joseph J. Cholick Family Trust 7620 SW Wilson Avenue Beaverton, Oregon 97008 

All petitioners must be owners of property abutting the road sought to be vacated. Each petitioner must attach a 
signature page signed before a Notary. If 100% of the abutting landowners sign the petition, the road may be 
vacated without Public Hearing. 



PETITIONED ROAD: Cedar Street, east of Juniper Way in Block 3, Juniper Addition Subdivision 

NAME OF PETITIONER/ADDRESS Teresa L. Di Bartolo 
P.O. Box 265, Tygh Valley, Oregon 97063 

Jerome Cholick, Trustee of the Joseph J. Cholick Family Trust 
7620 SW Wilson Avenue, Beaverton, Oregon 97008 

~en ~J?.~6cubLQ 
Teresa Di Barto lo V 

STATE OF 

COUNTYOF _\fJ~~A=~~~~o~---------------- DATE -z....{ L.D 1 20 '-5 

Personally appeared the above named Teresa Di Bartolo acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be a voluntary 

act and deed. B:::l::~ QQ~&l' \""'); ·, 
. i':: .. · BENJAMIN BRIAN BESEDA _ _ ) ,~ 

' \~i};,! • NOTARY PUBLIC·OREGON 
~ COMMISSION NO. 468291 

MVCOMMISSIONEXPIRESJUNE04,2016 Notary Public for CI;J.ft-ON (State) 

My Commission Expires:--::I"ut-JE 4) Z.D\ 6 

STATE OF 

COUNTYOF __ \fJ~~A~s=~~O~-------------- DATE:f'-g,p .)CIJ;} "2.~ I 20...:15 _ __ _ 

Personally appeared the above named Jerome Cholick, Trustee, acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be a 
voluntary act and deed. Before me: 

Notary Public for _ 0=--.:.R"""'E=-.o::b.=D=-:__r-1 ____ ___ ------~.( State) 

My Commission Expires: ..----r-_:.J_ U_ N_£...:..__4----L.J-=?J:.._:_:O=-J .....:~:.__ _ _ _ 



\ 

Survey 

\ 

\ 

EXISTING 12' 
GRAVEL ROAD 

LOT 7 

T.E.C. 8.8.8. 14485_RP Exhibit 

T ENNESON E NGINEERING C oRP. 

OWNERS: 

TAX LOT 4S- 13E- 3CD 600 

TERESA L. DiBARTOLO 
P.O. BOX 265 
TYGH VALLEY, OR. 97063 

TAX LOTS 4S- 13E- 3CD 
700. 800 AND 1100 

JEROME CHOLICK, TRUSTEE OF THE 
JOSEPH J. CHOLICK FAMILY TRUST 

• 7620 SW WILSON AVE. 
•\BEAVERTON OR. 97008 

JUNIPER 

BLOCK G) 
TAX LOT 4S- 13- 3CD 

LOT 10 

. <> EX. SHED 

REGISTERED 
PROFESSIONAL 

LAND SURVEYOR 

OREGON 
JANUARY 21, 1997 

BRADLEY R. HUFFMON 
2786 

EXPIRES: 06/30/2015 
Date Scale Sheet 

2/18/2015 1"= 100' 1 of 1 

EXHIBIT ''A" 
PROPOSED ROAD VACATION 

1 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

3775 CRATES WAY 
- THE DALLES, OREGON 97058 

PORTION OF CEDAR STREET IN BLOCK 3, JUNIPER ADDITION 
IN THE SE1/4 OF THE SW1/4, SECTION 3, TWP.4S, RANGE 13 E. W.M . 

PH. 541-296- 9177 FAX 541-296-6657 TYGH VALLEY, WASCO COUNTY, OREGON 



IN THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASCO 
 
 
 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSED ) 
VACATION OF CEDAR STREET  ) 
EXTENSION AND CUL DE SAC LYING ) 
WEST OF JUNIPER WAY WITHIN ) REPORT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
BLOCK 3 OF THE JUNIPER ADDITION ) DIRECTOR      
SUBDIVISION, TYGH VALLEY  ) 
SECTION 3, T4S, R13E, W.M.  ) 
 
 
 
TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF WASCO COUNTY, 
OREGON: 
 
 
In compliance with the Order of the Board of Commissioners dated March 18, 2015, I 
have investigated the Public Road as follows: 
 

CEDAR STREET EXTENSION AND CUL DE SAC 
 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
 
Cedar Street extension and cul de sac lying west of juniper Way within block 3 of the 
Juniper Addition Subdivision, Tygh Valley, Oregon, Section 3, T4S, R13E, W.M. 
 
Attached hereto, and by this reference made a part hereof, is a map with photos marked 
as Exhibit “A” showing the location of the above described road. 
 
 
Background 
 
The petitioners, who own all the land on both sides of the right-of-way, wish to vacate 
because this right-of-way has never been developed as a public road and is not 
necessary to allow effective access to the adjoining properties. 
 
If the road is vacated, the petitioners intend to file a partition plat in order to combine the 
four lots into three parcels.  A private easement will be created by the plat and this 
easement will guarantee continued access to all properties.  A copy of the proposed 
partition plat is attached as Exhibit “B”. 



Facts and Findings 
 
The right-of-way proposed for vacation is not developed and the topography is quite 
rocky and would require significant work to develop.  The County has no current or 
future road needs for this right-of-way.  There are some utilities located in the right-of-
way proposed for vacation and those would remain within the existing utility easement. 
 
Fiscal Impact 
 
The right-of-way would revert to private ownership and onto the tax rolls.  The County 
does not maintain this right-of-way now, so vacation would have no fiscal impact to the 
Public Works Department. 
 
Recommendation 
 
100% of the adjacent landowners have petitioned, so no public hearing is required.  
There is no public benefit to retaining this right-of-way.  It is my recommendation that 
the Board of Commissioners grant the vacation request. 
 
 
 
Dated this _____ day of __________________, 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
Arthur Smith 
Director, Wasco County Public Works 
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ORDER  #15-044 

 

 

 

IN THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASCO 

 
IN THE MATTER OF VACATING CEDAR STREET) 
EXTENSION AND CUL DE SAC LYING WEST OF )  ORDER 
JUNIPER WAY WITHIN BLOCK 3 OF THE   ) #15-044 
JUNIPER ADDITION SUBSIVISION, TYGH  ) 
VALLEY SECTION 3, T4S, R13E WM   )  
      
 

 NOW ON THIS DAY, the above-entitled matter having come on regularly 

for consideration, said day being one duly set in term for the transaction of public 

business and a majority of the Board being present; and  

 IT APPEARING TO THE BOARD: That a petition, attached and by this 

reference incorporated herein, has been duly filed with this Board seeking the 

vacation of the below described Road; That upon initiation of these proceedings by 

said petition the County Road Official was directed by this Board to prepare and file 

with this Board a written report describing the ownership and uses of the Road and a 

determination of whether the vacation would be in the public interest; that said 

report, attached and by this reference incorporated herein, has been received by this 

Board; and  

 IT FURHTER APPEARING TO THE COURT: That as provided in ORS 

368.351 because the report indicates that the County Road Official assessment is that 
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ORDER  #15-044 

the vacation is in the public interest and these proceedings were initiated by a petition 

under ORS 368.341 that contained the acknowledged signatures of owners of 100% 

of any private property proposed to be vacated and acknowledged signatures of 

owners of 100% of property abutting any public property proposed to be vacated 

approving the proposed vacation hearing in this matter may be dispensed with and 

vacation of the subject road ordered. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: That the following 

described Road located in Wasco County, Oregon, be and is hereby declared vacated: 

CEDAR STREET EXTENSION AND CUL DE SAC 
 

 LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
 

Cedar Street extension and cul de sac lying west of Juniper Way within Block 3 of the 
Juinper Addition Subdivision, Tygh Valley Section 3, T4S, R13E WM 

 

DATED this 6th day of May, 2015. 

      WASCO COUNTY 
      BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:  

 

Kristen Campbell 
Wasco County Counsel 
 

 

Scott C. Hege, Commission Chair 

 

Rod L. Runyon, County Commissioner 

 

Steve D. Kramer, County Commissioner 

 



  

Public Works 
Road Vacation Petition – Order for Report 

 
• Road Vacation Petition 

• Public Works Memo 

• Order #15-047 Directing Road Master Report 

 















 
MEMO 
 
To:    Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
   
From:  Arthur Smith, Public Works Director 
 
Date:  April 28, 2015 
 
Subject: Petition to Vacate an un-named public road, lying South of Hwy 216 
 
 
 
 
The Wasco County Public Works has received a properly prepared petition by landowners to 
vacate an un-named public road, located in Township 5 South, Range 13 East, Section 1, 
beginning at the southerly right-of-way of State Highway 216.  
 
The petition included the required information: 
 
1.  A legal description of the road proposed to be vacated. 
2.  A statement of the reason for requesting the vacation of the road. 
3.  Names and addresses of all persons affected by the road proposed to be vacated. 
4.  Notarized signatures of either owners of 60 percent of the land abutting the road proposed 
to be vacated or 60 percent of the owners of land abutting the road to be vacated. 
 
The petitioners also deposited with the Public Works Department a check in the amount of 
$500.00 which is the correct fee for initiating a petition for vacation of a road or public right-of-
way. 
 
To move forward with this request, the Wasco County Board of Commissioners would need 
to direct the County Road Official to prepare a written report on the proposed vacation. 
 
The report must contain: 
 
1.  A description of the ownership of the road proposed to be vacated. 
2.  A description of the present use of the road proposed to be vacated. 
3.  An assessment of whether the vacation would be in the public interest. 
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Order #15-047 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IN THE COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASCO 
 
 
IN THE MATTER OF DIRECTING THE  ) 
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR TO PREPARE HIS ) 
REPORT ON THE PROPOSED VACATION OF )  
UNNAMED PUBLIC ROAD A IN SECTION 1 OF ) ORDER 
TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH RANGE 13E BEGINNING ) #15-047 
AT SOUTHERLY RIGHT OF WAY STATE HWY )  
216 TRAVELING SOUTH TO THE SOUTHERLY ) 
RIGHT OF WAY OF UNNAMED PUBLIC ROAD B ) 
 
 
 

 NOW ON THIS DAY, the above-entitled matter having come on regularly for 

consideration, said day being one duly set in term for the transaction of public business 

and a majority of the Commissioners being present; and 

 IT APPEARING TO THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: That a Petition, a 

copy of which is attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof, has been duly 

filed seeking the vacation of Unnamed Public Road A located in Wasco County, Oregon 

described as follows: 

UNNAMED PUBLIC ROAD A 
 
 

LEGAL 
DESCRIPTION 
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Order #15-047 

Unnamed Public Road A in Section 1 or Township 5 South Range 13E beginning 
at southerly right of way State Hwy 216 traveling southerly to the southerly right-
of-way of Unnamed Public Road B. 

 
Attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof are maps marked 
Exhibit “A” and Exhibit “B” showing the location of the above described road. 
 

 
IT FURTHER APPEARING TO THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: 

That pursuant to ORS 368.346 when a vacation proceeding has been initiated by 

Petition the Wasco County Board of Commissioners shall direct the County Road 

Official to prepare and file with the County Board of Commissioners a written report 

pursuant to ORS 368.346(1). 

 NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: That the County Director of 
Public Works examine the above-described road and file a written report pursuant to ORS 
368.346(1). 

 
DATED this 6th day of May, 2015. 

 
 

    WASCO COUNTY  
    BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
APPROVED AS TO 
FORM: 

Scott C. Hege, Commission Chair 

 
 
 
Kristen Campbell         Rod L. Runyon, County Commissioner 
Wasco County Counsel 

 
 
 
 
 
           Steven D. Kramer, County Commissioner 



  

Public Works 
Lone Pine Project 

 
• ODOT Email 

• Original IGA 

• Public Works Director’s Memo 

 



Kathy White <kathyw@co.wasco.or.us>

Lone Pine Development Intergovernmental Agreement

DEHART Brad <Bradley.K.DEHART@odot.state.or.us> Tue, Apr 14, 2015 at 5:12 PM
To: "TylerS@co.wasco.or.us" <TylerS@co.wasco.or.us>, "KathyW@co.wasco.or.us" <KathyW@co.wasco.or.us>

Tyler and Kathy,
I’m sending this email to ask for your assistance in determining the process or participation that the
Board of Commissioners will wish to have in approval of an Addendum to the Intergovernmental
Agreement (IGA) for the Lone Pine Development.  As you will see in the attached copy of the original
IGA, parties to the agreement include the Developer (ICON), ODOT, The City of The Dalles and
Wasco County.  The primary reason for Wasco County involvement was due to the obligations of the
developer to make improvements to the intersection of US197 and Bret Clodfelter Way (a county
road).  Those improvements were constructed several years ago in conjunction with the relocation of
the intersection to Lone Pine Blvd, and will continue to function as intended with the future construction
of the roundabout.  As you may be aware, much of the Lone Pine area has changed ownership and
we (ODOT) have been recently working with the new owners (Columbia State Bank) to develop an
amendment to the original agreement that will bring everything up to current status.  The new owners
have proposed some revisions to the obligations in the original IGA that ODOT is receptive to granting,
and which would be covered in the Amendment.  Construction of the roundabout at US197 and Lone
Pine Blvd is still planned to remain as an obligation of the developer/owner but we are discussing the
likely elimination of the obligation to make improvements to the I84 eastbound off ramp.  As mentioned
above, the obligation that basically brought the County into the agreement has already been met.
 
If you could review the agreement which was originally signed by Dan Erickson and discuss with the
BOC, I would sure appreciate hearing back from you or any of the Commissioners on this matter. 
Please feel free to reply or give me a call if you wish to discuss further.
Thanks
Brad DeHart, PE 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
Transportation Engineer 
3313 Bret Clodfelter Way 
The Dalles, OR  97058 
(541) 2962215 (ph) 
(541) 2961671 (fax) 
bradley.k.dehart@odot.state.or.us
 
 

IGA #23174.pdf
2007K

mailto:bradley.k.dehart@odot.state.or.us
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=7d850ab937&view=att&th=14cba6b63a36bd5b&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw






























 
 
 
 
 
MEMO 
 
To:  Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
  Tyler Stone, County Administrator 
 
From:  Arthur Smith, Public Works Director 
 
Date:  May 6, 2015 
 
Subject: Staff position on an Amendment to existing Lone Pine development IGA 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Brad Dehart, Transportation Engineer with ODOT notified us that much of the Lone Pine area 
has changed ownership and that ODOT had been working with the new owners (Columbia State 
Bank) to develop an amendment to the original agreement that will bring everything up to 
current status. 
 
The new owners have proposed some revisions to the obligations in the original IGA which 
would be covered in that Amendment.  They have specifically asked to remove the condition of 
improving the I 84 east bound off-ramp and ODOT is receptive to granting that request.  The 
condition of constructing a roundabout at US 197 and Lone Pine Blvd will remain in the IGA. 
 
The question is what level of participation does Wasco County want to have with regards to 
approving an Amendment to the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) for the Lone Pine 
Development? 
 
The original IGA is attached to this memo.  The original agreement had Wasco County as a 
signer because of the obligations of the developer to make improvements to the intersection of 
US 197 and Bret Clodfelter Way, which is a County road. 
 
Those improvements were completed several years ago in conjunction with the relocation of 
the intersection to Lone Pine Blvd, and will continue to function as intended with the future 
construction of the proposed roundabout.  Those improvements were inspected and approved 
by the County.  Construction of the roundabout at US 197 and Lone Pine Blvd is still planned 
and will remain as an obligation of the new owner, but the road improvements that brought 
the County into the original agreement have already been completed. 



Any construction work for the proposed round-about should not impact Bret Clodfelter Way.  
However, because the County still has jurisdiction over that road, we might want the 
opportunity to make comments and/or impose conditions on any future construction work to 
ensure our interests and the county road is protected. 
 
Since the construction of the round-about will remain as an obligation of the new owner and 
developer, I would recommend that the BOC be a signer on the Amendment to the Lone Pine 
development IGA. 
 
 
 
Arthur Smith 
Public Works Director 
 



  

Agenda Item 
Pine Hollow Boat Docks 

 
• Email Request 

• 1999 Planning Memo 

• 2009 Miller-Nash Communication 

 



Kathy White <kathyw@co.wasco.or.us>

Fwd: Pine Hollow Reservoir  boat docks
1 message

Dan Van Vactor  > Thu, Apr 9, 2015 at 12:26 PM
To: "KathyW@co.wasco.or.us RodR@co.wasco.or.us, KathyW@co.wasco.or.us" <RodR@co.wasco.or.us,>

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dan Van Vactor  >
Date: April 9, 2015 at 7:27:07 AM PDT
To: "RodR@co.wasco.or.us,KathyW@wasco.or.us" <RodR@co.wasco.or.us,KathyW@
wasco.or.us>
Subject: Fwd: Pine Hollow Reservoir  boat docks

Hi Rod and Kathy  the attached email addresses Docks at Pine Hollow  my original to Rod was
not delivered.  Please review.  Thanks, Dan Van Vactor Pres. BID 

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dan Van Vactor < >
Date: April 9, 2015 at 7:18:47 AM PDT
To: "stevek@co.wasco.or.us" <stevek@co.wasco.or.us>, Scott Hege
<scotth@co.wasco.or.us>, "rodrunyon@co.wasco.or.us"
<rodrunyon@co.wasco.or.us>
Cc: Dane  t>, Jim Bussard <jim@bussardengineering.com>,
Eric and Emily Nordquist  >, MILLS Keith A
<keith.a.mills@state.or.us>
Subject: Pine Hollow Reservoir  boat docks

Hi Steve, Scott and Rod  an issue has come up for the BADGER IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT (BID) at Pine Hollow Reservoir.  We are on the Court agenda for May 6,
2015.
The WCLUDO requires a 50 foot setback from a property owners boundary with the
lake.  BID owns the land under the reservoir and the Dam.  There is a 10 foot strip of
land above the high water mark reserved for the public that cannot be obstructed.
Each year the State of Oregon inspects the Reservoir and Dam for Safety.  This
years report requires the District to insure docks located at Pine Hollow Reservoir
cannot break free and block the overflow and potentially cause a breach of the Dam.
 
Over the years Pine hollow Residents appear to have placed docks at the reservoir
w/o Land use approval or permission from BID.  Presently there are approximately
100 + or  docks and other obstructions (fences, walls, and material) that have been
placed on or in the reservoir w/o authorization.
The District requests the Court assist the District to insure that the Dam can be
safely maintained.

mailto:jim@bussardengineering.com
mailto:RodR@co.wasco.or.us
mailto:scotth@co.wasco.or.us
mailto:stevek@co.wasco.or.us
mailto:KathyW@wasco.or.us
mailto:rodrunyon@co.wasco.or.us
mailto:KathyW@wasco.or.us
mailto:RodR@co.wasco.or.us
mailto:stevek@co.wasco.or.us


I will call Keith Mills, the State Dam Inspector and request he attend the May 6 Court
Meeting so he can address the Safety Issue he has raised in the 2014 Dam Safety
inspection at Pine Hollow Reservoir.  The BID Board and Keith are being copied on
this EMAIL.
Please call me with any Questions at 541 980 7803.  I look forward to working with
the Court and the State to address this issue on behalf of BID and the residents at
Pine Hollow Reservoir.
Yours Truly,
Dan Van Vactor
President, BID

Sent from my iPad





















  

Agenda Item 
Aggregate Hearings 

 
• Staff Memo 

• Summary Memo 

• Planning Commission Hearing Minutes 

• Justesen Summary Packet 

• Bryant-Carver Packet 

• Bryant-Hagens Packet 

 



 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

FROM: KATHY WHITE 

SUBJECT: AGGREGATE HEARINGS  

DATE: 4/29/2015 

 

BACKGROUND INFORM ATION 

 
 On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission held hearings on all three applications coming 
before you today. In your packet you will find the minutes from those hearings along with 
recommendations from the Planning Commission. For more in-depth information you can find all 
the documents presented to the Planning Commission at their hearings on the Planning Department 
Website.  

http://co.wasco.or.us/planning/PC_page.html
http://co.wasco.or.us/planning/PC_page.html


Wasco County Planning Department 
 

“Service, Sustainability & Solutions” 
 

2705 East Second St. • The Dalles, OR 97058 
 (541) 506-2560 • wcplanning@co.wasco.or.us   

www.co.wasco.or.us/planning 
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Memo 
 
TO:  Wasco County Planning Commissioners 
  Angie Brewer, Planning Director 
 
FROM:  Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 
 
DATE:  March 31, 2015 for the April 7, 2015 Planning Commission Meeting 
 
SUBJECT: High-level Summary for Hearings 
 

 
On April 7, 2015 the Planning Commission is holding three quasi-judicial public hearings to either 
establish new aggregate quarries, or renew and expand existing aggregate quarries. Applications 
were received from the following: 
 

1. Jon Justesen 
2. J. Arlie Bryant on behalf of Blaine Carver 
3. J. Arlie Bryant on behalf of Hagen Bar 50 Ranches 

 
The proposals are similar with two exceptions: (1) the Justesen proposal includes a batch plant in 
addition to the aggregate extraction activities, and (2) the Bryant/Hagen proposal requires an after-
the-fact parcel partition to legalize the subject property using House Bill 2723, adopted by the Oregon 
Legislature in 2007. House Bill 2723 allows a property owner to legalize a property “after the fact”, if 
the property met all property development standards in effect at the time it was improperly created.  A 
decision on the proposed Partition will be made by the Planning Commission. 
 
All three proposals will occur on lands zoned Exclusive Farm Use. In this zone, the Wasco County 
Land Use and Development Ordinance (LUDO) requires all new or expanded quarries occur in areas 
that are listed in the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  
Only sites that contain both a high quality of rock and a large volume of rock qualify to be included in 
the inventory as a Significant Site. All three applications seek to add their new and expanded sites to 
the inventory through the Subject to Standards Review process. If through this process the Planning 
Commission finds the site to be “significant”, then the three additional processes outlined below will 
follow to review the proposed quarry uses. If the Planning Commission finds the sites are not 
significant sources of aggregate resources, then no further action will be taken. If any of the 
applications required in this review are denied, the quarry cannot be established on the proposed site. 
 
If a site is determined to be significant, three other applications must be approved to complete the 
process for each application: 
 

 Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the quarry to the Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site (Planning Commission recommendation to the Board of County 
Commissioners). 
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 Zone Change to add the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed quarry, 
and an identified impact area (Planning Commission recommendation to the Board of County 
Commissioners). 
 

 Conditional Use Permit to authorize the drilling, blasting, extraction, crushing, screening and 
stockpiling of rock, and a batch plant (Planning Commission decision). 
 

In summary, the Planning Commission will make final decisions on the Subject to Standards Review 
and the Conditional Use Permit, and will provide recommendations to the Board of Commissioners on 
the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change requests.  A public hearing before the Board 
of Commissioners is tentatively scheduled for May 6, 2015. 
 



 

 

DRAFT MINUTES 
Wasco COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 

April 7, 2015 
Hearing begins at 3:00 p.m. 

Columbia Gorge Discovery Center 
Basalt Rock Cafe 

5000 Discovery Drive 
The Dalles, OR  97058 

 

CALL TO ORDER 
I. ROLL CALL 
 

WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
Vicki Ashley 
Brad DeHart 
Kenneth McBain 
Russell Hargrave 
Mike Davis 
Jeff Handley 
Andrew Myers  
 

WASCO COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSIONERS ABSENT 
Taner Elliott 
 

WASCO COUNTY PLANNING OFFICE STAFF PRESENT 
Angie Brewer, Interim Planning Director 
Brenda Jenkins, Planning Coordinator 
Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 
 
Chair Hargrave recognized Commissioner Mike Davis as a voting member for 
today’s hearings.  
 

II. PUBLIC COMMENT: Maximum 15 minutes, limited to items not being heard or discussed 
elsewhere on the agenda. 

 
None 

 
III. APPROVAL OF PAST MINUTES: 

January 6, 2015 
Vice Chair Ashley moved to approve the January 6, 2015 minutes with one correction, 
replacement of Past Chair Don Hoffman’s name with Current Chair Russell Hargrave at the 
signature line.   
Commissioner Davis seconded 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A listing of 
the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 



 

 

 
 
 
February 3, 2015 
Commissioner McBain moved to approve the February 3, 2015 minutes as submitted.   
Commissioner Davis seconded 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A listing of 
the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
March 3, 2015 
Commissioner Davis moved to approve the March 3, 2015 minutes as submitted.   
Vice Chair Ashley seconded 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 6 to 0, 1 abstained (Commissioner McBain), 1 
absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 
192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – abstain 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 

 
IV. QUASI JUDICIAL HEARING: File PLACUP-15-01-0002 Justesen 

request by Jon Justesen to expand an existing 21.5 acre rock quarry to 50 acres in size. The 
request requires approval of four applications.  The four applications are:  a) Subject to Standards 
Review, b) Comprehensive Plan Amendment, c) Zoning Map Amendment; and d) Conditional 
Use Permit.  Per Section 2.060 of the LUDO, the Commission will make a final decision on the 
Subject to Standards and Conditional Use Permit requests, and will make a recommendation to 
the Board of Commissioners for the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change. 
 
Opening the Hearing: Chair Hargrave opened the public hearing on agenda item PLACUP-15-
01-0002, a request by Jon Justesen to renew approval of an existing 21.5 acre aggregate 
extraction operation, and expand it to 50 acres in size.  This request requires 4 separate 
applications and a 2-part process.  Staff provided a general overview of the process required for 
an aggregate operation prior to this hearing, and will further explain it during the presentation of 
the staff recommendation. 

 



 

 

The four applications include: 
 

a. Subject to Standards Review for a Significance Determination of the aggregate site. 
 

b. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to the Comprehensive 
Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site 

 

c. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the aggregate 
operation 

 

d. Conditional Use Permit to expand the existing aggregate operation in area and to include 
drilling, shooting, crushing, stockpiling crushed aggregate, and a batch plant. 

 
The property is described as 6S 17E 0, tax lots 2200 and 2400; Accts. 12710, 12707).  The 
aggregate site is located on tax lot 2400. 
 
The criteria for approval of the four applications include:  Review Authority:  Chapter 2, Section 
2.060.B.1., 2., and 14 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance.  Review 
Criteria:  Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics (G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources), Chapter 14 
– Findings & Recommendations (G., Goal 5 Issues), and Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies (E., 
Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources) of the Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan; Chapter 2 (Procedures); Chapter 3 (Basic Provisions), Section 
3.210 (Exclusive Farm Use zone), Section 3.210.E.12. (Aggregate Operations), H. (Agricultural 
Protection), J.9. (Additional Standards), Section 3.800 (Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone), 
Chapter 5 (Conditional Use Review), Chapter 20 (Site Plan Review), Chapter 10 (Fire Safety 
Standards). 
 

The procedure today is: 

a. Disclosure of Interest, Ex Parte Contact or Potential Conflicts  

b. Reading of the Rules of Evidence  

c. Planning department will present their report 

d. Those who wish to speak in favor of the proposal 

e. Those who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal 

f. Rebuttal 

g. Close the hearing and record and begin deliberation 

h. If enough information is available the Planning Commission will make a decision today. 
 

Chair Hargrave asked if any Commission member wished to disqualify themselves for any 
personal or financial interest in this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave asked if any member of the audience wished to challenge the right of any 
Commission member to hear this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave asked if any member of the audience wished to question the jurisdiction of this 
body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave explained the Rules of Evidence which will be followed.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for the staff report.   
 
Dawn Baird, Associate Planner, presented the following staff report. 
  
For the record my name is Dawn Baird and I am an Associate Planner for the Wasco County 
Planning Department.  I am going to present the background information in this case. 

 
Request:  The record for this request begins on Page P3 of the record.  A location map for this 
request is on page P9.  As the Chair indicated, today we will be discussing a request by Jon 
Justesen to expand an existing 21.5 acre rock quarry to 50 acres in size. The request requires 
approval of four applications.  The four applications are:  a) Subject to Standards Review, b) 



 

 

Comprehensive Plan Amendment, c) Zoning Map Amendment; and d) Conditional Use Permit.  
Per Section 2.060 of the LUDO, the Commission will make a final decision on the Subject to 
Standards and Conditional Use Permit requests, and will make a recommendation to the Board of 
Commissioners for the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change.   

 
Location:  The aggregate site is located east of Highway 97, approximately 3.4 miles northeast 
of Shaniko, Oregon; 6S 17E 0 2400 and 2200; Accounts 12707/12710.  The subject parcel is 
approximately 3,208.37 acres in size. 

 
Staff Recommendation:  The full Staff Recommendation was mailed in the Planning 
Commission’s agenda packets.  It was available for review at the counter one week prior to this 
hearing, and it is considered a part of the record. 

 
Let’s discuss why the request is before the Planning Commission… 

 
On January 29, 2015, a representative for Jon Justesen submitted applications for a Subject to 
Standards Review, a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zone Change, and a Conditional Use 
Permit.  I will discuss all of the applications in my presentation, but the Planning 
Commission should make a separate motion and vote on each application. 
 
In the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, an aggregate extraction site must be listed in the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  The Justesen site is listed in the 
Aggregate inventory as a Potentially Significant Site. 
 
Two of the four required applications, the Subject to Standards Review and Conditional Use 
Permit, can be processed administratively by staff, however, the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment & Zone Change require a public hearing before both the Planning Commission and 
Board of Commissioners.  In an effort to expedite the process, all administrative applications have 
been “bumped up” to the PC. 
 
Part 1 of the hearing is for a Subject to Standards Review.  The Planning Commission must 
determine whether the aggregate operation meets the “significant” criteria in the Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone.  If it meets the criteria, the site can approved as a Significant Site.  
State law requires all new or expanded sites in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone to be “significant”.   

 
Part 2 of the hearing involves the remaining three applications. 
 

o Comprehensive Plan application – This review evaluates all pertinent Comprehensive 
Plan criteria related to upgrading the aggregate site and its expanded Permit Boundary, 
from “Potentially Significant Site” to “Significant Site on the Comprehensive Plan 
Aggregate Inventory. 
 

o Zone Change/Zoning Map Amendment application – This review evaluates criteria and 
standards in Chapter 9 – Zone Change, and Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 3.800, 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  Chapter 9 ensures that any zone change is suitable 
to the area, that there has been consideration of public health, safety and welfare, as well 
as transportation concerns related to traffic quantity, road improvements, etc., and their 
impact on the local transportation system. 
 

o Conditional Use Permit application – This section specifically allows approval of an 
aggregate extraction site and batch plant as conditional uses in the Exclusive Farm Use 
Zone.  The use must comply with property development standards, and the Agricultural 
Protection Standards that require recording of a Farm Management Deed, and provides 
the property owner with information regarding the mediation process in case of any 
disputes.  The proposed aggregate operation must meet all criteria in Chapter 5 – 
Conditional Use Permit.  Criteria include but are not limited to requiring compatibility with 
surrounding uses, especially resource uses, protection of historic/cultural resources, 
wildlife sites, stream/water bodies, wildlife species, availability of public services, etc.  
 



 

 

Stage in the Process:  As previously stated, the application was received by the Planning 
Department on January 29, 2015.  The request was found to be complete on February 26, 2015, 
and was scheduled for a public hearing on today’s date.  All required public notice has been 
given.  The Staff Recommendation, with findings, conditions and conclusions, was issued on 
March 31, 2015.  The Staff Recommendation and Summary were provided to the Planning 
Commission.  If the Planning Commission feels they have all the necessary information to make 
a decision, they will vote to do so today. 

 
Criteria:  The applicable standards used to evaluate each request include: 

 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO) 
 

a. Subject to Standards Review (P15) 
 

1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060.B.14., Matters which the Director elects not to review 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090., Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 

2) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 3.800, Division 5 – Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay 

 
o Section 3.810, Application of Overlay Zone 
o Section 3.815, Procedure for Applying the Overlay Zone 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, these criteria require testing of the rock at the 
aggregate site.  Rock must meet two of the three requirements in 3.815.A.2.:  Abrasion, loss of 
not more than 35% by weight; Oregon Air Degradation, loss of not more than 35% by weight; and 
Sodium Sulphate Soundness, not more than 17% by weight.  In addition, the quantity of rock 
must be in excess of 69,000 cubic yards (100,000 tons).    The Justesen request meets these 
standards (P18).  The STS Review establishes a Permit Boundary where all aggregate 
operations must occur, and identifies an Impact Area – that area that could be negatively affected 
by the proposed use.  This includes an ESEE Analysis where the economic, social, 
environmental and energy consequences of allowing the aggregate operation in the proposed 
location and its impact on sensitive uses such as dwellings.  For instance, an aggregate operation 
would create noise and dust and would not be suitable in a residential area, but the impacts of the 
use in a rural farm area are much different.  As identified in the ESEE analysis, there are no 
sensitive uses within 2.3 miles of the proposed aggregate site.  The request complies with all of 
the STS Review requirements and should be determined a “Significant Site”. 

 

b. Comprehensive Plan Amendment (P23) 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a 
Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 



 

 

 
o Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics, G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 
o Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
o Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
o Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, this application requires compliance with the 
Statewide Planning Goals, and requires demonstration that the proposed change will not be 
detrimental to the spirit and intent of the goals, requires consideration of the public need for 
healthful, safe and aesthetic surroundings and conditions.  It also requires demonstration that a 
change in originally developed inventory occurred, and that transportation facilities will not be 
harmed.  Adding the proposed site to the Aggregate Inventory also protects the aggregate 
operation from conflicting uses such as dwellings.  Staff’s recommendation finds that the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment is consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 

c. Zoning Map Amendment (P34) 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
o Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a 

Zone Change and/or Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 

2) Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 

o Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
o Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
o Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
o Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
o Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the 

Land Use and Development Ordinance 
o Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
o Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  

 

3) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
o Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
o Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
o Section 3.840, Application Process 
o Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
o Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 

 
Applicable criteria for a Zoning Map Amendment require ensuring the rezone will comply 
with the Comprehensive Plan, that the site is suitable for the proposed zone and that 
there has been consideration of the public health, safety and welfare in applying the 
regulations.  In addition, it considers impacts on transportation facilities.  Criteria also 
establish uses permitted in the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone, identifies visual 
screening requirements, equipment removal, and insurance requirements for the 
aggregate operator.  They require on-site roads to meet minimum standards and may 
include road improvements to public roads.  Criteria regulate hours of operation and 
blasting, as well as implementing DEQ air quality and DOGAMI reclamation 
requirements.  It is also these criteria that protect the aggregate site from new conflicting 
uses within the Impact Area. 
 



 

 

Staff’s recommendation finds that the Zoning Map Amendment is consistent with all of 
the pertinent criteria and standards. 
 

d. Conditional Use Permit (P48) 
 

1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060, Application/Completeness, Section B.14., Matters which the Director 
elects not to review 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 

2) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
 
Section 3.210, Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 

o E.  Uses Permitted Subject to Conditional Use Review/Type II or Type III 
 

4. Aggregate: Operations conducted for the mining, crushing or stockpiling of mineral, 
aggregate and other subsurface resources subject to Section J(9) - Additional Standards 
below, Section 3.800, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay.   

5. Processing, as defined by ORS 517.750, of aggregate into asphalt or Portland cement, 
except that asphalt production shall not be permitted within two miles of a producing 
orchard or vineyard, which is planted as of the date that the application for asphalt 
production is filed, and subject to WCLUDO Section 3.800, Mineral and Aggregate 
Overlay. 
 

o Section 3.210.F., Property Development Standards 
o Section 3.210.H., Agricultural Protection 
o Section 3.210.J.9., Additional Standards – Aggregate 

 

3) Chapter 5 – Conditional Use Review 
 

o Section 5.020, Authorization to Grant or Deny Conditional Uses, and  Standards and 
Criteria Used) 

o Section 5.030, Conditions 
 

4) Chapter 10 – Fire Safety Standards 
o Section 10.110, Siting Standards – Locating Structures 
o Section 10.120, Defensible Space – Clearing and Maintaining a Fire Fuel Break 
o Section 10.130, Construction Standards for Dwellings and Structures – Decreasing the 

Ignition Risks by Planning for a More Fire-Safe Structure 
o Section 10.140, Access Standards – Providing Safe Access to and Escape From Your 

Home 
o Section 10.150, Fire Protection or On-Site Water Required 

 
The Conditional Use Permit portion of this review requires the aggregate operation to be 
consistent with the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, specifically maintenance of water resource 
buffers, lighting standards and agricultural protection standards.  Conditional Use 
standards in Chapter 5 are analyzed beginning on page P51.  Section 5.020 requires the 
consideration of many things:  the location, size, design and operation characteristics of 
the operation, analysis of existing public facilities, including police and fire protection, 
sewer and water facilities, telephone and electrical service and solid waste disposal 
facilities, impacts on transportation and its facilities, dust, noise & odor, sensitive wildlife 
habitat, riparian vegetation along streambanks and soil erosion.  The proposed use 
should not affect air, water and land resource quality of the area, significantly detract from 



 

 

the visual character of the area, or harm areas of historic value, natural or cultural 
significance.  A big part of this section is ensuring the proposed use will not significantly 
increase the cost or significantly change farm or forest practices on adjacent properties.  
Chapter 20 ensures there will be no traffic congestion and minimal adverse effects on 
surrounding properties.  Chapter 10 ensures the owners are aware of the County fire 
safety standards.  Staff notes that there are few quarry fires, and definitely very few 
spread onto surrounding lands due to lack of available burning material. 
 
Staff’s recommendation finds that the Conditional Use Permit is consistent with all of the 
pertinent criteria and standards. 
 
Findings: 
 
Findings of fact for each of the four applications are listed separately in the staff 
recommendation.  Based on these findings, it appears to staff that the requests, with 
recommended conditions, are each consistent with the Wasco County LUDO and Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan.  If any additional findings, or corrections to recommended 
findings, or new or amended conditions are proposed by the Planning Commission, staff 
will add them the final Planning Commission report and they will be contained in the 
report that will be forwarded to the Board of Commissioners. 
 
Planning Commission Decision Options:  The Planning Commission should make a 
motion and vote on each application separately, therefore, there are four sets of options. 
 

a. SUBJECT TO STANDARDS REVIEW: 
 

1) Approve the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a 
Significant Site, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by staff; or 
 

2) Approve the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a 
Significant Site, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Planning 
Commission; or 
 

3) Deny the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a 
Significant Site, with amended findings provided by the Planning Commission; or 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, for The Subject to Standards Review, approve the request 
to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a Significant Site, with the recommended 
findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

b. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to the Board of 
Commissioners, to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to the Wasco County 
Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed findings and conditions 
recommended by staff; or 
 

2) Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to the Board of 
Commissioners, to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to the Wasco County 
Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings and conditions provided 
by the Planning Commission; or 
 

3) Recommend denial of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to the Board of 
Commissioners, to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to the Wasco County 
Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings provided by the 
Planning Commission; or 
 



 

 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, recommend approval to the Board of Commissioners, of the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the Wasco County 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the recommended 
findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

c. ZONING MAP AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply the 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded aggregate site, and all land 
within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed findings and conditions 
recommended by staff; or 
 

2) Recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply the 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded aggregate site, and all land 
within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Planning Commission; or 
 

3) Recommend denial of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply the 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded aggregate site, and all land 
within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended findings provided by the Planning 
Commission; or 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, recommend approval to the Board of Commissioners, of the 
Zone Change to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded 
aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the 
recommended findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

d. CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT: 
 

1) Approve the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the proposed 50 
acre Permit Boundary, with staff’s proposed findings and conditions.  
 

2) Approve the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 50 acre 
Permit Boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Planning 
Commission. 
 

3) Deny the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 50 acre Permit 
Boundary, with amended findings provided by the Planning Commission. 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, for the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction 
within the proposed 50 acre Permit Boundary, with the recommended findings and 
conditions provided by staff. 
 
Staff is not aware of any reason to continue this public hearing and believes the Planning 
Commission has sufficient information to make a decision on this request. 

 
Chair Hargrave called for questions from the Commission.  
Chair DeHart asked whether staff had discussed the increase of the buffer from 750’ to 
1500’ as recommended by the State.  Associate Planner Baird stated that she did 
indeed discuss it with the applicants and explained it was the current standard used by 
the State. There was a discussion between Staff and the Commission on whether it 
would cause future problems by requiring 1500’ now and 750’ at some point in the future.   
  



 

 

Chair Hargrave called for comments from the applicant.  
Nick Kramer, Representative for applicant 
Mr. Kramer stated that the applicant did not have concerns over the 1500’ buffer.  He 
further stated that he had no other comments but wanted to be available for questions 
from the Commission.   
Chair Hargrave called for questions from the Commission. 
None.  
Chair Hargrave called for additional testimony in support of the request. 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for testimony in opposition of the request. 
None.   
Chair Hargrave called for any additional questions from the Commission.  
None.  
 
Chair Hargrave closed the hearing for deliberation.  
 
Vice Chair Ashley moved to approve the request for the Subject to Standards Review to 
designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a Significant Site, with the recommended 
findings and conditions provided by staff. 
Commissioner McBain seconded. 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Commissioner McBain moved to recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners, to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site 
to the Wasco County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by staff. 
Commissioner Davis seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 



 

 

Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Commissioner Davis moved to recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board 
of Commissioners to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre 
expanded aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the 
proposed findings and conditions recommended by staff. 
Commissioner McBain seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Vice Chair Ashley moved to approve the request for a Conditional Use Permit to allow 
aggregate extraction within the proposed 50 acre Permit Boundary, with staff’s proposed 
findings and conditions. 
Commissioner Myers seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
  

IV. QUASIJUDICIAL HEARING: FILE #PLACUP-15-01-0003 Bryant/Carver 
Request for:  1) Subject to Standards Review for a Significance Determination for a 20 acre 
aggregate site; 2) Comprehensive Plan amendment to add the aggregate operation to the 
Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; 3) Zone Change to 
apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the proposed aggregate operation; and 4) 
Conditional Use Permit for an aggregate extraction site, including drilling, shooting, crushing, 
screening, and stockpiling of rock.  The aggregate site is located south of Hinton Road, 



 

 

approximately 0.6 mile east of Bakeoven Road, approximately 7 miles northwest of Shaniko, 
Oregon; more specifically described as 5S 16E 0 3600, Account 12549.   

 
 

Opening the Hearing: Chair Hargrave opened the public hearing on agenda item PLACUP-15-
02-0003, a request by J. Arlie Bryant, Inc. to create a 20 acre aggregate operation.  The 
aggregate operation requires 4 separate applications and a 2-part process.  Staff provided a 
general overview of the process required for an aggregate operation prior to this hearing, and will 
further explain it during the presentation of the staff recommendation. 

 
The four applications include: 
 

a. Subject to Standards Review for a Significance Determination of the aggregate site. 
 

b. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to the Comprehensive 
Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site 

 

c. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the aggregate 
operation 

 

d. Conditional Use Permit to expand the existing aggregate operation in area and to include 
drilling, shooting, crushing, stockpiling crushed aggregate, and a batch plant. 

 
The property is described as 5S 16E 0, tax lot 3600; Acct. 12549. 
 
The criteria for approval of the four applications include:  Review Authority:  Chapter 2, Section 
2.060.B.1., 2., and 14 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance.  Review 
Criteria:  Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics (G., Mineral 
& Aggregate Resources), Chapter 14 – Findings & Recommendations (G., Goal 5 Issues), and 
Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies (E., Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and 
Natural Resources); Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO), Chapter 2 
(Procedures); Chapter 3 (Basic Provisions), Section 3.210 (Exclusive Farm Use zone), Section 
3.210.E.12. (Aggregate Operations), H. (Agricultural Protection), J.9. (Additional Standards), 
Section 3.800 (Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone), Chapter 5 (Conditional Use Review), and 
Chapter 20 (Site Plan Review), Chapter 10 (Fire Safety Standards). 
 

The procedure today is: 

a. Disclosure of Interest, Ex Parte Contact or Potential Conflicts  

b. Reading of the Rules of Evidence  

c. Planning department will present their report 

d. Those who wish to speak in favor of the proposal 

e. Those who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal 

f. Rebuttal 

g. Close the hearing and record and begin deliberation 

h. If enough information is available the Planning Commission will make a decision today. 
 
Chair Hargrave asked if any Commission member wished to disqualify themselves for any 
personal or financial interest in this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave asked if any member of the audience wished to challenge the right of any 
Commission member to hear this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave asked if any member of the audience wished to question the jurisdiction of 
this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave explained the Rules of Evidence which will be followed.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for the staff report.   

 



 

 

Dawn Baird, Associate Planner, presented the following report: 
For the record my name is Dawn Baird and I am an Associate Planner for the Wasco County 
Planning Department.  I am going to present the background information in this case. 
 
Request:  The record for this request begins on Page P109 of the record.  A location map 
for this request is on page P115.  As the Chair indicated, today we will be discussing a 
request by J. Arlie Bryant, Inc. on property owned by Blaine Carver to create a 20 acre rock 
quarry. The request requires approval of four applications.  The four applications are:  a) 
Subject to Standards Review, b) Comprehensive Plan Amendment, c) Zoning Map 
Amendment; and d) Conditional Use Permit.  Per Section 2.060 of the LUDO, the 
Commission will make a final decision on the Subject to Standards and Conditional Use 
Permit requests, and will make a recommendation to the Board of Commissioners for the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change. 

 
Location:  The aggregate site is located south of Hinton Road, approximately 0.6 mile east 
of Bakeoven Road, approximately 7 miles northwest of Shaniko, Oregon; 5S 16E 0 3600; 
Account 12549.  The subject parcel is approximately 223.20 acres in size. 

 
Staff Recommendation:  The full Staff Recommendation was mailed in the Planning 
Commission’s agenda packets.  It was available for review at the counter one week prior to 
this hearing, and it is considered a part of the record. 

 
Let’s discuss why the request is before the Planning Commission… 
On February 9, 2015, John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, Inc., submitted applications for a Subject 
to Standards Review, a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zone Change, and a 
Conditional Use Permit.   
 
In the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, an aggregate extraction site must be listed in the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  The proposed site is not 
currently listed in the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 
 
Two of the four required applications, the Subject to Standards Review and Conditional Use 
Permit, can be processed administratively by staff, however, the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment & Zone Change require a public hearing before both the Planning Commission 
and Board of Commissioners.  In an effort to expedite the process, all administrative 
applications have been “bumped up” to the PC. 
 
Part 1 of the hearing is for a Subject to Standards Review.  The Planning Commission must 
determine whether the aggregate operation meets the “significant” criteria in the Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone.  If it meets the criteria, the site can approved as a Significant Site.  
State law requires all new or expanded sites in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone to be 
“significant”.   
 
Part 2 of the hearing involves the remaining three applications. 
 
o Comprehensive Plan application – This review evaluates all pertinent Comprehensive 

Plan criteria related to adding the aggregate site/Permit Boundary, as a “Significant Site 
on the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 

 
o Zone Change/Zoning Map Amendment application – This review evaluates criteria and 

standards in Chapter 9 – Zone Change, and Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 
3.800, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  Chapter 9 ensures that any zone change is 
suitable to the area, that there has been consideration of public health, safety and 
welfare, as well as transportation concerns related to traffic quantity, road 
improvements, etc., and their impact on the local transportation system. 

 
o Conditional Use Permit application – This section specifically allows approval of an 

aggregate extraction sites as conditional uses in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone.  The use 
must comply with property development standards, and the Agricultural Protection 
Standards that require recording of a Farm Management Deed, and provides the 



 

 

property owner with information regarding the mediation process in case of any 
disputes.  The proposed aggregate operation must meet all criteria in Chapter 5 – 
Conditional Use Permit.  Criteria include but are not limited to requiring compatibility with 
surrounding uses, especially resource uses, protection of historic/cultural resources, 
wildlife sites, stream/water bodies, wildlife species, availability of public services, etc.  
 

Stage in the Process:  As previously stated, the application was received by the Planning 
Department on February 9, 2015.  The request was found to be complete on February 26, 
2015, and was scheduled for a public hearing on today’s date.  All required public notice has 
been given.  The Staff Recommendation, with findings, conditions and conclusions, was 
issued on March 31, 2015.  The Staff Recommendation and Summary were provided to the 
Planning Commission.  If the Planning Commission feels they have all the necessary 
information to make a decision, they will vote to do so today. 

 

1. Criteria:  The applicable standards used to evaluate each request include: 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO) 
 

a. Subject to Standards Review (P122) 
 

1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060.B.14., Matters which the Director elects not to review 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090., Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 

2) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 3.800, Division 5 – Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay 

 
o Section 3.810, Application of Overlay Zone 
o Section 3.815, Procedure for Applying the Overlay Zone 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, these criteria require testing of the rock 
at the aggregate site.  Rock must meet two of the three requirements in 3.815.A.2.:  
Abrasion, loss of not more than 35% by weight; Oregon Air Degradation, loss of not 
more than 35% by weight; and Sodium Sulphate Soundness, not more than 17% by 
weight.  In addition, the quantity of rock must be in excess of 69,000 cubic yards 
(100,000 tons).  The Bryant request meets these standards (P125).  The STS Review 
establishes a Permit Boundary where all aggregate operations must occur, and 
identifies an Impact Area – that area that could be negatively affected by the proposed 
use.  This includes an ESEE Analysis where the economic, social, environmental and 
energy consequences of allowing the aggregate operation in the proposed location and 
its impact on sensitive uses such as dwellings.  For instance, an aggregate operation 
would create noise and dust and would not be suitable in a residential area, but the 
impacts of the use in a rural farm area are much different.  As identified in the ESEE 
analysis, there are no sensitive uses within 0.5 miles of the proposed aggregate site.  
The request complies with all of the STS Review requirements and should be 
determined a “Significant Site”. 
 

b. Comprehensive Plan Amendment (P130) 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 



 

 

o Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a 
Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

o Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics, G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 
o Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
o Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
o Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, this application requires compliance 
with the Statewide Planning Goals, and requires demonstration that the proposed 
change will not be detrimental to the spirit and intent of the goals, requires consideration 
of the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic surroundings and conditions.  It also 
requires demonstration that a change in originally developed inventory occurred, and 
that transportation facilities will not be harmed.  Adding the proposed site to the 
Aggregate Inventory also protects the aggregate operation from conflicting uses such as 
dwellings.  Staff’s recommendation finds that the Comprehensive Plan Amendment is 
consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 
 

c. Zoning Map Amendment (P141) 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 
o Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a 

Zone Change and/or Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 

2) Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 

o Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
o Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
o Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
o Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
o Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the 

Land Use and Development Ordinance 
o Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
o Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  

 

3) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
o Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
o Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
o Section 3.840, Application Process 
o Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
o Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 

 
Applicable criteria for a Zoning Map Amendment require ensuring the rezone will comply 
with the Comprehensive Plan, that the site is suitable for the proposed zone and that 



 

 

there has been consideration of the public health, safety and welfare in applying the 
regulations.  In addition, it considers impacts on transportation facilities.  Criteria also 
establish uses permitted in the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone, identifies visual 
screening requirements, equipment removal, and insurance requirements for the 
aggregate operator.  They require on-site roads to meet minimum standards and may 
include road improvements to public roads.  Criteria regulate hours of operation and 
blasting, as well as implementing DEQ air quality and DOGAMI reclamation 
requirements.  It is also these criteria that protect the aggregate site from new conflicting 
uses within the Impact Area. 
 
Staff’s recommendation finds that the Zoning Map Amendment is consistent with all of 
the pertinent criteria and standards. 
 

d. Conditional Use Permit (P156) 
 

1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060, Application/Completeness, Section B.14., Matters which 
the Director elects not to review 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 

2) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
 

Section 3.210, Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 

o E.  Uses Permitted Subject to Conditional Use Review/Type II or Type III 
 

1. Aggregate: Operations conducted for the mining, crushing or 
stockpiling of mineral, aggregate and other subsurface resources 
subject to Section J(9) - Additional Standards below, Section 3.800, 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay. 

 
o Section 3.210.F., Property Development Standards 
o Section 3.210.H., Agricultural Protection 
o Section 3.210.J.9., Additional Standards – Aggregate 

 

3) Chapter 5 – Conditional Use Review 
 

o Section 5.020, Authorization to Grant or Deny Conditional Uses, and  
Standards and Criteria Used) 

o Section 5.030, Conditions 
 

4) Chapter 10 – Fire Safety Standards 
 
o Section 10.110, Siting Standards – Locating Structures 
o Section 10.120, Defensible Space – Clearing and Maintaining a Fire Fuel 

Break 
o Section 10.130, Construction Standards for Dwellings and Structures – 

Decreasing the Ignition Risks by Planning for a More Fire-Safe Structure 
o Section 10.140, Access Standards – Providing Safe Access to and Escape 

From Your Home 
o Section 10.150, Fire Protection or On-Site Water Required 

 
The Conditional Use Permit portion of this review requires the aggregate operation to be 
consistent with the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, specifically maintenance of water 



 

 

resource buffers, lighting standards and agricultural protection standards.  Conditional 
Use standards in Chapter 5 are analyzed beginning on page P156.  Section 5.020 
requires the consideration of many things:  the location, size, design and operation 
characteristics of the operation, analysis of existing public facilities, including police and 
fire protection, sewer and water facilities, telephone and electrical service and solid 
waste disposal facilities, impacts on transportation and its facilities, dust, noise & odor, 
sensitive wildlife habitat, riparian vegetation along streambanks and soil erosion.  The 
proposed use should not affect air, water and land resource quality of the area, 
significantly detract from the visual character of the area, or harm areas of historic value, 
natural or cultural significance.  A big part of this section is ensuring the proposed use 
will not significantly increase the cost or significantly change farm or forest practices on 
adjacent properties.  Chapter 20 ensures there will be no traffic congestion and minimal 
adverse effects on surrounding properties.  Chapter 10 ensures the owners are aware of 
the County fire safety standards.  Staff notes that there are few quarry fires, and 
definitely very few spread onto surrounding lands due to lack of available burning 
material. 
 
Staff’s recommendation finds that the Conditional Use Permit is consistent with all of the 
pertinent criteria and standards. 
 
Findings: 
 
Findings of fact for each of the four applications are listed separately in the staff 
recommendation.  Based on these findings, it appears to staff that the requests, with 
recommended conditions, are each consistent with the Wasco County LUDO and 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan.  If any additional findings, or corrections to 
recommended findings, or new or amended conditions are proposed by the Planning 
Commission, staff will add them the final Planning Commission report and they will be 
contained in the report that will be forwarded to the Board of Commissioners. 
 
Planning Commission Decision Options:  The Planning Commission should make a 
motion and vote on each application separately, therefore, there are four sets of options. 
 

a. SUBJECT TO STANDARDS REVIEW: 
 

1) Approve the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre 
quarry as a Significant Site, with the recommended findings and conditions 
provided by staff; or 

 

2) Approve the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre 
quarry as a Significant Site, with amended findings and conditions provided by 
the Planning Commission; or 

 

3) Deny the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre 
quarry as a Significant Site, with amended findings provided by the Planning 
Commission; or 

 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, for The Subject to Standards Review, approve the request 
to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a Significant Site, with the recommended 
findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

b. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 
acre aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate 
Inventory as a Significant Site, to the Board of Commissioners, with the 
proposed findings and conditions recommended by staff; or 



 

 

 

2) Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 
acre aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate 
Inventory as a Significant Site, to the Board of Commissioners, with amended 
findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission; or 

 

3) Recommend denial of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory 
as a Significant Site, to the Board of Commissioners, with amended findings 
provided by the Planning Commission; or 

 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option 1, recommend approval to the Board of Commissioners of the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the 
recommended findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

c. ZONING MAP AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to 
apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and 
all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed findings and 
conditions recommended by staff; or 

 

2) Recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to 
apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and 
all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the amended findings and 
conditions provided by the Planning Commission; or 

 

3) Recommend denial of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply 
the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all 
land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended findings provided 
by the Planning Commission; or 

 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option 1, recommend approval to the Board of Commissioners, of 
the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre 
aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the 
recommended findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

d. CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT: 
 

1) Approve the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 
proposed 20 acre Permit Boundary, with staff’s proposed findings and 
conditions.  

 

2) Approve the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 20 
acre Permit Boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the 
Planning Commission. 
 

3) Deny the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 20 
acre Permit Boundary, with amended findings provided by the Planning 
Commission. 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 



 

 

Staff recommends Option 1, for the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction 
within the proposed 20 acre Permit Boundary, with the recommended findings and 
conditions provided by staff. 
 
Staff is not aware of any reason to continue this public hearing and believes the 
Planning Commission has sufficient information to make a decision on this request. 
 
That concludes my presentation and I would be glad to answer any questions the 
Commission may have. 
 

Chair Hargrave called for questions from the Commission.  
None.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for comments from the applicant.  
 
John Bryant, J Arlie Bryant 
Mr. Bryant stated that he felt Staff had done a thorough job and he had not addition 
statements for the Commission, but was available for questions.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for questions from the Commission.  
Commissioner DeHart asked for clarification from the applicant on whether they had an 
issue with increasing the buffer from 750’ to 1500’.  Mr. Bryant stated that they did not 
have a strong issue with the increase.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for additional questions from the Commission.  
None.  
Chair Hargrave called for additional testimony in support of the request. 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for testimony in opposition of the request. 
None.   
Chair Hargrave called for any additional questions from the Commission.  
None. 
 
Chair Hargrave closed the hearing for deliberation. 
 
Commissioner McBain moved to approve the request for the Subject to Standards 
Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a Significant Site, with the 
recommended findings and conditions provided by staff. 
Commissioner Myers seconded. 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Commissioner McBain moved to recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners, to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site 



 

 

to the Wasco County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by staff. 
Vice Chair Ashley seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Vice Chair Ashley moved to recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of 
Commissioners to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded 
aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by staff. 
Commissioner McBain seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Commissioner Myers moved to approve the request for a Conditional Use Permit to 
allow aggregate extraction within the proposed 50 acre Permit Boundary, with staff’s 
proposed findings and conditions. 
Commissioner Davis seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 



 

 

Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 

V. QUASIJUDICIAL HEARING: FILE #PLACUP-15-01-0001 Bryant/Hagen 
Request for:  1) 1) Partition to legalize an existing improperly created tax lot; 2) Subject to 
Standards Review for a Significance Determination for a 20 acre aggregate site; 3) 
Comprehensive Plan amendment to add the aggregate operation to the Comprehensive Plan 
Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; 4) Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral 
& Aggregate Overlay zone to the existing and expanded operation; and 5) Conditional Use Permit 
for an aggregate extraction site, including drilling, shooting, crushing, screening, and stockpiling 
of rock.  The proposed aggregate site is located approximately 2 miles east of Highway 197 on an 
easement road, approximately 3½ miles north of its intersection with Highway 97, approximately 
9½ miles southwest of Shaniko, Oregon; more specifically described as 7S 15E 0, tax lot 600, 
Account 12795.   

 
 

Opening the Hearing: Chair Hargrave opened the public hearing hearing on agenda item 
PLACUP-15-01-0001, a request by J. Arlie Bryant, Inc. for: 
 

a. Partition to legalize an improperly created property (House Bill 2723); and 
 

b. Creation of a 20 acre aggregate operation.  The aggregate operation requires 4 separate 
applications and a 2-part process.  Staff provided a general overview of the process required 
for an aggregate operation prior to this hearing, and will further explain it during the 
presentation of the staff recommendation. 

. 
The four applications include: 

1. Subject to Standards Review for a Significance Determination of the aggregate site. 
 

2. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to the Comprehensive 
Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site 
 

3. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the aggregate 
operation 
 

4. Conditional Use Permit to expand the existing aggregate operation in area and to include 
drilling, shooting, crushing, and  stockpiling crushed aggregate.  

 
The property is described as 7S 15E 0, tax lot 600; Acct. 12795. 
 
The criteria for approval of the applications include:  Review Authority:  Chapter 2, Section 
2.060.B.1., 2., and 14 of the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance.  Review 
Criteria:  Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics (G., Mineral & 
Aggregate Resources), Chapter 14 – Findings & Recommendations (G., Goal 5 Issues), and 
Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies (E., Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and 
Natural Resources); Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO), Chapter 2 
(Procedures); Chapter 3 (Basic Provisions), Section 3.210 (Exclusive Farm Use zone), Section 
3.210.E.12. (Aggregate Operations), G. (Property Size Standards), H. (Agricultural Protection), 
J.9. (Additional Standards), Section 3.800 (Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone), Chapter 5 
(Conditional Use Review), Chapter 20 (Site Plan Review), Chapter 10 (Fire Safety Standards); 
and Chapter 21 – Land Divisions). 



 

 

 
The procedure today is: 

a. Disclosure of Interest, Ex Parte Contact or Potential Conflicts  

b. Reading of the Rules of Evidence  

c. Planning department will present their report 

d. Those who wish to speak in favor of the proposal 

e. Those who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal 

f. Rebuttal 

g. Close the hearing and record and begin deliberation 

h. If enough information is available the Planning Commission will make a decision today. 



 

 

 
Chair Hargrave asked if any Commission member wished to disqualify themselves for any 
personal or financial interest in this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave asked if any member of the audience wished to challenge the right of any 
Commission member to hear this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave asked if any member of the audience wished to question the jurisdiction of 
this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? 
None. 
Chair Hargrave explained the Rules of Evidence which will be followed.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for the staff report.   

 
For the record my name is Dawn Baird and I am an Associate Planner for the Wasco County 
Planning Department.  I am going to present the background information in this case. 
 
Request:  The record for this request begins on Page P217 of the record.  A location map 
for this request is on page P225.  As the Chair indicated, today we will be discussing a 
request by J. Arlie Bryant, Inc. on property owned by Hagen Bar 50 Ranches to create a 20 
acre rock quarry. The request requires approval of four applications.  The four applications 
are:  a) Subject to Standards Review, b) Comprehensive Plan Amendment, c) Zoning Map 
Amendment; and d) Conditional Use Permit.  Per Section 2.060 of the LUDO, the 
Commission will make a final decision on the Subject to Standards and Conditional Use 
Permit requests, and will make a recommendation to the Board of Commissioners for the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zone Change. 
 
During the completeness review, staff discovered that this tax lot appeared to be created 
improperly by deed prior to September 4, 1974.  All land divisions occurring after September 
4, 1974, were required to receive land use approval through a partition or subdivision 
process.  The difference is that a subdivision creates four or more parcels and a partition 
creates three or fewer parcels.  This improper creation of tax lot 600 can be remedied by 
House Bill 2723, approved by the Legislature in 2007.  This allows an owner to do an “after 
the fact” partition if the unit of land would have been permitted at the time it was first created.  
The owner has requested approval of a Partition./ 
 
Location:  The aggregate site is located east of Highway 197, approximately 3½ miles north 
of its intersection with Highway 97, approximately 9½ miles southeast of Shaniko, Oregon; 
7S 15E 0 600; Account 12795.  The subject property is approximately 3,706.82 acres in 
size. 
 
Staff Recommendation:  The full Staff Recommendation was mailed in the Planning 
Commission’s agenda packets.  It was available for review at the counter one week prior to 
this hearing, and it is considered a part of the record. 
 
Let’s discuss why the request is before the Planning Commission… 
 
On January 16, 2015, John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, Inc., submitted applications for a Subject 
to Standards Review, a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zone Change, and a 
Conditional Use Permit.  He submitted the Partition application around the first of February.  
The application was determined to be complete and was scheduled for a public hearing 
before the Planning Commission.  I will discuss all of the applications in my 
presentation, but the Planning Commission should make a separate motion and vote 
on each application separately. 
 



 

 

In the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, an aggregate extraction site must be listed in the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  The proposed site is not 
currently listed in the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 
 
Three of the five applications, the Partition, the Subject to Standards Review, and the 
Conditional Use Permit, can be processed administratively by staff, however, the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment & Zone Change require a public hearing before both the 
Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners.  In an effort to expedite the process, all 
administrative applications have been “bumped up” to the PC. 
 
The first application that will be reviewed by the Commission is the Partition application.  
According to Chapter 15 – Administration & Enforcement, Section 15.020, Zoning Approval, 
states: 
A. The Director, the Director's designee or other Approving Authority shall not give zoning 
approval on any development or use of land, including land divisions and property line 
adjustments on a property that is not in full compliance with all applicable provisions of this 
Ordinance, regardless of whether the applicant(s) or current owner(s) created the violation. 
 
By first clearing up the legal parcel status through a House Bill 2723 partition, the County 
can then consider the aggregate request.  As previously discussed, the aggregate request 
requires a 2-Part hearing process: 
 
Part 1 of the aggregate request is for a Subject to Standards Review.  The Planning 
Commission must determine whether the aggregate operation meets the “significant” criteria 
in the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  If it meets the criteria, the site can approved as a 
Significant Site.  State law requires all new or expanded sites in the Exclusive Farm Use 
Zone to be “significant”.   
 
Part 2 of the hearing involves the remaining three applications. 
 
o Comprehensive Plan application – This review evaluates all pertinent Comprehensive 

Plan criteria related to adding the aggregate site/Permit Boundary, as a “Significant Site 
on the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 
 

o Zone Change/Zoning Map Amendment application – This review evaluates criteria and 
standards in Chapter 9 – Zone Change, and Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 
3.800, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  Chapter 9 ensures that any zone change is 
suitable to the area, that there has been consideration of public health, safety and 
welfare, as well as transportation concerns related to traffic quantity, road 
improvements, etc., and their impact on the local transportation system. 
 

o Conditional Use Permit application – This section specifically allows approval of an 
aggregate extraction site as conditional uses in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone.  The use 
must comply with property development standards, and the Agricultural Protection 
Standards that require recording of a Farm Management Deed, and provides the 
property owner with information regarding the mediation process in case of any 
disputes.  The proposed aggregate operation must meet all criteria in Chapter 5 – 
Conditional Use Permit.  Criteria include but are not limited to requiring compatibility with 
surrounding uses, especially resource uses, protection of historic/cultural resources, 
wildlife sites, stream/water bodies, wildlife species, availability of public services, etc.  

 
Stage in the Process:  As previously stated, the application was received by the Planning 
Department on January 16, 2015.  The request was found to be complete in late February, 
2015, and was scheduled for a public hearing on today’s date.  All required public notice has 
been given.  The Staff Recommendation, with findings, conditions and conclusions, was 
issued on March 31, 2015.  The Staff Recommendation and Summary were provided to the 



 

 

Planning Commission.  If the Planning Commission feels they have all the necessary 
information to make a decision, they will vote to do so today. 
 
Criteria:  The applicable standards used to evaluate each request include: 
 
Partition (P233) 
 
House Bill (HB) 2723 – Adopted in 2007 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
Section 2.060.B.14., Matters which the Director elects not to review 
Section 2.080.A., Notice 
Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
Section 2.150, Official Notice 
Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 
 
Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 3.210, A-1, Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
Section 3.210.F., Property Development Standards 
 
Chapter 21 – Land Divisions 
Section 21.100, Land Partitioning Approval 
 
Subject to Standards Review (P241) 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060.B.14., Matters which the Director elects not to review 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090., Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions, Section 3.800, Division 5 – Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
 

o Section 3.810, Application of Overlay Zone 
o Section 3.815, Procedure for Applying the Overlay Zone 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, these criteria require testing of the rock at 
the aggregate site.  Rock must meet two of the three requirements in 3.815.A.2.:  Abrasion, 
loss of not more than 35% by weight; Oregon Air Degradation, loss of not more than 35% by 
weight; and Sodium Sulphate Soundness, not more than 17% by weight.  In addition, the 
quantity of rock must be in excess of 69,000 cubic yards (100,000 tons).  The Bryant request 
meets these standards (P316).  The STS Review establishes a Permit Boundary where all 
aggregate operations must occur, and identifies an Impact Area – that area that could be 
negatively affected by the proposed use.  This includes an ESEE Analysis where the 
economic, social, environmental and energy consequences of allowing the aggregate 
operation in the proposed location and its impact on sensitive uses such as dwellings.  For 
instance, an aggregate operation would create noise and dust and would not be suitable in a 
residential area, but the impacts of the use in a rural farm area are much different.  As 
identified in the ESEE analysis, there are no sensitive uses within 1 mile of the proposed 
aggregate site.  The request complies with all of the STS Review requirements and should 
be determined a “Significant Site”. 



 

 

 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment (P249) 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a 
Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

o Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics, G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 
o Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
o Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
o Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, this application requires compliance with 
the Statewide Planning Goals, and requires demonstration that the proposed change will not 
be detrimental to the spirit and intent of the goals, requires consideration of the public need 
for healthful, safe and aesthetic surroundings and conditions.  It also requires demonstration 
that a change in originally developed inventory occurred, and that transportation facilities will 
not be harmed.  Adding the proposed site to the Aggregate Inventory also protects the 
aggregate operation from conflicting uses such as dwellings.  Staff’s recommendation finds 
that the Comprehensive Plan Amendment is consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and 
standards. 
 
Zoning Map Amendment (P260) 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone 
Change and/or Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 

o Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
o Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
o Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
o Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
o Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land 

Use and Development Ordinance 
o Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
o Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  



 

 

 
Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 

o Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
o Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
o Section 3.840, Application Process 
o Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
o Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 

 
Applicable criteria for a Zoning Map Amendment require ensuring the rezone will comply 
with the Comprehensive Plan, that the site is suitable for the proposed zone and that there 
has been consideration of the public health, safety and welfare in applying the regulations.  
In addition, it considers impacts on transportation facilities.  Criteria also establish uses 
permitted in the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone, identifies visual screening requirements, 
equipment removal, and insurance requirements for the aggregate operator.  They require 
on-site roads to meet minimum standards and may include road improvements to public 
roads.  Criteria regulate hours of operation and blasting, as well as implementing DEQ air 
quality and DOGAMI reclamation requirements.  It is also these criteria that protect the 
aggregate site from new conflicting uses within the Impact Area. 
 
Staff’s recommendation finds that the Zoning Map Amendment is consistent with all of the 
pertinent criteria and standards. 
 
Conditional Use Permit (P274) 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

o Section 2.060, Application/Completeness, Section B.14., Matters which the 
Director elects not to review 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
 
Section 3.210, Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 

o E.  Uses Permitted Subject to Conditional Use Review/Type II or Type III 
 
Aggregate: Operations conducted for the mining, crushing or stockpiling of mineral, 
aggregate and other subsurface resources subject to Section J(9) - Additional Standards 
below, Section 3.800, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay. 
 

o Section 3.210.F., Property Development Standards 
o Section 3.210.H., Agricultural Protection 
o Section 3.210.J.9., Additional Standards – Aggregate 

 
Chapter 5 – Conditional Use Review 
 

o Section 5.020, Authorization to Grant or Deny Conditional Uses, and  Standards 
and Criteria Used) 

o Section 5.030, Conditions 
 
Chapter 10 – Fire Safety Standards 
 



 

 

o Section 10.110, Siting Standards – Locating Structures 
o Section 10.120, Defensible Space – Clearing and Maintaining a Fire Fuel Break 
o Section 10.130, Construction Standards for Dwellings and Structures – 

Decreasing the Ignition Risks by Planning for a More Fire-Safe Structure 
o Section 10.140, Access Standards – Providing Safe Access to and Escape From 

Your Home 
o Section 10.150, Fire Protection or On-Site Water Required 

 
The Conditional Use Permit portion of this review requires the aggregate operation to be 
consistent with the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, specifically maintenance of water resource 
buffers, lighting standards and agricultural protection standards.  Conditional Use standards 
in Chapter 5 are analyzed beginning on page P274.  Section 5.020 requires the 
consideration of many things:  the location, size, design and operation characteristics of the 
operation, analysis of existing public facilities, including police and fire protection, sewer and 
water facilities, telephone and electrical service and solid waste disposal facilities, impacts 
on transportation and its facilities, dust, noise & odor, sensitive wildlife habitat, riparian 
vegetation along streambanks and soil erosion.  The proposed use should not affect air, 
water and land resource quality of the area, significantly detract from the visual character of 
the area, or harm areas of historic value, natural or cultural significance.  A big part of this 
section is ensuring the proposed use will not significantly increase the cost or significantly 
change farm or forest practices on adjacent properties.  Chapter 20 ensures there will be no 
traffic congestion and minimal adverse effects on surrounding properties.  Chapter 10 
ensures the owners are aware of the County fire safety standards.  Staff notes that there are 
few quarry fires, and definitely very few spread onto surrounding lands due to lack of 
available burning material. 
 
Staff’s recommendation finds that the Conditional Use Permit is consistent with all of the 
pertinent criteria and standards. 
 
Findings: 
 
Findings of fact for each of the four applications are listed separately in the staff 
recommendation.  Based on these findings, it appears to staff that the requests, with 
recommended conditions, are each consistent with the Wasco County LUDO and Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan.  If any additional findings, corrections to recommended 
findings, or new or amended conditions are proposed by the Planning Commission, staff will 
add them the final Planning Commission report and they will be contained in the report that 
will be forwarded to the Board of Commissioners. 
 
Planning Commission Decision Options:  The Planning Commission should make a 
motion and vote on each application separately, therefore, there are four sets of options. 
 

a. PARTITION: 
 

1) Approve the Partition with the proposed findings and conditions recommended by 
staff; or 
 

2) Approve the Partition with amended findings and conditions provided by the Planning 
Commission; or 
 

3) Deny the Partition with amended findings provided by the Planning Commission; or 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

b. SUBJECT TO STANDARDS REVIEW: 



 

 

 

1) Approve the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry 
as a Significant Site, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by staff; 
or 
 

2) Approve the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry 
as a Significant Site, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Planning 
Commission; or 
 

3) Deny the Subject to Standards Review to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as 
a Significant Site, with amended findings provided by the Planning Commission; or 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, for The Subject to Standards Review, approve the request to 
designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a Significant Site, with the recommended findings 
and conditions provided by staff. 
 

c. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, to the Board of Commissioners, with the proposed findings and 
conditions recommended by staff; or 
 

2) Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, to the Board of Commissioners, with amended findings and 
conditions provided by the Planning Commission; or 
 

3) Recommend denial of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, to the Board of Commissioners, with amended findings provided by 
the Planning Commission; or 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, recommend approval to the Board of Commissioners of the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco County 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the recommended 
findings and conditions provided by staff. 
 

d. ZONING MAP AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply 
the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land 
within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed findings and conditions 
recommended by staff; or 
 

2) Recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply 
the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land 
within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Planning Commission; or 
 



 

 

3) Recommend denial of the Zone Change to the Board of Commissioners to apply the 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 
1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended findings provided by the Planning 
Commission; or 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
Staff recommends Option A, recommend approval to the Board of Commissioners, of the 
Zone Change to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, 
and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the recommended findings and 
conditions provided by staff. 
 

e. CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT: 
 

1) Approve the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 
proposed 20 acre Permit Boundary, with staff’s proposed findings and conditions.  
 

2) Approve the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 20 acre 
Permit Boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Planning 
Commission. 
 

3) Deny the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction within the 20 acre 
Permit Boundary, with amended findings provided by the Planning Commission. 
 

4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

Staff recommends Option A, for the Conditional Use Permit to allow aggregate extraction 
within the proposed 20 acre Permit Boundary, with the recommended findings and 
conditions provided by staff. 
 
Staff is not aware of any reason to continue this public hearing and believes the Planning 
Commission has sufficient information to make a decision on this request. 
 
That concludes my presentation and I would be glad to answer any questions the 
Commission may have. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for comments from the applicant.  

 
John Bryant, J Arlie Bryant 
Mr. Bryant stated that he felt Staff had done a thorough job and he had not addition 
statements for the Commission, but was available for questions.  
 
Vice Chair Ashley clarified that the property is a rock outcropping with little or no dirt.  Mr. 
Bryant responded that was correct.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for additional questions from the Commission. 
None.  
 
Chair Hargrave called for additional testimony in support of the request. 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for testimony in opposition of the request. 
None.   
Chair Hargrave called for any additional questions from the Commission.  
None. 
 



 

 

Chair Hargrave closed the hearing for deliberation. 
 
 
The Commission agreed there were no issues which were not discussed earlier in the other 
hearings.   
 
Commissioner Davis moved to approve the Partition with the proposed findings and 
conditions recommended by staff. 
Commissioner Myers seconded. 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
Commissioner McBain moved to approve the request for the Subject to Standards Review 
to designate the proposed 20 acre quarry as a Significant Site, with the recommended 
findings and conditions provided by staff. 
Commissioner Ashley seconded. 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
Commissioner Myers moved to recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners, to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to 
the Wasco County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed findings and 
conditions recommended by staff. 
Commissioner Davis seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 



 

 

None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Vice Chair Ashley moved to recommend approval of the Zone Change to the Board of 
Commissioners to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded 
aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by staff. 
Commissioner McBain seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 
Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
 
 
 
Commissioner Davis moved to approve the request for a Conditional Use Permit to allow 
aggregate extraction within the proposed 50 acre Permit Boundary, with staff’s proposed 
findings and conditions. 
Commissioner Myers seconded. 
 
Chair Hargrave called for discussion 
None. 
Chair Hargrave called for the vote 
 
The motion was unanimously approved 7 to 0, 1 absent (Commissioner Elliott),  A 
listing of the vote, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes 192.650.c., is as follows: 
 
Chair Hargrave – yes 



 

 

Vice-Chair Ashley – yes 
Commissioner Myers – yes 
Commissioner Handley - yes 
Commissioner Elliott – absent 
Commissioner DeHart – yes 
Commissioner McBain – yes 
Alternate Commissioner Davis – yes 
Alternate Position #2 - Vacant 
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Planning Commission Recommendation  

for the Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 

FILE #    PLACUP-15-01-0002                                  HEARING DATE:  May 6, 2015                         
  NOTIFICATION DATE:  April 21, 2015  
 

REQUESTS:   Expand an existing 21.5 acre aggregate operation (rock quarry) to 50 acres in size.  
Applications include: 
 
1. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add a significant aggregate operation to the Comprehensive Plan 

Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; and 
 

2. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the existing and expanded 
operation. 

 
 

APPLICANT:     OWNER: 
Jon Justesen     Jonnie L. Justesen, et. al. 
59720 Twin Lakes Road   Same 
Grass Valley, OR  97029 
 

 

PROPERTY INFORMATION: 

 
Zoning: A-1(160), Exclusive Farm Use Zone in Wasco County 
 
Location:  The aggregate site is located east of Highway 97, approximately 3.4 miles northeast of 
Shaniko, Oregon; more specifically described as: 
 
 Existing Tax Lot Previous Acct# Acres 

6S 17E 0 2200 None   12710   714.74 
6S 17E 0 2400 6S 17E 0 1901 12707 2,493.63 

 

  

ATTACHMENTS:   Prepared by Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 

A. Recommended Conditions of Approval 
B. Maps 
C. Planning Commission Report 
D. Lighting Standards 
E. Farm Management Easement 
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The full Planning Commission recommendation with all proposed findings of fact is enclosed as 
Attachment C and was available at the Wasco County Planning Department and Wasco 
County Board of Commissioners Office for review one week prior to the May 6, 2015, hearing.  
The full Planning Commission recommendation is made a part of the record.  This summary 
does not supersede or alter any of the findings or conclusions in the staff report, but 
summarizes the results of the Planning Commission’s review and recommendation. 
 
Aggregate Sites in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 
To establish a new aggregate site, renew an existing aggregate site, or expand an aggregate 
site in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone in Wasco County, up to four applications may be required 
to be submitted.  They include: 
 
A. Subject to Standards Review:  The existing or proposed rock source must be determined to 

be a “Significant Site.”  This involves applying for, and receiving approval, of a Subject to 
Standards Review and submittal of information showing compliance with specific criteria 
(involves meeting specific aggregate testing, requires long-term lease or ownership of the 
property, and requires a significant quantity of rock to be available).  
 

B. Comprehensive Plan Amendment:  Once a rock quarry is determined to be a “Significant 
Site” it needs to be added to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory 
as a “Significant Site.”  This requires submittal of, and approval of a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add the “Significant Site” to the Aggregate Inventory. 

 
C. Zoning Map Amendment:  If a rock quarry meets all of the significance criteria, it is 

necessary to protect the rock source by the application of the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay Zone to the quarry boundary, and all land within a minimum of 750 feet of the 
boundary. 

 
D. Conditional Use Permit:  LUDO Chapter 3, Section 3.210, A-1, Exclusive Farm Use Zone, 

subsection E.4. and 5. Allows extraction, drilling, blasting, crushing, screening and 
stockpiling of rock, and a batch plant, subject to compliance with Conditional Use  

 
Of these four applications, the Planning Commission can make decisions on the Subject to 
Standards Review and Conditional Use Permit, and can make a recommendation to the Board 
of Commissioners on a Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment. 
 
Jon Justesen made application to expand an existing aggregate extraction site (rock quarry) 
from 21.5 acres to 50 acres in size.  His applications included a Subject to Standards Review to 
determine whether the site is a significant rock source; a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to 
update the Aggregate Inventory to identify this site (County site 233) as a Significant Site, a 
Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the aggregate 
site’s Permit Boundary, and all land within a distance of the Permit Boundary, and a Conditional 
Use Permit to allow drilling, shooting, crushing and stockpiling and batching of crushed 
aggregate. 
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT A 
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On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission met to hold a quasi-judicial public 
hearing to consider all four applications. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION DECISIONS:   
 
A. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions, the Planning Commission voted to approve the Subject 

to Standards Review and designate the 50 acre aggregate site as a significant rock source. 
 
B. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions, the Planning Commission voted to approve the 

Conditional Use Permit to allow an aggregate operation and include drilling, shooting, 
crushing, stockpiling crushed aggregate, and a batch plant. 

 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
A. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions in Attachment A, the Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 50 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
“Significant Site.” 

 
B. On a vote of 6-0, with conditions in Attachment A, the Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of a Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed 50 acre Permit Boundary and all land within 1,500 
feet. 

 
 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OPTIONS: 
 
A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 

 
1. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with the Planning Commission’s proposed 
findings and conditions.  

 
2. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings and conditions provided 
by the Board. 
 

3. Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory,with amended findings provided by the Board. 
 

4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain.
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B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 

1. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate boundary, 
with the Planning Commission’s proposed findings and conditions.  

 
2. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate boundary, 
with amended findings and conditions provided by the Board. 
 
 

3. Deny the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone 
to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate boundary, with 
amended findings provided by the Board. 
 

4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
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A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 
 
1. The owners shall submit a map identifying the 50 acre Permit Boundary and the 1,500 foot 

Impact Area to the Planning Department prior to any excavation into the expansion area. 
 

2. All operations, including but not limited to, aggregate extraction, crushing, screening, 
batching, stockpiling, equipment storage, etc., shall only occur within the Permit Boundary. 
 

3. The Impact Area for the proposed quarry includes all land within 1,500 feet of the 50 acre 
boundary of the aggregate site. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment: 
 

1. Prior to any excavation, the following conditions shall be met: 
 

a. The 5’ tall earthen berm shall be constructed and seeded with natural grasses. 
 

b. The owner shall submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit showing conformance with 
air quality and emissions standards. 

 
c. The owner shall submit a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit or exemption certificate, 

and a DOGAMI-approved Reclamation Plan. 
 
d. County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior to any mining activity. 
 
e. Check dams shall be installed to control prevent sedimentation into Buck Hollow Creek. 

 
2. Miscellaneous Conditions: 

 
a. All processing equipment and equipment stored on the site shall be screened from view 

of Highway 97. 
 

b. Hours of drilling and blasting are limited to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday – Friday.  No 
blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or recognized legal holidays. 

 
c. Hours of operation for extraction are limited to daylight hours Monday through 

Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 
d. All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings and related structures 

accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be removed from the site within 30 
days of completion of all mining, processing and reclamation, except for structures 
which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 

 
e. The aggregate site operator shall maintain applicable DOGAMI permits or exemption 

certificates in effect. 
 
f. Any mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for mining, 

processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of at least $1 million. 
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g. All vegetation within 100’ of Buck Hollow Creek shall be retained. 
 

h. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity shall 
run with the land until such time as the site is exhausted and the site is reclaimed 
consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this time, the owner of the mineral 
and aggregate site will release all restrictions, easements or waivers of remonstrance 
and Indemnity. 

 
i. The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the owner 

or the County through the Zone Change process when: 
 

a. The owner of the mineral and aggregate resource site submits evidence showing a 
significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 
 

b. The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance with 
the approved reclamation plan; and 

 
c. The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions or 

waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this Ordinance. 



ATTACHMENT C – MAPS 
 

Property Owner:  Jonnie L. Justesen, et. al. 
 

6S 17E 0, Tax Lots 2200 and 2400 
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Vicinity Map 
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Site Plan 
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File Number: PLACUP-15-01-0002 
 
Requests: Expand an existing 21.5 acre rock quarry to 50 acres in size. 

Applications before the Board of Commissioners include: 
 

1. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to 
the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site; and 
 

2. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone 
to the aggregate operation. 

 
Prepared For: Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 
Procedure Type: Quasi-Judicial Hearing 
 
Hearing Date: May 6, 2015 
 
Applicant: Jon Justesen  
 
Owners: Jonnie L. Justesen, et al.  
 
Location: The aggregate site is located east of Highway 97, approximately 3.4 miles 

northeast of Shaniko, Oregon; more specifically described as: 
 
 Existing Tax Lot Previous Acct#    Acres 

6S 17E 0 2200 None  12710    714.74 
6S 17E 0 2400 6S 17E 0 1901 12707 2,493.63 

 
Zoning: A-1(160), Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 
Past Actions:   6S 17E 0, tax lot 2200:  None 

6S 17E 0, tax lot 2400: PLAMNN-10-06-0015, MIN-07-165, LOC-02-
WAA11-LUCS-A, CUP-00-124-WAA11-P, CUP-00-120-WAA11-A, CPA-
99-104-WAA1-P, CUP-99-105-WAA1-P, PLA-99-111-WAA16-A, PLA-97-
105-WAA1-A, LOC-96-WAA18-WR, MIP-80-114-WAA1, CUP-79-114-
WAA1-H. 

 
Prepared by: Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 
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I. APPLICABLE STANDARDS 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 
1. Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
Section 2.060.B.1.  (Recommendation to County Governing Body on a  

Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment 
(Comprehensive Plan) 

Section 2.080.A.  (Notice) 
Section 2.090  (Contents of Notice) 
Section 2.140  (Hearing Procedure) 
Section 2.150  (Official Notice) 
Section 2.190  (General Conduct of Hearings) 

 

2. Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

a. Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics 
Section G.  (Mineral & Aggregate Resources) 

 
b. Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 

Section B.  (A Comprehensive Plan may take the following forms) 
Section C.  (Who may apply for a plan revision) 
Section E.  (Quasi-Judicial Revisions) 
Section H.  (General Criteria) 
Section I.  (Transportation Planning Rule Compliance) 
Section J.  (Procedure for the Amendment Process) 

 
c. Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 

Section B.  (Goal 5 Issues) 
 

d. Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 
Section E.  (Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and  

Natural Resources) 
 

B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
1. Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

Section 2.060.B.2.  (Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone  
Change and/or Ordinance Amendment - Chapter 9) 

Section 2.080.A.  (Notice) 
Section 2.090  (Contents of Notice) 
Section 2.140  (Hearing Procedure) 
Section 2.150  (Official Notice) 
Section 2.190  (General Conduct of Hearings) 

 
2. Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 

Section 9.010  (Application for Zone Change) 
Section 9.020  (Criteria for Decision) 
Section 9.030  (Transportation Planning Rule Compliance) 
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Section 9.040  (Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change) 
Section 9.060  (Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the 
    Land Use and Development Ordinance) 
Section 9.070  (Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation) 
Section 9.080  (Action by County Governing Body) 

 
3. Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 

Section 3.800  (Division 5 – Mineral and Aggregate Overlay) 
Section  3.830  (Permitted Uses - Extraction Areas) 
Section  3.835  (Development Standards - Extraction Area) 
Section 3.845  (Impact Area - Uses and Standards) 
Section  3.850  (Designation of Overlay Zone) 
Section  3.855  (Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone) 

 
 
II. BACKGROUND 

 
A. Legal Parcel:  The subject parcel was legally created by Property Line Adjustment 99-

111-WAA16-A, recorded with the Wasco County Clerk on September 6, 2000.  It is 
consistent with the definition of Legal Parcel in LUDO Chapter 1, Section 1.090, 
Definitions because it was created by a duly recorded property line adjustment. 

 
B. Site Description:  Staff made a site inspection of the subject parcel on February 19, 

2015.  The existing 21.5 acre proposed aggregate site contains 2-20% western facing 
slopes with sage brush vegetation and scattered juniper trees.  Approximately 3 acres of 
the site have been excavated in a horseshoe shaped fashion, open to the north.  
Stockpiles from the Oregon Dept. of Transportation’s prior road project remain between 
the south wall and U.S. Highway 97.  The previously excavated portion of the site has 
vertical walls 20-25 feet in height.  At the southwestern edge of the site is a pond with a 
man-made dam approximately 14 feet in height.  The natural drainage of this pond, an 
intermittent draw, runs along the entirety of the western border of the development site. 

 
The remaining 2,490.7 acres of the subject parcel consist of rolling terrain with 
predominantly 2-20% slopes, scattered Juniper trees, sage brush vegetation and 406 
acres of dry crop fields (oat and barley), registered with Farm Services Agency.  The 
parcel is principally used for livestock grazing (200 mother cows/200 calves) from late 
fall through late spring. 
 

C. Surrounding Land Use:  Surrounding properties are used for cattle grazing.  Property 
to the east contains some planted fields (hay).  These properties contain similar slopes 
as the subject parcel.  Properties contain scattered juniper trees, sage brush, and 
natural grasses.  The closest residence is 2.3 miles to the northwest. 

 

 
III. SUMMARY OF PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING (APRIL 7, 2015) 
 

An aggregate site in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone generally requires four applications: 
 
o Subject to Standards Review 
o Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
o Zoning Map Amendment 
o Conditional Use Permit 
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In the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, creation of a new aggregate site, renewal of a permit for 
an existing aggregate site, or expansion of an existing aggregate site, can only occur if the 
rock source has been determined to be a “Significant Site”.  This determination is done 
through a Subject to Standards Review.  If a site is determined to be significant, the three 
remaining applications will be processed: 
 
A Comprehensive Plan Amendment is required to add the “Significant Site” to the Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 
 
A Zoning Map Amendment is required to protect the significant rock source by placing the 
EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone on the aggregate site and a specific area around 
the boundary of the aggregate site. 
 
The remaining application is a Conditional Use Permit.  Aggregate operations and batch 
plants are regulated by the Conditional Use Review requirements to ensure there are no 
conflicts with surrounding farm or forest uses, for the protection of fish & wildlife habitat, 
cultural and historic resources, public facilities including roads, fire, electricity, sewer, water, 
etc. 
 
The Planning Director has the authority to make a decision on the Subject to Standards 
request, and the Conditional Use Permit request, however, to expedite the process, the 
Director chose to have to the Planning Commission make a decision on these two 
applications, as well as a recommendation to the Board of Commissioners for a 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment. 
 
The results of the Planning Commission hearing were: 
 

 Subject to Standards Review:  Approval, with conditions, to determine the Justesen 
rock source to be a Significant Site. 
 

 Comprehensive Plan Amendment:  Recommendation of approval, with conditions, to 
add the Justesen rock source to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site. 

 

 Zoning Map Amendment:  Recommendation of approval, with conditions, to apply 
the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed 50 acre Permit 
Boundary and all land within 1,500 feet. 

 

 Conditional Use Permit:  Approval, with conditions, to allow an aggregate operation 
and include drilling, shooting, crushing, stockpiling crushed aggregate, and a batch 
plant. 

 
The Board of Commissioners May 6, 2015, public hearing will consider the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment.  All applicable standards are addressed in IV. 
 
 
IV. FINDINGS: 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 

1. Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
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Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

 
Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a  
Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 

 
FINDING:  The request is for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate 
site to the Aggregate Inventory as a “Significant Site”.  A proposed or expansion site in the 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone, must be determined to be a significant site before it can be added to 
the Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  The Planning Commission approved the quarry 
as a Significant Site on April 7, 2015.  Upon completion of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
portion of the hearing on April 7th, the Planning Commission voted unanimously to forward a 
recommendation of approval, with conditions, to the Board of Commissioners for the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment application.  
 
       Section 2.080.A., Notice 

      Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
      Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
      Section 2.150, Official Notice 
      Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
FINDING:  The above sections establish the requirements for providing notice of public hearings 
and the general conduct of hearings.  A ten day pre-notice is required for a second quasi-judicial 
hearing.  This hearing is being held on May 6, 2015.  The public hearing notice was published in 
The Dalles Chronicle on April 21, 2015, and notice was provided to agencies and property 
owners within 750’ of the subject parcel, on April 21, 2015, fifteen days before the hearing.  
Posting of the hearing notice in public places occurred more than fifteen days before the 
hearing. 
 

2. Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics 
 

(***) 
 
G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with the requirements of Chapter 2, Section G., which 
provides general information about rock sources in Wasco County, instructions on how to apply 
for the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone, the requirements of an ESEE (Economic, Social, 
Environmental & Energy) Analysis, as well as Table 8, Wasco County Aggregate Inventory. 

 
Prior to the Planning Commission hearing, the existing site was identified as Wasco County 
Aggregate Inventory #233, a “Potential Site”, not a “Significant Site.”  Upon expiration of the 
Planning Commission appeal period on Tuesday, April 21, 2015, the site is identified as a 
“Significant Site.” 

 

Requirements in OAR 660-16-005 and 660-16-010 direct local jurisdictions to analyze the ESEE 
consequences of (a) allowing mining on a significant site, and (b) allowing conflicting uses to 
displace mining on a significant site.  The owners submitted an ESEE analysis with the Subject to 
Standards Review.  The ESEE analysis identified conflicting uses in the area and discussed 
impacts of the aggregate site.  
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If the request is approved, staff will update Table 8, Wasco County Aggregate Inventory. 
 

Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
The Comprehensive Plan for Wasco County is the primary document which 
guides and controls land use within Wasco County excluding incorporated areas. 
The plan is intended to reflect the community's current thoughts on land use 
planning and to be responsive to the needs and desires of citizens. In order to 
achieve this, the plan must respond to changing community attitudes and needs 
and to unforeseen circumstances which may affect the use of land in the future.  
It is, therefore, the intent of this section to permit the amendments of the 
Comprehensive Plan on a periodic basis and to describe the procedure for the 
amendment process. 

 
(***) 

 
B. A Comprehensive Plan Amendment May Take the Following Forms: 

 
1. Amendment of one or more policies of the plan.(Legislative) 

 
2. Amendment to the text, inventories, maps or figures of the plan. 

(Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

3. Amendment of a portion of the Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Designation map. (Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

4. Amendment to the urban growth boundary. (Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

5. A combination plan change/zone amendment.  (Legislative or Quasi-
Judicial) 

 
FINDING:  The request is for a quasi-judicial amendment to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral 
and Aggregate Inventory, as permitted by B.2. 
 

C. Who May Apply For a Plan Revision 
A Comprehensive Plan Revision may be initiated by: 

 
1. Wasco County Governing Body. (Legislative) 
 
2. Planning Commission by majority vote confirmed by the Wasco County 

Governing Body. (Legislative) 
 

3. Property owner or his authorized representative. (Quasi-Judicial) 
 

FINDING:  A request for a revision to the Wasco County Aggregate Inventory to amend the 
proposed quarry designation from “Potentially Significant Site” to “Significant Site.”  The request 
was made for the property owners by their engineer (authorized representative). 
 
  (***) 
 

E. Quasi-Judicial Revisions 
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Section E. states that quasi-judicial revisions are those which do not have 
significant effect beyond the immediate area of the change, i.e., narrow in 
scope and focusing on specific situations. 

 
Each plan change or revision will first be heard by the Planning Commission 
on a first-come, first-serve basis. Such hearing shall be conducted in 
accordance with the Wasco County Planning Commission "Rules and 
Regulations". 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with criterion c.  The proposed amendment focuses on an 
existing aggregate operation.  The proposed amendment will not affect any other quarry in 
Wasco County except the quarry on the subject parcel. 
 
  (***) 
 

H. Section H. establishes general criteria which must be considered before 
approval of an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan is given. 

 
1. Compliance with the statewide land use goal as provided by Chapter 15 

or further amended by the Land Conservation and Development 
Commission, where applicable. 

 
FINDING:  Chapter 15 lists the goals and policies for each Statewide Planning Goal.  Goal 5, 
Policy 1 – Mineral and Aggregate Resources, helps to protect and utilize appropriately the 
mineral and aggregate resources in Wasco County, and minimize conflict between aggregate 
uses and surrounding land uses.  The request is consistent with Statewide Land Use Goal 5 
and implementing policies in Chapter 15, as discussed below. 
 

2. Substantial proof that such change shall not be detrimental to the spirit 
and intent of such goals. 

 
FINDING:  As discussed below in Chapter 15 (page 12 of 30 of the Planning Commission 
Recommendation), the request complies with the goals and policies related to aggregate 
operations. 
 

3. A mistake in the original comprehensive plan or change in the character 
of the neighborhood can be demonstrated. 

 
FINDING:   A change in the character of southern Wasco County has resulted in the request for 
the Comprehensive Plan Amendment. 
 
The character of southeastern Wasco County has evolved significantly resulting in the request 
for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  The County Comprehensive Plan inventories were 
compiled in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.  Since the inventories were compiled, many things 
have happened and the character of the county has changed.  Items include the Rajneesh era 
in Antelope, declining timber harvest due to Spotted Owl concerns, and the closure of area 
lumber mills and aluminum plants.  Stimulus money has been made available from the federal 
government for transportation system projects.  This has resulted in an increased need for 
aggregate resources.  New methods for generating electricity have been found to be cost 
effective resulting in placement of many wind turbines in adjacent Oregon and Washington 
counties.  Wasco County hopes to be the next location of wind turbines, additionally there is 
future potential for solar power generation.  These projects will also require considerable 
aggregate resources.  There are no active private quarries in this vicinity of Wasco County. 
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4. Factors which relate to the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic 

surroundings and conditions. 
 
FINDING:  These factors were addressed in the Planning Commission hearing, primarily 
through the Conditional Use Review which requires compliance with criteria that require:  
maintenance of wildlife areas, riparian habitat, cultural and historic areas, the protection of farm 
and forest uses, the ability to maintain or provide public services, including but not limited to 
police protection, fire protection, road maintenance and safety, pedestrian safety, and protection 
of water, land and air resource quality.  With proposed conditions in the Conditional Use Permit 
approval, the request provides healthful, safe and aesthetic surroundings and conditions for the 
public. 
 

5. Proof of change in the inventories originally developed. 
 
FINDING:  Proof of change in the originally developed Aggregate Inventory was addressed 
above in H.3. 
 

6. Revisions shall be based on special studies or other information which 
will serve as the factual basis to support the change. The public need and 
justification for the particular change must be established. 

 
FINDING:  The request complies with H.6..  The request is to amend the existing quarry from 
“Potentially Significant Site” to “Significant Site.” 

 
Wasco County and Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) have quarries 0.9 mile and 
1.2 mile, respectively, from the proposed aggregate site, however, they are not extraction sites, 
but only stockpile sites, and they do not sell rock to private individuals or companies.  There is 
no privately owned quarry within 17 miles of the subject parcel that contains a rock source 
identified as “Significant.”  Though it does not sound like a long distance to haul rock, 
considering the terrain consisting of steep hills and extreme curves, it is slow going and the 
trucks must use a lot of fuel to transport the rock.  If quality rock is needed in this part of the 
County, the cost will not be economically feasible due to transportation costs. 
 
Based on distance to existing available private rock sources, the public need and justification for 
the quarry expansion has been established. 
 
The owners submitted results from six separate tests conducted by ODOT in 1999 for the rock 
in the quarry.  It was determined the rock quality is very good; these reports serve as the factual 
basis to support the change. 
 

I. Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
 

1. Review of Applications for Effect on Transportation Facilities - A proposed 
plan amendment, whether initiated by the County or by a private interest, 
shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule 
(OAR) 660-012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule – “TPR”).  
“Significant” means the proposal would: 

 
a. Change the functional classification of an existing or planned 

transportation facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an 
adopted plan);  
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b. Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or  

 
c. As measured at the end of the planning period identified in the 

adopted transportation system plan:  
 

1) Allow land uses or levels of development that would result in types 
or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the 
functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility;  

 
2) Reduce the performance of an existing or planned transportation 

facility below the minimum acceptable performance standard 
identified in the TSP; or  

 
3) Worsen the performance of an existing or planned transportation 

facility that is otherwise projected to perform below the minimum 
acceptable performance standard identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan. 

 
FINDING:  OAR-660-012-0005(30), Definitions, states:  "Transportation Facilities" means any 
physical facility that moves or assist in the movement of people or goods including facilities 
identified in OAR 660-012-0020 but excluding electricity, sewage and water systems. 
 
An e-mail dated February 5, 2015, from Scott Peters, ODOT Permit Specialist, states that “this site 
has been used for aggregate extraction for over 16 years.  The existing and expanded area is 
located in a rural location.  The driveway accessing the aggregate site has good site distance onto 
Highway 97.  If the drivers follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at stop signs, using turn 
signals, yielding when required, etc., the proposed use will not unduly impair traffic flow or safety in 
the area.”  A condition requiring this is recommended. 

 
A condition is recommended requiring the owner to ensure all trucks hauling aggregate from the 
site be properly contained to avoid the spillage of rock and debris onto public roads.  The owner 
shall keep Highway 97 and adjoining routes of travel clear of rock spillage. 
 
Other conditions related to roads, such as maintenance of on-site roads, providing water to reduce 
dust, etc., were applied in the review of the Conditional Use Permit, and are included as conditions 
of approval. 
 

2. Amendments That Affect Transportation Facilities - Amendments to the 
land use regulations that significantly affect a transportation facility shall 
ensure that allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, 
and level of service of the facility identified in the TSP.  This shall be 
accomplished by one or a combination of the following: 

 
a. Adopting measures that demonstrate allowed land uses are 

consistent with the planned function, capacity, and performance 
standards of the transportation facility. 

 
b. Amending the TSP or comprehensive plan to provide transportation 

facilities, improvements or services adequate to support the proposed 
land uses consistent with the requirements of Section -0060 of the 
TPR. 
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c. Altering land use designations, densities, or design requirements to 

reduce demand for vehicle travel and meet travel needs through other 
modes of transportation. 

 
d. Amending the TSP to modify the planned function, capacity or 

performance standards of the transportation facility.  
 
FINDING:  According to Scott Peters, ODOT Permit Specialist, the request will not significantly 
affect Highway 97 because the aggregate site has been in operation periodically for the past 
20+ years and has not produced any additional wear and tear on the road.  There are no 
alternate methods of transporting rock in this area because there are no railroad lines. 
 

3. Traffic Impact Analysis - A Traffic Impact Analysis shall be submitted with 
a plan amendment application pursuant to Section 4.140 Traffic Impact 
Analysis (TIA)) of the Land Use and Development Ordinance. 

 
FINDING:  The purpose of a Traffic Impact Analysis is to determine additional impacts on the road 
system from a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  The mineral extraction operation is an existing 
use.  If the expansion is approved, the use will continue as it has for the past 16+ years, and no 
change to the use will occur.  According an e-mail dated February 5, 2015, Scott Peters, ODOT 
Permit Specialist, there will be no impact on Highway 97 if the drivers follow normal traffic laws, 
such as stopping at stop signs, using turn signals, yielding when required, etc., therefore, no Traffic 
Impact Analysis is required. 
 

J. Procedure for the Amendment Process 
 

1. A petition must be filed with the Planning Offices on forms prescribed by 
the Director of Planning. 

 
FINDING:  The owners’ engineer made application to the Planning Department for a 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment to amend the Aggregate Inventory to identify the proposed 
quarry as a Significant Site. 
 

2. Notice of a proposed revision within, or to, the urban growth boundary will 
be given to the appropriate city at least thirty (30) days before the County 
public hearing. 

 
FINDING:  The proposed amendment is not within or adjacent to an urban growth boundary, 
therefore, 2. does not apply. 
 

3. Notification of Hearing: 
 

a. Notices of public hearings shall summarize the issues in an 
understandable and meaningful manner. 
 

b. Notice of a legislative or judicial public hearing shall be given as 
prescribed in ORS 215.503. In any event, notice shall be given by 
publishing notice in newspapers of general circulation at least twenty 
(20) days, but not more than forty (40) days, prior to the date of the 
hearing. 
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FINDING:  Public notice summarizing the proposed request was published in The Dalles 
Chronicle and was provided to all property owners on April 21, 2015, 15 days prior to the May 6, 
2015, Board of Commissioners hearing. 
 

c. A quorum of the Planning Commission must be present before a 
public hearing can be held. If the majority of the County Planning 
Commission present cannot agree on a proposed change, the 
Commission will hold another public hearing in an attempt to resolve 
the difference or send the proposed change to the County Governing 
Body with no recommendation. 

 
FINDING:  Six members of the Planning Commission were present at their April 7, 2015, 
hearing.  The Commissioners unanimously (6-0) voted to recommend approval of the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment, with conditions, to the Board of Commissioners. 
 

d. After the public hearing, the Planning Commission shall recommend 
to the County Governing Body that the revision be granted or denied, 
and the facts and reasons supporting their decision. In all cases the 
Planning Commission shall enter findings based on the record before 
it to justify the decision.  If the Planning Commission sends the 
proposed change with no recommendation, the findings shall reflect 
those items agreed upon and those items not agreed upon that 
resulted in no recommendation. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommendation and report are part of the Board of 
Commissioners record and is attached to this report.  The Planning Commission, on April 7, 
2015, voted 6-0 to forward a recommendation of approval, with conditions to the Board of 
Commissioners.  
 

e. Upon receiving the Planning Commission's recommendation, the 
County Governing Body shall take such action as they deem 
appropriate. The County Governing Body may or may not hold a 
public hearing.  In no event shall the County Governing Body approve 
the amendment until at least twenty (20) days have passed since the 
mailing of the recommendation to parties. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission notice of decision and recommendation was sent to 
owners, agencies, and affected property owners, on April 9, 2015, 27 days prior to the Board of 
Commissioners hearing.  This is consistent with e., which requires a minimum of 20 days 
between the Planning Commission notice of decision and the Board of Commissioners notice of 
hearing. 
 

Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
 

(***) 
 

B.2., Goal 5 Issues – Mineral and Aggregate Resources 
 

As stated in the Goals and Policies under Goal #5, rock and aggregate 
resources will be identified and protected by placement of the 
Environmental Protection District zone. 
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Extraction of these resources is a conditional use in the agricultural and 
forestry zones and a permitted use in the manufacturing zones. 
 
Generally, residential uses are the uses which come into conflict with the 
extraction of aggregate and mineral resources. The provisions of the 
Environmental Protection District Division 5 overlay zone provide the 
protection necessary for all aggregate sites. 

 
FINDING:  The request complies with Chapter 14 of the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
The property owners have made application to expand an existing aggregate operation, and 
have requested that the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone be applied to the expanded 
Permit Boundary, and all land (Impact Area) within 750 feet of the Permit Area, to protect the 
aggregate resource.  Through discussions with Amanda Punton, Goal 5 Specialist, Department 
of Land Conservation & Development, staff learned that the state of Oregon uses 1,500 feet as 
their standard protection area.  Though the County LUDO requires a minimum of 750 feet, the 
County can decide to use a larger distance.  The Planning Commission concurred that if the 
State is using 1,500 feet as their distance to protect aggregate sites, and it may become the 
State requirement in the future, therefore, it is appropriate to use 1,500 feet in this request. 
 
Most of the 1,500 foot Impact Area lies on the Justesen parcel, however, a small portion of the 
5,175 acre property to the north will be limited in the placement of future sensitive uses, but will 
not render the property unusual..  The placement of the EPD-5 Overlay on this property will not 
prohibit any existing uses or proposed uses in the future because the land is large enough to 
easily find an alternate building site. 

 
Findings in this report show that there are no existing Sensitive Uses within 1,500 feet of the 
proposed expansion boundary.  The EPD-5 zone will protect the aggregate resource from future 
Sensitive Uses within the Impact Area. 
 

Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 
Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources 

 
Policy 1 – Mineral Resources 
Protect and utilize appropriately the mineral and aggregate resources of Wasco 
County, and minimize conflict between surface mining and surrounding land uses. 

 
Implementation 

 
A. The development of new rock and aggregate resource sites shall be consistent 

with the State Planning Goal 5 and Oregon Administrative Rules Chapter 660, 
Division 16 process to balance conflicts between mining operations and new 
and existing surrounding conflicting uses. 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with Policy A. 
 
Wasco County updated all sections of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan relating to Goal 5 – 
Mineral and Aggregate Resources, during its 1994 Periodic Review project. 

 
Conflicts between mining operations and existing surrounding uses was evaluated in the ESEE 
Analysis submitted by the owners.  Considering existing farm uses in the area, and the distance 
from existing Sensitive Uses, no conflicting uses were identified in the Impact Area. 
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Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone will protect the significant aggregate site and 
its Impact Area from future potential conflicting uses. 
 

B. Sites identified as significant aggregate resource sites shall not support 
interim or permanent uses which may jeopardize the future availability of the 
resource. 

 
FINDING:  The request complies with criterion B.  The request is to expand an existing aggregate 
resource.  No other interim or permanent uses are proposed or considered as part of this request. 
 

C. Mining and processing of gravel and mineral materials may only be allowed 
at sites included on the "Other Site" inventory or "Significant Sites" 
inventory. 

 
1. Mining at sites on the "Other Sites" inventory may be allowed by a 

conditional use permit. 
 

2. Mining at sites on the "Significant Sites" inventory may only be permitted 
in accordance with the Mineral Resources Overlay. 

 
FINDING:  Current State law allows new or expanded aggregate sites in an Exclusive Farm Use 
Zone on sites designated as “Significant Sites.”  The owners submitted an ESEE analysis which 
evaluated the quality and quantity of rock in the proposed Permit Area.  Based on the findings of 
the staff analysis, a determination was made by the Planning Commission (April 7, 2015) that the 
quarry is a Significant Site.  The appeal period for this significance determination expired at 4 p.m., 
April 21, 2015.  No appeal was submitted to the Planning Department, therefore, the aggregate site 
has been determined to be a Significant Site. 

 
D. For each site determined to be significant, the County shall complete the 

remainder of the County Goal 5 process identifying conflicting uses, 
analyzing the ESEE consequences of the conflicting use(s), and 
designating a level of protection from conflicting uses.  If the final decision 
concerning the site is to preserve fully or partially protect the resource from 
conflicting uses, the County shall zone the site with the Mineral Resources 
Overlay. 

 
FINDING:  The quarry was found to be a Significant Site during the Subject to Standards Review at 
the April 7, 2015, Planning Commission hearing.  An ESEE analysis was submitted for the 
aggregate site.  This analysis identified the closest Sensitive Site, a residence, as being 2.3 miles 
northwest of the aggregate operation.  Currently the aggregate operation is not protected from 
future potential conflicting uses, however, the site has been determined to be significant, and will 
nowbe protected through application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  The Planning 
Commission recommends this in IV.B., Zoning Map Amendment. 
 

Policy 2 – Mineral Resources 
The County shall maintain an inventory of mineral and aggregate resource sites.  
The comprehensive plan inventory shall consist of three parts: 

 An inventory of "Significant Sites" identified through the Goal 5 process as 
important resources that will be protected from conflicting uses; 

 An inventory of "Potential Sites" for which sufficient information concerning the 
location, quality, and quantity of a resource site is not adequate to allow the 
County to make a determination of significance; 
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 An inventory of "Other Sites" for which available information demonstrates that 
the site is not a significant resource to be protected. 

 
Implementation 

 
A. The significance of non-aggregate mineral resources shall be judged on a case-

by-case basis, taking into account information concerning the commercial or 
industrial use of the resource, as well as the relative quality and relative 
abundance of the resource within at least the County. 

 
FINDING:  An Aggregate Inventory is maintained as part of the Comprehensive Plan.  An ESEE 
analysis was submitted by the owners evaluating the quality and quantity of rock on this specific 
parcel.  Additional on-site information for the subject parcel was submitted by the owners’ engineer.  
The proposed quarry has been evaluated according to the significance criteria, and was found to 
be significant.   

 
(***) 

 
D.  For sites on the "Potential Sites" inventory, the County shall review available 

information about mineral and aggregate resources, and if the information is 
sufficient, determine the site to be significant when one of the following 
conditions exist: 

 
1. As part of the next scheduled Periodic Review; 
 
2. When a landowner or operator submits information concerning the potential 

significance of a resource site and requests a Comprehensive Plan 
amendment; 

 
3. When resolution of the status of a potential resource site is necessary to 

advance another planning objective. 
 
FINDING:  The landowner and his representative requested approval of a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add the expanded quarry to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site.  On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission reviewed a Subject to Standards 
Review to determine if the site was a significant rock source.  The Commission, on a vote of 6-0, 
voted to determine that the Justesen rock source was a Significant Site, and recommended 
approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to the Board of Commissioners. 
 

E. In order to approve surface mining at a site zoned for exclusive farm or 
forestry use, the County shall find, as part of the ESEE analysis, that the 
proposed activity will not: 1) force a significant change in, or significantly 
increase the cost of, accepted farming or forestry practices on surrounding 
lands, and 2) will not significantly increase fire hazard or significantly 
increase fire suppression costs or significantly increase risks to fire 
suppression personnel. 

 
FINDING:  There is no forest use identified on surrounding lands.  Existing farm use on 
surrounding lands consists primarily of grazing.  Planted fields on property to the east are 
approximately 1.4 miles from the quarry operation.  Due to distance and intensity of farm uses on 
surrounding lands, the expanded quarry will not increase the cost of accepted farm practices on 
surrounding lands, nor will it change how surrounding owners farm their land. 
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The County initially approved this quarry operation in 1999, but it was used by the owner prior to 
that time.  The Planning Department has never received any complaints from farm operators in 
the area about impacts of the quarry on their farm use. 

 
To minimize potential conflicts between the proposed expanded Permit Area and surrounding 
farm uses, a condition is recommended requiring the owners to sign and record in the deed 
records for the County a document binding the landowner, and the landowner's successors in 
interest, prohibiting them from pursuing a claim for relief or cause of action alleging injury from 
farming or forest practices for which no action or claim is allowed under ORS 30.936 or 30.937 
prior to receiving zoning approval on a building permit.  
 

F. The County may establish and impose conditions on operation of a surface 
mine when deemed necessary as a result of a site-specific Goal 5 analysis.  
Where such conditions conflict with criteria and standards in the Mineral and 
Aggregate Resources Overlay, the conditions developed through the Goal 5 
analysis shall control. 

 
FINDING:   It is noted that if any conditions of approval imposed as a result of the Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment are in conflict with conditions in the Zoning Map Amendment (Section IV.B.), the 
conditions in the Comprehensive Plan Amendment section shall control. 
 

G.  No surface mining or processing activity, as defined by the zoning 
ordinance, shall commence without land use approval from the County, and 
approval of a reclamation plan and issuance of an operating permit by 
DOGAMI. 

 
FINDING:   The applicant submitted a request for an Operating Permit and a proposed 
Reclamation Plan to the Oregon Department of Geology & Mineral Industries (DOGAMI).  During 
the Planning Commission hearing it was pointed out that permits are required by Wasco County 
and the state of Oregon (DOGAMI).  A condition in IV.B. specifically requires DOGAMI approval 
prior to any excavation. 
 

H.  Aggregate sites shall be subordinate to the landscape setting as seen from 
travel corridors when such travel corridors have been determined to be 
significant by the ESEE analysis. 

 
FINDING:   Highway 97 is located along the western side of the aggregate site.  This site has been 
in operation for over 20 years.  The landscape setting in the area is large open fields with many 
rock outcrops east of the highway.  There is a large Oregon Department of Transportation stockpile 
site located approximately 1 mile southwest of the Justesen quarry.  The current extraction site left 
a strip of land intact between the quarry and Highway 97 to screen the majority of the operation 
from the road.  The view from Highway 97 of the proposed expanded extraction site south of the 
existing site will be similar to the existing view.  However, processing equipment could be visible 
from the highway.  The applicant has proposed to establish a 5’ tall seeded, earthen berm to 
screen processing areas and eliminate any direct view into the extraction area.  This condition is 
required in IV.B.  With the proposed condition, the expanded aggregate site will be subordinate to 
the landscape setting as seen from Highway 97. 
 

B. Zone Change Request 
 

Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
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Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

Section 2.060, Application/Completeness, Section B. 
 

(***) 
 
1. Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone Change and/or 

Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 
 
FINDING:  The request is for a Zone Change to add the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the 50 
acre Permit Boundary, and its Impact Area.  On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission voted 
6-0 to forward a recommendation of approval, with conditions, to the Board of Commissioners, 
who will make the final decision on the Zone Change.  
 
       Section 2.080.A., Notice 

      Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
      Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
      Section 2.150, Official Notice 
      Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
FINDING:  The above sections establish the requirements for providing notice of public hearings 
and the general conduct of hearings.  The first evidentiary hearing provided a twenty day pre-
notice before the Planning Commission held their April 7, 2015, quasi-judicial public hearing.  A 
ten day pre-notice is required for a second quasi-judicial hearing.  This hearing is being held on 
May 6, 2015.  The public hearing notice was published in The Dalles Chronicle on April 21, 
2015, and notice was provided to agencies and property owners within 750’ of the subject 
parcel, on April 21, 2015, fifteen days before the hearing.  Posting of the hearing notice in public 
places occurred more than fifteen days before the hearing. 
 

Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 
 

Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
Section 9.010.C. states that an application for a zone change may be initiated by an 
application being filed with the Director of Planning on the appropriate forms, containing 
information required to establish the criteria for the change (quasi-judicial only). 

 
FINDING:  Jon Justesen’s engineer  applied for a quasi-judicial zone change to apply the EPD-5, 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the proposed expanded quarry and Impact Area, as required by 
Section 9.010.C.   Application of the EPD-5 Overlay will not change the underlying Exclusive Farm 
Use zoning. 
 

Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
The Approving Authority may grant a zone change only if specific circumstances are 
found to exist: 

 
A. The original zoning was the product of a mistake; or 

 
FINDING:  The original zoning was not the product of a mistake. 
 

B. It is established that: 
 

1. The rezoning will conform with the Comprehensive Plan; and, 
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FINDING:  The request is consistent with B.1.  The applicant provided an analysis of the Statewide 
Planning Goals in the ESEE analysis on page P72 of staff’s report and recommendation to the 
Planning Commissiona.  The Statewide Goals are the basis for the Comprehensive Plan, which 
was determined to be consistent with these goals on August 25, 1983.  The analysis provided by 
the applicant shows that the application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay will conform to the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
 

2. The site is suitable to the proposed zone; and 
 
FINDING:  The request complies with B.2.  The owners have requested application of the EPD-5, 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to an aggregate site determined to be significant by the 
Planning Commission on April 7, 2015.  The site has been listed as a Potential Site in the 
Aggregate Inventory in the Comprehensive Plan.  The site is suitable for the proposed use 
because it lacks top soil, is composed entirely of agricultural capability class VII soils (considered 
unsuitable by the State of Oregon for commercial farm use in eastern Oregon), there is an 
abundance of high quality aggregate material, and there is sufficient distance between the 
aggregate site and sensitive uses such as residences. 
 

3. There has been a conscious consideration of the public health, safety and 
welfare in applying the specific zoning regulations. 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with B.3.  The quarry site is located in a manner which blends 
with the surrounding land uses and retains natural landforms to shield the operation from 
surrounding ownerships and passing traffic.  The quarry will operate in compliance with all 
applicable regulations for noise, dust, odor, and hours of operation.  The site is remote from any 
existing residential improvements.  The quarry has operated in the past, and is anticipated to 
operate harmoniously with surrounding land uses. 
 

Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
 

A. Review of Applications for Effect on Transportation Facilities - A proposed zone 
change or land use regulation change, whether initiated by the County or by a 
private interest, shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-
012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule – “TPR”). 

 
FINDING:  Staff contacted Scott Peters, Permit Specialist, Oregon Department of Transportation 
on February 5, 2015, to seek his input regarding effect of the request on transportation facilities.  
Mr. Peters stated that the quarry has been in operation for many years, and the continuation of 
the quarry will not result in any significant impact to Highway 97.    
 
Trucks hauling aggregate must follow weight, length and height requirements. If they are 
hauling legally, the road should wear normally, therefore, there will not significantly affect a 
transportation facility.  A condition requiring compliance with these requirements was included 
in the Planning Commission’s Conditional Use Permit approval.  Another condition requires 
truck drivers to comply with normal traffic laws.  
 

B. Amendments That Affect Transportation Facilities - Amendments to the land use 
regulations that significantly affect a transportation facility shall ensure that 
allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, and level of service 
of the facility identified in the TSP. 
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FINDING:  Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the subject property will not 
affect any transportation facility.  According to ODOT, Highway 97 can handle the additional 10 
+/- trips per day that the quarry will generate. 
 

C. Traffic Impact Analysis - A Traffic Impact Analysis shall be submitted with a zone 
change application pursuant to Section 4.140 Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)) 

 
FINDING:  The purpose of a Traffic Impact Analysis is to determine additional impacts on the road 
system from a Zone Change.  The mineral extraction operation is an existing use.  If the expansion 
is approved, the use will continue as it has for the past 16+ years, and no change to the use will 
occur (no additional vehicular traffic).  In an e-mail dated February 5, 2015, Scott Peters, ODOT 
Permit Specialist, said that the current request is a continuation of an existing use, and there will be 
no impact on Highway 97 if the drivers follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at stop signs, 
using turn signals, yielding when required, etc., therefore, no Traffic Impact Analysis is required. 
 

Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
Reasonable conditions may be imposed, pursuant to Section 2.110(D) as are 
necessary to insure the compatibility of a zone change to surrounding uses and as are 
necessary to fulfill the general and specific purposes of this Ordinance.  
 

FINDING:  Conditions have been recommended throughout this report to insure the compatibility 
of the aggregate area with surrounding uses. 
 

(***) 
 

Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land Use 
and Development Ordinance 
After hearing information presented at the hearing, the Approving Authority shall 
recommend that the proposed zone change or amendment to the Zoning Ordinance be 
granted or denied.  The Director of Planning or his assistants shall reduce to writing the 
Commission's recommendations together with a brief statement of the facts and 
reasons upon which such recommendation is based.   

 
FINDING:  With conditions throughout this report, the request is consistent with all of the 
requirements of the LUDO.  The Planning Commission’s recommendation to the Board of 
Commissioners is to recommend approval of the Zone Change to add the EPD-5 Overlay Zone to 
the 50 acre Permit Boundary, and all land within 1,500 feet of the boundary (as explained under 
Chapter 14 on page 12 of 30). 
 

Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
Within ten (10) days of the final Planning Commission hearing, the Director of Planning 
or his assistants shall give notice thereof to any persons who signed in and testified at 
the hearing and to such other persons as may have requested the same in writing. 

 
FINDING:  Notice was provided on April 9, 2015, as required by Section 9.070. 
 

Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  
Upon receipt of the Commission report, the County Governing Body shall take such 
action as may appear appropriate to that body, or as it feels the public interest requires, 
provided that in no event shall the County Governing Body act until at least twenty (20) 
days after the Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation has been mailed. 
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FINDING:  The Planning Commission held a public hearing on April 7, 2015, and provided notice of 
their decision/recommendation to all affected parties on April 9, 2015.  The decision became final 
12 days later, at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015.  The Board of Commissioners hearing, held on May 6, 
2015, is 27 days after the Planning Commission decision/recommendation was mailed. 
 

Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
 

Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
 

Section 3.830, Permitted Uses - Extraction Areas 
The following uses may be permitted in the Extraction Area subject to Site Plan 
approval in accordance with Section 3.840: 
 
A. Any permitted use allowed in the underlying zone, may be allowed subject to the 

underlying zone criteria and as otherwise authorized through the ESEE analysis. 
 
B. Conditional uses shall be reviewed against the approval criteria of Section 3.845. 
 
C. Mining or extraction of rock, clay, soil, sand, gravel, or other mineral or aggregate 

material. 
 
D. Stockpiling and storage of mineral and aggregate materials. 
 
E. Processing of: 
 

1. Materials, including crushing, washing, milling, screening, sizing, or batching of 
portland cement;  and 

 
2. Batching or blending of mineral and aggregate into asphaltic concrete, except 

within 2 miles of a planted commercial vineyard. 
 
F. Buildings (not including residences), structures and equipment directly related to the 

above permitted aggregate uses. 
 
G. Storage of transportation equipment or storage of machinery or equipment used in 

conjunction with the on-site mineral and aggregate activity. 
 
H. Sale of products extracted and processed on-site from a mineral and aggregate 

operation. 
 
FINDING:  Section 3.840 is addressed below.  The owner proposes to process the aggregate 
material, including extraction, crushing, washing, milling, screening, sizing, and batching, which are 
all uses permitted in the approved Extraction Area. 
 

Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
A development plan shall be submitted to the Wasco County Planning Department for 
any permitted activity allowed in Section 3.830.  The following requirements apply to 
mining and processing unless other standards are adopted in the County process.  
Such standards shall be clearly identified in the ESEE analysis.  The applicant shall 
demonstrate that the following standards or site specific replacement standards 
adopted in the County process, are met or can be met by a specified date. 
 
A. Screening  
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1. Mining Activities to be Screened. 

 
a. All excavated areas except areas where reclamation is being performed, 

internal on-site roads existing of the effective date of this ordinance, new 
roads approved as part of the site plan review, material excavated to create 
berms, and material excavated to change the level of the mine site to an 
elevation which provides natural screening; 

 
b. All processing equipment; 
 
c. All equipment stored on the site. 

 
2. Types of Screening. 

 
a. Natural Screening.  Existing vegetation or other landscape features which 

are located within 50 feet of the boundary of the site, and which screen the 
view of mining activities from screened uses, shall be preserved and 
maintained. 

 
b. Supplied Screening.  Supplied vegetative screening is screening that does 

not exist at the time of the site plan review.  Plantings used in supplied 
screening shall not be required to exceed a density of alternating rows of 
conifer trees six feet on center and a height of six feet at the 
commencement of mining.  Supplied earthen screening shall consist of 
berms covered with earth and stabilized with ground cover. 

 
FINDING:   With conditions, the request complies with Section 3.835.A.  The owner amended his 
original site plan to include a 5’ tall earth berm for screening purposes.  Overburden (topsoil) from 
the aggregate site will be moved to a location east of the existing driveway, approximately 150-200’ 
south of Highway 97 and Buck Hollow Creek. The addition of the berm will minimize visibility into 
the expanded extraction area.  With the proposed amendment adding an earthen berm, seeded 
with natural grasses, processing equipment, and equipment stored on the site will be screened 
from view of Highway 97.  Criterion 2.b. above, allows earthen screening consisting of berms 
covered with earth and stabilized with ground cover (generally seeded with grass).  A condition is 
recommended requiring construction of the berm, as proposed, a minimum of 5’ tall, seeded with 
natural grasses prior to any extraction on the site.  In addition, a condition is recommended 
requiring the owner to screen all processing equipment and equipment stored on the site.  This can 
be accomplished by the proposed berm. 
 

B. Access 
 

1. On-site roads used in mining, and access from the extraction site to a public 
road shall be designed and constructed to accommodate mining vehicles and 
equipment, and shall meet the following standards. 
 
a. All access roads intersecting a paved county road or state highway shall be 

paved thirty feet from the paved county road or state highway unless the 
applicant demonstrates that other specified methods of dust control will 
effectively eliminate dust rising from access roads; 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with 1.a.  There is existing pavement over 30’ long on the 
western end of the access road approaching Highway 97.  The on-site road was constructed 
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approximately 15 years ago, and has accommodated mining vehicles and equipment for over 20 
years. 
 

b. All on-site roads within the Extraction Area, and access roads, shall be 
constructed and maintained in a manner so that all applicable DEQ 
standards for vehicular noise control and ambient air quality are met or can 
be met by a specified date; 

 
FINDING:   The request complies with 1.b.  The proposed quarry was previously used as an 
extraction site (1999, 2000-2010) and internal access roads are constructed with rock from the 
quarry, with little dust created by trucks.  There are no buildings or structures within 2.3 miles of the 
quarry, and the noise created by trucks on-site is similar to noise created by trucks going along 
Highway 97 at 55 m.p.h.  An on-site 2,500 gallon water truck will be available for dust control. 
 

c. All on-site roads within the Extraction Area, and access roads, shall be 
paved at all points within 250 feet of a noise or dust sensitive use existing 
on the effective date of this ordinance. 

 
FINDING:  No noise or dust sensitive uses exist within 2.3 miles of the aggregate site, therefore, it 
is consistent with 1.c. 
 

2. Improvements to substandard public roads outside of the Extraction Area may 
only be required as necessary to comply with a road improvement program 
adopted as part of transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan.  Payment 
for public road improvements shall not be a condition of approval for mining at 
significant sites. 

 
FINDING:  The subject parcel has direct access to Highway 97, a State-maintained road.  No 
improvements to public roads are required. 
 

3. Improvement fees in lieu of improvements of public roads, county roads and 
state highways may be required when the Planning Director or hearings body, 
in consultation with the appropriate road authority, determines that the 
increased traffic on the roads resulting from the surface mining activity will 
damage the road sufficiently to warrant off-site improvement.  If the fee in lieu of 
improvements is required, the amount of the fee shall reflect the applicant's pro-
rata share of the actual total cost of the capital expenditure of the road 
construction or reconstruction project necessitated by and benefiting the surface 
mining operation.  Discounts for taxes and fees already paid for such 
improvements, such as road taxes for vehicles and for property already 
dedicated or improved, shall be applied. 

 
FINDING:  According to Scott Peters, Permit Specialist, Oregon Department of Transportation 
(ODOT), in an e-mail dated February 5, 2015, stated that the owner met ODOT standards in his 
prior request for an aggregate site.  No additional permits or improvements are required by ODOT. 
 

4. An effective vehicular barrier or gate shall be required at all access points to the 
site. 

 
FINDING:   There is an existing gate across the driveway which provides access to the site. 
 

C. Hours of Operation 
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1. Drilling and blasting shall be restricted to the hours of 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday.  No blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, 
Sundays, or any specified legal holiday. 

 
FINDING:  With a recommended condition, the request is consistent with C.1.  A condition is 
recommended limiting the hours of drilling and blasting to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday-Friday.  No 
blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or any recognized legal holiday. 

 
2. Mineral and aggregate extraction, processing and equipment operation within 

750' or as established by the ESEE analysis of any Sensitive Use existing of the 
effective date of this ordinance is restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 6:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday.  All other sites are limited to daylight hours Monday 
through Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal 
holidays. 

 
FINDING:  The Impact Area was identified by the Planning Commission as all land within 1,500 
feet of the Permit Boundary.  There are no sensitive uses within 1,500 feet (as established by the 
ESEE analysis) of the quarry site.  The Planning Commission recommends requiring a condition 
limiting the hours of operation to daylight hours Monday through Saturday.  No operation shall 
occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 

D. Environmental Standards 
 

1. DEQ Standards.  Mineral and aggregate extraction, processing and other 
operations shall conform to all the applicable environmental standards of the 
County and applicable DEQ air quality and emissions standards.  The applicant 
shall provide a copy of an approved DEQ permit(s) prior to commencement of 
the operation. 

 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the owner to submit a copy of an approved 
DEQ permit prior to commencement of operation. 
 

E. Equipment Removal.  All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings 
and related structures accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be 
removed from the site within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and 
reclamation, except for structures which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommends requiring equipment removal as stated in E., 
as a condition of approval. 
 

F. Performance Agreement   
 
1. The operator of a mineral and aggregate site shall keep applicable DOGAMI 

permits or exemption certificates in effect. 
 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the aggregate site operator to keep applicable 
DOGAMI permits or exemption certificates in effect. 
 

2. The mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy 
covering mining, processing and incidental activities during the term of 
operation and reclamation, with an occurrence limit of at least $1,000,000.00.   
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FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring any mining operator to carry a Comprehensive 
General Liability policy for mining, processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of 
at least $1 million. 
 

G. Significant Resource Area Protection.  Conflicts between inventoried mineral and 
aggregate resource sites and significant fish and wildlife habitat, riparian areas and 
wetlands, significant scenic viewpoints or vistas, and ecologically and scientifically 
significant natural areas protected by the Significant Resource Areas Overlay Zone 
in accordance with Section 3.910 (Natural Areas Overlay)  and 3.770 (Cultural, 
Historical and Archeological Overlay) of this Ordinance and identified on the 
Significant Resource Areas Map, shall be balanced as determined by the program 
and as determined by the County process. 

 
FINDING:   Buck Hollow Creek is located approximately 450 feet north of the extraction area.  It is 
not a fish-bearing stream.  Though it provides some wildlife habitat and riparian areas, it is not 
located in an identified natural area and does not contain cultural, historical, or archaeological 
features.  A condition is recommended requiring the maintenance of all vegetation within 100 feet 
of Buck Hollow Creek. 
 

H. Site Reclamation.   
 

1. No mining shall commence without providing the County a copy of a DOGAMI 
operating permit, approved reclamation plan, or exemption certificate. 

 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the owner to provide a copy of a DOGAMI 
operating permit/exemption certificate, and approved reclamation plan to the Planning Department 
prior to the commencement of mining. 
 

2. A reclamation plan shall be submitted concurrently with the development plan 
required in Section 3.835.  The reclamation plan shall include a schedule 
showing the planned order and sequence of reclamation, shall assure that the 
site will be restored or rehabilitated for the land uses specified in the underlying 
zone including subsequent beneficial uses identified through the County 
process. 

 
FINDING:   The owner has provided a draft reclamation plan, however, it has not yet been 
approved by DOGAMI.  A condition is recommended requiring the owner to submit a DOGAMI-
approved reclamation plan prior to commencement of mining. 
 

3. The County shall coordinate with DOGAMI to ensure compatibility between 
DOGAMI and the County.  When notified by DOGAMI that an operator has 
applied for approval of a reclamation plan and issuance of an operating permit, 
the County shall, in turn, notify DOGAMI if local site plan approval is required. 

 
a. If site plan approval is required, the County shall require that DOGAMI delay 

final action on the application for approval of the reclamation plan and 
issuance of the operating permit until after site plan approval has been 
granted. 

 
FINDING:   In order to operate an aggregate extraction site, the owner must satisfy the 
requirements of Wasco County and DOGAMI.  The Planning Commission recommends a 
condition advising the owner that County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior 
to any new mining activity. 
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I. Water Management 
 

1. All surface water shall be managed to provide protection against sediment 
discharge into streams, rivers and lakes.  Existing natural drainage on the site 
shall not be changed in a manner which interferes with drainage patterns on 
adjoining property, or which drains waste materials or waste water onto 
adjoining property or perennial streams.  Where the mineral and aggregate 
operation abuts a lake, river, or perennial stream, all existing vegetation within 
100 feet of the mean high water mark shall be retained unless otherwise 
authorized in accordance with the ESEE analysis and the development plan. 

 
FINDING:   The natural drainage of the northern portion of the subject parcel is south to north, and 
water drains into Buck Hollow Creek.  All mining and processing areas are over 150’ from the 
creek.  The owner proposes a series of 5 check dams in the natural south-north drainage way.  
These dams allow any sediment from the aggregate operation to be caught in a basin, which will 
spill over to the next check dam when it is full.  The dams allow sediment to be caught while 
allowing water to move along to Buck Hollow Creek.  Existing vegetation within 150’ of Buck Hollow 
Creek will be retained.  A condition is recommended requiring the installation of the proposed 
check dams, and retention of all vegetation within 100’ of Buck Hollow Creek. 
 

2. All water required for the mineral and aggregate operation, including dust 
control, landscaping and processing of material, shall be managed:  (a) in a 
manner which meets all applicable DEQ water quality standards and DOGAMI 
requirements, or (b) shall be legally available and appropriated for such use.  
The applicant shall provide written documentation of water rights from the State 
Department of Water Resources and/or local water district prior to the 
commencement of any site operation. 

 
FINDING:   The owner’s plan includes placement of a 2,500 gallon water truck on-site.  The 
availability of this water will allow the request to meet all DEQ and DOGAMI requirements.  No 
water right is required for an on-site water truck. 
 

J. Flood Plain.  Any extraction Area located wholly or in part in a Flood Hazard Area 
shall receive approval in accordance with Chapter 22 of this Ordinance prior to any 
site operation. 

 
FINDING:  The Extraction Area is not in a Flood Hazard Area. 
 

K. Compliance with Special Conditions.  The applicant shall demonstrate that all 
special conditions or requirements adopted as part of the County process have 
been satisfied or will be satisfied by a specified date. 

 
FINDING:   This report recommends many conditions of approval to ensure all applicable 
requirements have been met.  Some conditions must be met after expiration of the appeal period, 
but prior to operation.  Some conditions do not require any action, and some actions must be met 
after the aggregate operation ceases. 
 

L. Security.  Fencing of site boundaries shall be required on the boundary between a 
significant site and a parcel zoned to allow dwellings as an outright permitted use.  
Fencing shall be a cyclone type fence, shall be earth tone color, and shall be a 
minimum of six feet high. 
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FINDING:   A dwelling is not an outright permitted use in the Exclusive Farm Use zone, therefore, 
L. is not applicable to this request. 
 

Section 3.840, Application Process 
 
Final development plan approval is required prior to the beginning of any mineral and 
aggregate activity listed in Section 3.825 (A), and before any expansion of a pre-
existing or nonconforming site.  The applicant shall provide the following at the time of 
application: 

  
A. A site plan demonstrating that the development standards required in Section 3.835 

can be met, and any requirements adopted as part of the County process, 
including: 

 
1. Screening and Fencing; 
2. Access; 
3. Hours of Operation; 
4. Environmental Standards; 
5. Equipment Removal; 
6. Performance Agreement; 
7. Significant Resource Area Protection; 
8. Site Reclamation; 
9. Water Management; and 
10. Flood Plain. 

 
B. A map or diagram showing the location and setbacks of all proposed mineral and 

aggregate activities and operations and the location and distance to all Sensitive 
Uses within the Impact Area. 

 
FINDING:  A site plan containing this information was provided by the applicant at the time of 
application. 
 

C. The County shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny a site plan based on the 
ability of the site plan to conform to the standards of Section 3.835 and any other 
requirements adopted as part of the County process. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommends approval of the request to the Board of 
Commissioners, with recommended conditions. 
 

Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
 

A. Any permitted use allowed in the underlying zone may be allowed in the Impact 
Area subject to the underlying zone criteria and as otherwise authorized by the 
County process. 

 
FINDING:   The subject parcel is zoned Exclusive Farm Use,  
A-1(160).  This zone allows farm and forest use as an outright permitted use, so grazing of the land 
can continue, as well as the establishment of other uses allowed in the underlying zone. 
 

B. Uses allowed Conditionally. 
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1. Any conditional use in the underlying zone(s) which are not noise sensitive uses 
or conflicting uses shall be reviewed as conditional uses subject to the 
underlying zone criteria. 

 
FINDING:  Section 3.815C.3.b) lists noise sensitive uses and uses that conflict with aggregate 
extraction operations.  Uses that are listed as conditional uses in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone that 
are not noise sensitive/conflicting uses shall be reviewed as a conditional use subject to the 
underlying zone criteria.   
 

2. Noise sensitive uses and conflicting uses shall be reviewed as conditional uses 
subject to criteria D, Approval Criteria. 

 
FINDING:  In the future, noise sensitive/conflicting uses shall be reviewed as a conditional subject 
to Section 3.815.D. 
 

C. Prohibited Uses.  Uses identified through the County process as incompatible with 
mining shall not be permitted within the Impact Area. 

 
FINDING:  Uses listed below are considered to be incompatible with mining, and shall not be 
permitted in the Impact Area. 

1. An outdoor gathering 
2. Dwellings 
3. Winery 
4. Model Aircraft take-off and landing sites 
5. Churches and cemeteries 
6. Propagation, cultivation, maintenance, and harvesting of aquatic or insect species 
7. Farm ranch recreation 
8. Commercial utility facilities (Wind, Hydroelectric or Other) 
9. A site for disposal of solid waste 
10. Personal use airports 
11. Fire service facilities, and community centers owned by a government agency or 

nonprofit organization 
12. Parks and playgrounds 
13. Public or private schools for kindergarten through grade 12 
14. Home Occupation 
15. Dog Kennels 
16. Private parks, playgrounds, and campgrounds 
17. Golf courses 
18. Commercial activities such as roadside stands that are in conjunction with farm use. 

 
D. Review Criteria. To approve uses allowed conditionally in the Impact Area the 

applicant must demonstrate compliance with the following criteria… 
 
FINDING:   All of the uses proposed in the Impact Area (drilling, shooting, extraction, crushing 
and stockpiling crushed aggregate) are permitted in the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  No 
other uses are requested, therefore, D. is not applicable to this request. 
 

(***) 
 

F. Waiver of Remonstrance and Indemnity. 
 

 1. The owner of a proposed new Sensitive Use shall sign and record in the County 
Deed Records an Aggregate Operation Easement, Waiver of Remonstrance 
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and Indemnity which shall declare that  the applicant and his successors or 
heirs will not now or in the future complain about the allowed surface mining 
activities on the adjacent surface mining site.  

 
FINDING:  If a new Sensitive Use is proposed within the EPD-5 Overlay, the affected owner shall 
record documents listed in F.1. 
 

2. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance and 
Indemnity shall run with the land, until such time as the site is exhausted and 
the site is reclaimed in accordance with the approved reclamation plan or the 
operator releases these restrictions, easements or waivers or remonstrance and 
indemnity.   

 
3. It shall be a requirement of the mineral and aggregate operator to release any 

restrictions, easements or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity. 
 
FINDING:  A condition is recommended advising the owner that the Aggregate Operations 
Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity shall run with the land until such time as the 
site is exhausted  and the site is reclaimed consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this 
time, the owner of the mineral and aggregate owner will release all restrictions, easements or 
waivers of remonstrance and indemnity. 
 

Section 3.850, Designation of Overlay Zone 
The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone may be applied through the plan update 
process, or through individual application for an Aggregate Overlay zone/ 
Comprehensive Plan amendment pursuant to Section 2.060 (B)(15) of this Ordinance.  
The approving authority shall approve the overlay zone designation if the provisions of 
Chapter 3, Section 3.800 - 3.850 of this Ordinance have been met. (Amended 9-93) 
 
The boundary of the Overlay Zone shall be all property contained in the Mineral and 
Aggregate Extraction Area and Mineral and Aggregate Impact Area. 

 
FINDING:  The application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone has been requested by the 
applicant through Section 2.060.B.2.  The overlay zone shall be applied to all land within the 50 
acre boundary, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary. 
 

Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 
The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the owner 
or the County through the Zone Change process when: 

 
A. The owner of the Mineral and Aggregate resource site submits evidence showing a 

significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 
 

B. The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance with 
the approved reclamation plan; and 

 
C. The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions or 

waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this Ordinance. 
 
FINDING:  A condition is recommended advising the owner that the termination of the Mineral 
& Aggregate Overlay zone shall occur when one of the above criteria has been met. 
 
V. BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS DECISION OPTIONS 
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A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 

 
1. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with the findings and conditions 
recommended by the Planning Commission. 
 

2. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Board of Commissioners. 

 
3. Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings provided by the 
Board of Commissioners. 

 
4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment 

 
1. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with the Planning Commission’s proposed findings and conditions.  
 

2. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Board. 

 
3. Deny the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings provided by the Board. 

 
4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

 
VI. PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION: 

 
A. Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre 

aggregate site to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, with conditions of approval described in VII.; and 
 

B. Recommend approval of the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of 
the aggregate site, with conditions of approval described in VII. 

 
 
VII. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:  The Planning Commission recommends 

the Board of Commissioners apply the following conditions of approval: 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 
 

1. The owners shall submit a map identifying the 50 acre Permit Boundary and the 1,500 
foot Impact Area to the Planning Department prior to any excavation into the expansion 
area. 
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2. All operations, including but not limited to, aggregate extraction, crushing, screening, 

batching, stockpiling, equipment storage, etc., shall only occur within the Permit 
Boundary. 

 

3. The Impact Area for the proposed quarry includes all land within 1,500 feet of the 50 
acre boundary of the aggregate site. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment 

 
1. Prior to any excavation, the following conditions shall be met: 

 
a. The 5’ tall earthen berm shall be constructed and seeded with natural grasses. 

 
b. The owner shall submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit showing conformance 

with air quality and emissions standards. 
 

c. The owner shall submit a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit or exemption 
certificate, and a DOGAMI-approved Reclamation Plan. 

 
d. County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior to any mining 

activity. 
 

e. Check dams shall be installed to control prevent sedimentation into Buck Hollow 
Creek. 

 
2. Miscellaneous Conditions: 

 
a. All processing equipment and equipment stored on the site shall be screened 

from view of Highway 97. 
 

b. Hours of drilling and blasting are limited to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday – Friday.  
No blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or recognized legal 
holidays. 

 
c. Hours of operation for extraction are limited to daylight hours Monday through 

Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 

d. All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings and related 
structures accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be removed 
from the site within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and 
reclamation, except for structures which are permitted uses in the underlying 
zone. 

 
e. The aggregate site operator shall maintain applicable DOGAMI permits or 

exemption certificates in effect. 
 

f. Any mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for 
mining, processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of at least 
$1 million. 

 
g. All vegetation within 100’ of Buck Hollow Creek shall be retained. 
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h. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & 
Indemnity shall run with the land until such time as the site is exhausted and the 
site is reclaimed consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this time, the 
owner of the mineral and aggregate site will release all restrictions, easements 
or waivers of remonstrance and Indemnity. 

 
i. The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the 

owner or the County through the Zone Change process when: 
 

1) The owner of the mineral and aggregate resource site submits evidence 
showing a significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 

 
2) The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance 

with the approved reclamation plan; and 
 

3) The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, 
restrictions or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the 
application of this Ordinance. 
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Owner Name:  ___________________________ _____________________________ 

Mailing Address:    ___________________________ _____________________________ 

   ___________________________ _____________________________ 

 

Jonnie L. Justesen, et. al., herein called the Grantor, is the owner of real property described as 

follows: 

Township 6 South, Range 17 East W.M., Tax Lots 2200 and 2400; Accounts 12710, 

12707 

 
 In accordance with the conditions set forth in the decision of Wasco County Board of 

Commissioners, dated _________________________, approving aggregate operation (File 

PLACUP-15-01-0002), Grantor hereby grants to the Owners of all property adjacent to the 

above described property, a perpetual nonexclusive easement as follows: 

 

1. The Grantors, their heirs, successors, and assigns hereby acknowledge by granting of 

this easement that the above described property is situated in an Exclusive Farm Use 

zone in Wasco County, Oregon, and may be subjected to conditions resulting from farm 

or forest operations on adjacent lands.  Farm operations include, but are not limited to, 

the raising, harvesting and selling of crops or the feeding, breeding, management and 

sale of livestock or poultry, application of chemicals, road construction and maintenance, 

and other accepted and customary farm management activities conducted in 

accordance with Federal and State laws.  Forest operations include, but are not limited 

to reforestation of forest land, road construction and maintenance, harvesting of forest 

tree species, application of chemicals and disposal of slash, and other accepted and 

customary forest management activities conducted in accordance  

 

 

 

After recording, please return original to:   

Wasco County Planning Department 
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with Federal and State laws.  Said farm or forest management activities ordinarily 

and necessarily produce noise, dust, odor, and other conditions, which may conflict with 

Grantors’ use of Grantor’s property for residential purposes.  Grantor hereby waives all 

common law rights to object to normal and necessary farm or forest management 

activities legally conducted on adjacent lands which may conflict with grantors’ use of 

grantor’s property for residential purposes and grantor hereby gives an easement to 

adjacent property owners for such activities. 

2. Grantors shall comply with all restrictions and conditions for maintaining residences in 

the Exclusive Farm Use zone that may be required by State and local land use laws and 

regulations. 

 

This easement is appurtenant to all property adjacent to the above described property and shall 
bind to the heirs, successors and assigns of Grantors and shall endure for the benefit of the 
adjoining landowners, their heirs, successors and assigns. 

 

 

 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has executed this easement on 

___________________, 201___. 

        
 
 
       __________________________________  
       Titleholders Signature 
 
 
       __________________________________  
       Titleholders Signature 
 
 
STATE OF OREGON ) 

COUNTY OF WASCO) 

 

 Personally appeared the above named __________________________________, and 

acknowledged the above easement to be his voluntary act and deed. 

 

       ___________________________________  

       Notary Public for Oregon 
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PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 

to the Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 

FILE #    PLACUP-15-02-0003                                  HEARING DATE:  May 6, 2015                         
  NOTIFICATION DATE:  April 21, 2015  
 

REQUESTS:   Create a 20 acre aggregate operation (rock quarry).  Applications include: 
 
1. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the site as a significant aggregate operation to the 

Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; and 
 

2. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the proposed 20 acre 
aggregate site. 

 
 

APPLICANT:     OWNER: 
J. Arlie Bryant, Inc.    Blaine D. Carver 
2000 W 6th Street    91443 Hinton Road 
The Dalles, OR  97058   Maupin, OR  97037  
 

 

PROPERTY INFORMATION: 

 
Zoning: A-1(160), Exclusive Farm Use Zone in Wasco County 
 
Location:  The aggregate site is located south of Hinton Road, approximately 0.6 mile east of Bakeoven 
Road, approximately 7 miles northwest of Shaniko, Oregon; more specifically described as: 
 
 Existing Tax Lot Previous Acct#    Acres 
 5S 16E 0 3600 5S 16E 0 3400 12549    223.20 
 

  

ATTACHMENTS:   Prepared by Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 

A. Planning Commission Decisions & Recommendations 
B. Board of Commissioner Options 
C. Recommended Conditions of Approval 
D. Maps 
E. Planning Commission Report 
F. Lighting Standards 
G. Farm Management Easement 
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The full Planning Commission recommendation with all proposed findings of fact is enclosed as 
Attachment C and was available at the Wasco County Planning Department and Wasco 
County Board of Commissioners Office for review one week prior to the May 6, 2015, hearing.  
The full Planning Commission recommendation is made a part of the record.  This summary 
does not supersede or alter any of the findings or conclusions in the staff report, but 
summarizes the results of the Planning Commission’s review and recommendation. 
 
Aggregate Sites in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 
To establish a new aggregate site, renew an existing aggregate site, or expand an aggregate 
site in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone in Wasco County, up to four applications may be required 
to be submitted.  They include: 
 
A. Subject to Standards Review:  The existing or proposed rock source must be determined to 

be a “Significant Site.”  This involves applying for, and receiving approval, of a Subject to 
Standards Review and submittal of information showing compliance with specific criteria 
(involves meeting specific aggregate testing, requires long-term lease or ownership of the 
property, and requires a significant quantity of rock to be available).  
 

B. Comprehensive Plan Amendment:  Once a rock quarry is determined to be a “Significant 
Site” it needs to be added to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory 
as a “Significant Site.”  This requires submittal of, and approval of a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add the “Significant Site” to the Aggregate Inventory. 

 
C. Zoning Map Amendment:  If a rock quarry meets all of the significance criteria, it is 

necessary to protect the rock source by the application of the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay Zone to the quarry boundary, and all land within a minimum of 750 feet of the 
boundary. 

 
D. Conditional Use Permit:  LUDO Chapter 3, Section 3.210, A-1, Exclusive Farm Use Zone, 

subsection E.4. and 5. Allows extraction, drilling, blasting, crushing, screening and 
stockpiling of rock, and a batch plant, subject to compliance with Conditional Use  

 
Of these four applications, the Planning Commission can make decisions on the Subject to 
Standards Review and Conditional Use Permit, and can make a recommendation to the Board 
of Commissioners on a Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment. 
 
John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, LLC, on behalf of property owner Blaine Carver, made application 
on February 9, 2015, to the Planning Department, to create a 20 acre aggregate site.  His 
applications included a Subject to Standards Review to determine whether the site is a 
significant rock source; a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to update the Aggregate Inventory 
to add this site as a Significant Site, a Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay to the aggregate site’s Permit Boundary, and all land within a distance of the 
Permit Boundary, and a Conditional Use Permit to allow drilling, shooting, crushing, and 
stockpiling of crushed aggregate. 
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT A 
 

PLANNING COMMISSION DECISIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
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On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission met to hold a quasi-judicial public 
hearing to consider all four applications. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION DECISIONS:   
 
A. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions, the Planning Commission voted to approve the Subject 

to Standards Review and designate the 20 acre proposed aggregate site as a significant 
rock source. 

 
B. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions, the Planning Commission voted to approve the 

Conditional Use Permit to allow an aggregate operation and include drilling, shooting, 
crushing, and stockpiling crushed aggregate. 

 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
A. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions in Attachment A, the Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 20 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
“Significant Site.” 

 
B. On a vote of 6-0, with conditions in Attachment A, the Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of a Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed 20 acre Permit Boundary and all land within 1,500 
feet.



ATTACHMENT B 
 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONER OPTIONS 
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS DECISION OPTIONS: 
 
A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 

 
1. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 20 acre aggregate site 

to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with the Planning Commission’s 
proposed findings and conditions.  

 
2. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 20 acre aggregate site 

to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Board. 
 

3. Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 20 acre aggregate site to 
the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings provided by the 
Board. 
 

4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 
 

B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 

1. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone to the proposed 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with the Planning Commission’s proposed findings and conditions.  

 
2. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the proposed 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Board. 
 
 

3. Deny the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone 
to the proposed 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings provided by the Board. 
 

4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 



ATTACHMENT A 
 

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
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A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 
 
1. The applicant shall submit approval from the Wasco County Public Works Department 

for the driveway approach on the south side of Hinton Road to the quarry site. 
 
2. The applicant shall submit copies of the DOGAMI-approved Operating Permit and 

Reclamation Plan prior to excavation in the expansion area. 
 
B. Zoning Map Amendment: 
 

1. Prior to any excavation, the following conditions shall be met: 
 

a. Place an effective barrier or gate across the access road to prevent general access to 
the proposed quarry. 
 

b. Submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit. 
 
1) Submit a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit or exemption certificate, and a 

DOGAMI-approved Reclamation Plan. 
 

2) Create rock/gravel road surfaces to the Permit Boundary prior to or within 30 days 
that extraction begins.  On-site roads must be constructed and maintained in a 
manner that vehicular noise and dust is minimized. 

 
a. County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior to any mining 

activity. 
 
b. Create a minimum 6’ tall berm, approximately 350 feet in length as shown on the 

site plan within 90 days of beginning operation of the aggregate site.  The berm 
shall be planted with grass that is natural to the surrounding area. 

 
c. Hours of drilling and blasting are limited to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday – Friday.  No 

blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or recognized legal holidays. 
 
d. Hours of operation for extraction are limited to daylight hours Monday through 

Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 
e. Screen all processing equipment and equipment stored on the site. 

 
f. All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings and related structures 

accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be removed from the site 
within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and reclamation, except for 
structures which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 

 
g. The aggregate site operator shall keep applicable DOGAMI permits or exemption 

certificates in effect. 
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h. Any mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for mining, 
processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of at least $1 million. 

 
i. All vegetation between the Permit Boundary and Little Dead Dog Canyon Creek 

shall be maintained. 
 
j. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity 

shall run with the land until such time as the site is exhausted and the site is 
reclaimed consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this time, the owner of 
the mineral and aggregate site will release all restrictions, easements or waivers of 
remonstrance and Indemnity. 

 
k. The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the 

owner or the County through the Zone Change process when: 
 

a. The owner of the mineral and aggregate resource site submits evidence 
showing a significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 

 
b. The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance 

with the approved reclamation plan; and 
 

c. The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions 
or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this 
Ordinance. 

 



ATTACHMENT D – MAPS 
 

Applicant:  J. Arlie Bryant, LLC 
Property Owner:Blaine Carver  

 
5S 16E 0, Tax Lot 3600 
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Vicinity Map 
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Site Plan 
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File Number: PLACUP-15-02-0003 
 
Requests: Create a 20 acre aggregate operation. 

Applications before the Board of Commissioners include: 
 

1. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to 
the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site; and 
 

2. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone 
to the aggregate operation. 

 
Prepared For: Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 
Procedure Type: Quasi-Judicial Hearing 
 
Hearing Date: May 6, 2015 
 
Applicant: J. Arlie Bryant, Inc.  
 
Owner: Blaine D. Carver  
 
Location: The proposed aggregate site is located south of Hinton Road, 

approximately 0.6 mile east of Bakeoven Road, approximately 7 miles 
northwest of Shaniko, Oregon; more specifically described as: 

 
 Existing Tax Lot Previous Acct#    Acres 

5S 16E 0 3600 5S 16E 0 3400 12549    223.20 
 

Zoning: A-1(160), Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 
Past Actions:   None 
 
Prepared by: Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 
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I. APPLICABLE STANDARDS 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 
1. Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
Section 2.060.B.1.  (Recommendation to County Governing Body on a  

Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment 
(Comprehensive Plan) 

Section 2.080.A.  (Notice) 
Section 2.090  (Contents of Notice) 
Section 2.140  (Hearing Procedure) 
Section 2.150  (Official Notice) 
Section 2.190  (General Conduct of Hearings) 

 

2. Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

a. Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics 
Section G.  (Mineral & Aggregate Resources) 

 
b. Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 

Section B.  (A Comprehensive Plan may take the following forms) 
Section C.  (Who may apply for a plan revision) 
Section E.  (Quasi-Judicial Revisions) 
Section H.  (General Criteria) 
Section I.  (Transportation Planning Rule Compliance) 
Section J.  (Procedure for the Amendment Process) 

 
c. Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 

Section B.  (Goal 5 Issues) 
 

d. Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 
Section E.  (Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and  

Natural Resources) 
 

B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
1. Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

Section 2.060.B.2.  (Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone  
Change and/or Ordinance Amendment - Chapter 9) 

Section 2.080.A.  (Notice) 
Section 2.090  (Contents of Notice) 
Section 2.140  (Hearing Procedure) 
Section 2.150  (Official Notice) 
Section 2.190  (General Conduct of Hearings) 

 
2. Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 

Section 9.010  (Application for Zone Change) 
Section 9.020  (Criteria for Decision) 
Section 9.030  (Transportation Planning Rule Compliance) 
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Section 9.040  (Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change) 
Section 9.060  (Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the 
    Land Use and Development Ordinance) 
Section 9.070  (Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation) 
Section 9.080  (Action by County Governing Body) 

 
3. Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 

Section 3.800  (Division 5 – Mineral and Aggregate Overlay) 
Section  3.830  (Permitted Uses - Extraction Areas) 
Section  3.835  (Development Standards - Extraction Area) 
Section 3.845  (Impact Area - Uses and Standards) 
Section  3.850  (Designation of Overlay Zone) 
Section  3.855  (Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone) 

 
 
II. BACKGROUND 

 
A. Legal Parcel:  The subject parcel, which includes 5S 16E 0 3600 (Acct #12549) and 6S 

16E 0 800 (Acct #12691) was legally created by Warranty Deed Volume 142, Page 468, 
recorded with the Wasco County Clerk on November 15, 1960.  It is consistent with the 
definition of Legal Parcel in LUDO Chapter 1, Section 1.090, Definitions because it was 
created by Deed prior to the existence of partition and subdivision regulations in Wasco 
County (9/4/1974). 

 
B. Site Description:  Staff made a site inspection of the subject parcel on February 18, 

2015.  The 20 acre proposed aggregate site contains an average of 5-10% northwest-
facing slopes.  The remainder of the property contains 5-20% northwest-facing slopes 
with sage brush vegetation.  Little Dead Dog Canyon runs through the northern and 
eastern portion of the property.  The land is primarily used for grazing.  There is a history 
of dryland crops on the northern portion of the property, however, due to the rockiness of 
the soil, production rates are poor.  Soils are predominantly class VII, which is 
considered unsuitable for commercial farm use in eastern Oregon, and a complex soil 
combining class IV and class VII.  Though the complex soil has some good soil, the 
mixture of class VII soils throughout it makes it difficult to farm, and produces poor crops. 
 

C. Surrounding Land Use:  Surrounding properties to the north, east and west contain 
similar slopes as the subject parcel.  Slopes to the south are generally steeper, up to 
30%.  All slopes are northwest-facing.  Properties to the east and south are primarily 
used for cattle grazing, while land to the north and west is a mixture of cattle grazing and 
planted fields (wheat and hay).  There is little natural vegetation, however, there are 
trees along Little Dead Dog Canyon Creek, and Bakeoven Creek to the south.  The 
closest residence is approximately 0.5 mile west of the proposed 20 acre Permit 
Boundary. 

 
III. SUMMARY OF PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING (APRIL 7, 2015) 
 

An aggregate site in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone generally requires four applications: 
 
o Subject to Standards Review 
o Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
o Zoning Map Amendment 
o Conditional Use Permit 
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In the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, creation of a new aggregate site, renewal of a permit for 
an existing aggregate site, or expansion of an existing aggregate site, can only occur if the 
rock source has been determined to be a “Significant Site”.  This determination is done 
through a Subject to Standards Review.  If a site is determined to be significant, the three 
remaining applications will be processed: 
 
A Comprehensive Plan Amendment is required to add the “Significant Site” to the Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 
 
A Zoning Map Amendment is required to protect the significant rock source by placing the 
EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone on the aggregate site and a specific area around 
the boundary of the aggregate site. 
 
The remaining application is a Conditional Use Permit.  Aggregate operations and batch 
plants are regulated by the Conditional Use Review requirements to ensure there are no 
conflicts with surrounding farm or forest uses, for the protection of fish & wildlife habitat, 
cultural and historic resources, public facilities including roads, fire, electricity, sewer, water, 
etc. 
 
The Planning Director has the authority to make a decision on the Subject to Standards 
request, and the Conditional Use Permit request, however, to expedite the process, the 
Director chose to have to the Planning Commission make a decision on these two 
applications, as well as a recommendation to the Board of Commissions on the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment. 
 
Decisions made at the Planning Commission hearing: 
 

 Subject to Standards Review:  Approval, with conditions, to determine the Carver 
rock source to be a Significant Site. 
 

 Comprehensive Plan Amendment:  Recommendation of approval, with conditions, to 
add the Carver rock source to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site. 

 

 Zoning Map Amendment:  Recommendation of approval, with conditions, to apply 
the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed 20 acre Permit 
Boundary and all land within 1,500 feet. 

 

 Conditional Use Permit:  Approval, with conditions, to allow an aggregate operation 
and include drilling, shooting, crushing, screening, and stockpiling crushed 
aggregate. 

 
The Board of Commissioners, at their May 6, 2015, public hearing, will consider the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment.  All applicable standards are 
addressed in IV. 
 
IV. FINDINGS: 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 

1. Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
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Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a  
Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to 
add a proposed 20 acre aggregate site to the Aggregate Inventory as a “Significant Site”.  Any 
proposal for a new quarry site in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, must be determined to be a 
significant site before it can be added to the Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  By a 
vote of 6-0, the Planning Commission approved the quarry as a Significant Site on April 7, 2015.  
Upon completion of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment portion of the hearing on April 7th, the 
Planning Commission voted unanimously to forward a recommendation of approval, with 
conditions, to the Board of Commissioners for the Comprehensive Plan Amendment application.  
 
       Section 2.080.A., Notice 

      Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
      Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
      Section 2.150, Official Notice 
      Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The above sections establish the requirements for 
providing notice of public hearings and the general conduct of hearings.  A ten day pre-notice is 
required for a second quasi-judicial hearing.  This hearing is being held on May 6, 2015.  The 
public hearing notice was published in The Dalles Chronicle on April 21, 2015, and notice was 
provided to agencies and property owners within 750’ of the subject parcel, on April 21, 2015, 
fifteen days before the hearing.  Posting of the hearing notice in public places occurred more 
than fifteen days before the hearing. 
 

2. Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics 
 

(***) 
 
G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is consistent with the requirements of 
Chapter 2, Section G., which provides general information about rock sources in Wasco County, 
instructions on how to apply for the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone, the requirements of an 
ESEE (Economic, Social, Environmental & Energy) Analysis, as well as Table 8, Wasco County 
Aggregate Inventory. 

 
Requirements in OAR 660-16-005 and 660-16-010 direct local jurisdictions to analyze the ESEE 
consequences of (a) allowing mining on a Significant Site, and (b) allowing conflicting uses to 
displace mining on a significant site.  The owners submitted an ESEE analysis with the Subject to 
Standards Review.  The ESEE analysis identified conflicting uses in the area and discussed 
impacts of the aggregate site.  
 

Upon expiration of the Planning Commission appeal period on Tuesday, April 21, 2015, the 
proposed quarry site was identified as a “Significant Site.”  If the request is approved, staff will 
update Table 8, Wasco County Aggregate Inventory. 

 
Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
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The Comprehensive Plan for Wasco County is the primary document which 
guides and controls land use within Wasco County excluding incorporated areas. 
The plan is intended to reflect the community's current thoughts on land use 
planning and to be responsive to the needs and desires of citizens. In order to 
achieve this, the plan must respond to changing community attitudes and needs 
and to unforeseen circumstances which may affect the use of land in the future.  
It is, therefore, the intent of this section to permit the amendments of the 
Comprehensive Plan on a periodic basis and to describe the procedure for the 
amendment process. 

 
(***) 

 
B. A Comprehensive Plan Amendment May Take the Following Forms: 

 
1. Amendment of one or more policies of the plan.(Legislative) 

 
2. Amendment to the text, inventories, maps or figures of the plan. 

(Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

3. Amendment of a portion of the Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Designation map. (Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

4. Amendment to the urban growth boundary. (Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

5. A combination plan change/zone amendment.  (Legislative or Quasi-
Judicial) 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is for a quasi-judicial amendment to the 
Comprehensive Plan Mineral and Aggregate Inventory, as permitted by B.2. 
 

C. Who May Apply For a Plan Revision 
A Comprehensive Plan Revision may be initiated by: 

 
1. Wasco County Governing Body. (Legislative) 
 
2. Planning Commission by majority vote confirmed by the Wasco County 

Governing Body. (Legislative) 
 

3. Property owner or his authorized representative. (Quasi-Judicial) 
 

PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  A request for a revision to the Wasco County Aggregate 
Inventory to add the proposed quarry as a “Significant Site.”  The request was made for the 
property owner, Blaine D. Carver, by John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, LLC, his authorized 
representative. 
 
  (***) 
 

E. Quasi-Judicial Revisions 
Section E. states that quasi-judicial revisions are those which do not have 
significant effect beyond the immediate area of the change, i.e., narrow in 
scope and focusing on specific situations. 
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Each plan change or revision will first be heard by the Planning Commission 
on a first-come, first-serve basis. Such hearing shall be conducted in 
accordance with the Wasco County Planning Commission "Rules and 
Regulations". 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is consistent with E.  The proposed 
amendment focuses on a new aggregate operation.  The proposed amendment will not affect 
any other quarry in Wasco County except the proposed quarry on the subject parcel. 
 
  (***) 
 

H. Section H. establishes general criteria which must be considered before 
approval of an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan is given. 

 
1. Compliance with the statewide land use goal as provided by Chapter 15 

or further amended by the Land Conservation and Development 
Commission, where applicable. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Chapter 15 lists the goals and policies for each 
Statewide Planning Goal.  Goal 5, Policy 1 – Mineral and Aggregate Resources, helps to protect 
and utilize appropriately the mineral and aggregate resources in Wasco County, and minimize 
conflict between aggregate uses and surrounding land uses.  The request is consistent with 
Statewide Land Use Goal 5 and implementing policies in Chapter 15, as discussed below. 
 

2. Substantial proof that such change shall not be detrimental to the spirit 
and intent of such goals. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  As discussed below in Chapter 15 (page 12 of 30 of the 
Planning Commission Recommendation report), the request complies with the goals and 
policies related to aggregate operations. 
 

3. A mistake in the original comprehensive plan or change in the character 
of the neighborhood can be demonstrated. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   A change in the character of southern Wasco County 
has resulted in the request for the Comprehensive Plan Amendment. 
 
The character of southeastern Wasco County has evolved significantly resulting in the request 
for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  The County Comprehensive Plan inventories were 
compiled in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.  Since the inventories were compiled, many things 
have happened and the character of the county has changed.  Items include the Rajneesh era 
in Antelope, declining timber harvest due to Spotted Owl concerns, and the closure of area 
lumber mills and aluminum plants.  Stimulus money has been made available from the federal 
government for transportation system projects.  This has resulted in an increased need for 
aggregate resources.  New methods for generating electricity have been found to be cost 
effective resulting in placement of many wind turbines in adjacent Oregon and Washington 
counties.  Wasco County hopes to be the next location of wind turbines, additionally there is 
future potential for solar power generation.  These projects will also require considerable 
aggregate resources.  There are no active private quarries in this vicinity of Wasco County. 

 
4. Factors which relate to the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic 

surroundings and conditions. 
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PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  These factors were addressed in the Planning 
Commission hearing, primarily through the Conditional Use Review which requires compliance 
with criteria that require:  maintenance of wildlife areas, riparian habitat, cultural and historic 
areas, the protection of farm and forest uses, the ability to maintain or provide public services, 
including but not limited to police protection, fire protection, road maintenance and safety, 
pedestrian safety, and protection of water, land and air resource quality.  With proposed 
conditions in the Conditional Use Permit approval, the request provides healthful, safe and 
aesthetic surroundings and conditions for the public. 
 

5. Proof of change in the inventories originally developed. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Proof of change in the originally developed Aggregate 
Inventory was addressed in H.3. 
 

6. Revisions shall be based on special studies or other information which 
will serve as the factual basis to support the change. The public need and 
justification for the particular change must be established. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request complies with H.6.  The request is to add a 
new quarry to the Aggregate Inventory. 

 
There are four existing identified privately owned aggregate sites within 3 miles of the Carver 
property, however, none are identified as a Significant Site.  Wasco County and Oregon 
Department of Transportation (ODOT) have aggregate sites in this area of southern Wasco 
County, however, they are not extraction sites, but only stockpile sites, and they do not sell rock 
to private individuals or companies.  There is no privately owned quarry within approximately 16 
miles of the subject parcel that contains a rock source identified as “Significant.”  Though it does 
not sound like a long distance to haul rock, considering the terrain consisting of steep hills, 
narrow roads, and extreme curves, it is slow going and the trucks must use a lot of fuel to 
transport the rock.  If quality rock is needed in this part of the County, the cost will not be 
economically feasible due to transportation costs. 

 
Based on distance to existing available private rock sources, the public need and justification for 
the quarry expansion has been established. 
 
The applicant submitted testing for two of the three required minimum testing requirements, as 
required by LUDO Section 3.815.A.2.  It was determined that the rock quality is very good; 
these testing results serve as the factual basis to support the change. 
 

I. Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
 

1. Review of Applications for Effect on Transportation Facilities - A proposed 
plan amendment, whether initiated by the County or by a private interest, 
shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule 
(OAR) 660-012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule – “TPR”).  
“Significant” means the proposal would: 

 
a. Change the functional classification of an existing or planned 

transportation facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an 
adopted plan);  

 
b. Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or  
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c. As measured at the end of the planning period identified in the 

adopted transportation system plan:  
 

1) Allow land uses or levels of development that would result in types 
or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the 
functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility;  

 
2) Reduce the performance of an existing or planned transportation 

facility below the minimum acceptable performance standard 
identified in the TSP; or  

 
3) Worsen the performance of an existing or planned transportation 

facility that is otherwise projected to perform below the minimum 
acceptable performance standard identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  OAR-660-012-0005(30), Definitions, states:  
"Transportation Facilities" means any physical facility that moves or assist in the movement of 
people or goods including facilities identified in OAR 660-012-0020 but excluding electricity, 
sewage and water systems. 
 
Staff contacted Arthur Smith, Wasco County Public Works Director, on March 16, 2015, to seek 
his input regarding effect of the request on transportation facilities.  Mr. Smith stated that the 
County would like to permit the proposed road approach onto Hinton Road, but did not expect 
this access to result in any change to the road.  According to Mr. Smith, the proposed increase in 
traffic, 25 truck loads per day, will not damage the road sufficiently to warrant improvement. 
A condition is recommended requiring the applicant to submit Wasco County approval of a 
Road Approach Permit to access the aggregate operation south of Hinton Road.   
 
The proposed driveway accessing the aggregate site has good site distance onto Hinton Road.  If 
the truck drivers follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at stop signs, using turn signals, 
yielding when required, etc., the proposed use will not unduly impair traffic flow or safety in the 
area.  A condition requiring this is recommended. 
 
 
A condition is also recommended requiring the owner to ensure all trucks hauling aggregate from 
the site be properly contained to avoid the spillage of rock and debris onto public roads.  The owner 
shall keep Highway 97 and adjoining routes of travel clear of rock spillage. 
 
Other conditions related to roads, such as maintenance of on-site roads, providing water to reduce 
dust, etc., were applied in the review of the Conditional Use Permit, and are included as 
recommended conditions of approval. 
 

2. Amendments That Affect Transportation Facilities - Amendments to the 
land use regulations that significantly affect a transportation facility shall 
ensure that allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, 
and level of service of the facility identified in the TSP.  This shall be 
accomplished by one or a combination of the following: 

 
a. Adopting measures that demonstrate allowed land uses are 

consistent with the planned function, capacity, and performance 
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standards of the transportation facility. 
 

b. Amending the TSP or comprehensive plan to provide transportation 
facilities, improvements or services adequate to support the proposed 
land uses consistent with the requirements of Section -0060 of the 
TPR. 

 
c. Altering land use designations, densities, or design requirements to 

reduce demand for vehicle travel and meet travel needs through other 
modes of transportation. 

 
d. Amending the TSP to modify the planned function, capacity or 

performance standards of the transportation facility.  
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  As discussed in I.1., the request will not significantly 
affect Hinton Road.  
 

3. Traffic Impact Analysis - A Traffic Impact Analysis shall be submitted with 
a plan amendment application pursuant to Section 4.140 Traffic Impact 
Analysis (TIA)) of the Land Use and Development Ordinance. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING: The purpose of a Traffic Impact Analysis is to determine 
additional impacts on the road system from a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  According to 
Arthur Smith, Public Works Director (March 16, 2015), the proposed increase in traffic, 25 truck 
loads per day, will not damage the road sufficiently to warrant improvement, and if the drivers 
follow normal traffic laws, such as on stopping at stop signs, using turn signals, yielding when 
required, etc., there would be no impact  on Hinton County Road.  Based on these reasons, Mr. 
Smith said he did not feel a Traffic Impact Analysis is necessary and would not require this to be 
submitted. 
 

J. Procedure for the Amendment Process 
 

1. A petition must be filed with the Planning Offices on forms prescribed by 
the Director of Planning. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The owner’s representative, John Bryant, made 
application to the Planning Department for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to amend the 
Aggregate Inventory to add the proposed quarry as a Significant Site. 
 

2. Notice of a proposed revision within, or to, the urban growth boundary will 
be given to the appropriate city at least thirty (30) days before the County 
public hearing. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The proposed amendment is not within or adjacent to an 
urban growth boundary, therefore, 2. does not apply. 
 

3. Notification of Hearing: 
 

a. Notices of public hearings shall summarize the issues in an 
understandable and meaningful manner. 
 

b. Notice of a legislative or judicial public hearing shall be given as 
prescribed in ORS 215.503. In any event, notice shall be given by 
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publishing notice in newspapers of general circulation at least twenty 
(20) days, but not more than forty (40) days, prior to the date of the 
hearing. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Public notice summarizing the proposed request was 
published in The Dalles Chronicle and was provided to all property owners on April 21, 2015, 15 
days prior to the May 6, 2015, Board of Commissioners hearing. 
 

c. A quorum of the Planning Commission must be present before a 
public hearing can be held. If the majority of the County Planning 
Commission present cannot agree on a proposed change, the 
Commission will hold another public hearing in an attempt to resolve 
the difference or send the proposed change to the County Governing 
Body with no recommendation. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Six members of the Planning Commission were present 
at their April 7, 2015, hearing.  The Commissioners unanimously (6-0) voted to recommend 
approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment, with conditions, to the Board of 
Commissioners. 
 

d. After the public hearing, the Planning Commission shall recommend 
to the County Governing Body that the revision be granted or denied, 
and the facts and reasons supporting their decision. In all cases the 
Planning Commission shall enter findings based on the record before 
it to justify the decision.  If the Planning Commission sends the 
proposed change with no recommendation, the findings shall reflect 
those items agreed upon and those items not agreed upon that 
resulted in no recommendation. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommendation and report 
are part of the Board of Commissioners record and is attached to this report.  The Planning 
Commission, on April 7, 2015, voted 6-0 to forward a recommendation of approval, with 
conditions to the Board of Commissioners.  
 

e. Upon receiving the Planning Commission's recommendation, the 
County Governing Body shall take such action as they deem 
appropriate. The County Governing Body may or may not hold a 
public hearing.  In no event shall the County Governing Body approve 
the amendment until at least twenty (20) days have passed since the 
mailing of the recommendation to parties. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Planning Commission notice of decision and 
recommendation was sent to owners, agencies, and affected property owners, on April 9, 2015, 
27 days prior to the Board of Commissioners hearing.  This is consistent with e., which requires 
a minimum of 20 days between the Planning Commission notice of decision and the Board of 
Commissioners notice of hearing. 
 

Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
 

(***) 
 

B.2., Goal 5 Issues – Mineral and Aggregate Resources 
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As stated in the Goals and Policies under Goal #5, rock and aggregate 
resources will be identified and protected by placement of the 
Environmental Protection District zone. 

 
Extraction of these resources is a conditional use in the agricultural and 
forestry zones and a permitted use in the manufacturing zones. 
 
Generally, residential uses are the uses which come into conflict with the 
extraction of aggregate and mineral resources. The provisions of the 
Environmental Protection District Division 5 overlay zone provide the 
protection necessary for all aggregate sites. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request complies with Chapter 14 of the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
 
The owner’s representative made application to expand an existing aggregate operation, and 
has requested that the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone be applied to the expanded 
Permit Boundary, and all land (Impact Area) within 750 feet of the Permit Area, to protect the 
aggregate resource.  Through discussions with Amanda Punton, Goal 5 Specialist, Department 
of Land Conservation & Development, staff learned that the state of Oregon uses 1,500 feet as 
their standard protection area.  Though the County LUDO requires a minimum of 750 feet, the 
County can decide to use a larger distance.  The Planning Commission concurred that if the 
State is using 1,500 feet as their distance to protect aggregate sites and it may become the 
State requirement in the future, therefore, it is appropriate to use 1,500 feet in this request. 
 
Most of the 1,500 foot Impact Area lies on the Carver parcel, however, a small portion of the 
5,768.56 acre property to the southwest will be limited in the placement of future sensitive uses 
(will not render property unusable).  The placement of the EPD-5 Overlay on this property will 
not prohibit any existing uses or proposed uses in the future because the land is large enough 
to easily find an alternate building site. 

 
Findings in this report show that there are no existing Sensitive Uses within 1,500 feet of the 
proposed expansion boundary.  The EPD-5 zone will protect the aggregate resource from future 
Sensitive Uses within the Impact Area. 
 

Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 
Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources 

 
Policy 1 – Mineral Resources 
Protect and utilize appropriately the mineral and aggregate resources of Wasco 
County, and minimize conflict between surface mining and surrounding land uses. 

 
Implementation 

 
A. The development of new rock and aggregate resource sites shall be consistent 

with the State Planning Goal 5 and Oregon Administrative Rules Chapter 660, 
Division 16 process to balance conflicts between mining operations and new 
and existing surrounding conflicting uses. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is consistent with Policy 1.A. 
 
Wasco County updated all sections of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan relating to Goal 5 – 
Mineral and Aggregate Resources, during its 1994 Periodic Review project. 
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Conflicts between mining operations and existing surrounding uses was evaluated in the ESEE 
Analysis submitted by the owners.  Considering existing farm uses in the area, and the distance 
from existing Sensitive Uses, no conflicting uses, such as residential use, were identified in the 
Impact Area. 

 
Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone will protect the significant aggregate site and 
its Impact Area from future potential conflicting uses. 
 

B. Sites identified as significant aggregate resource sites shall not support 
interim or permanent uses which may jeopardize the future availability of the 
resource. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request complies with B.  The request is to create a 20 
acre aggregate quarry site.  No other interim or permanent uses are proposed or considered as 
part of this request. 
 

C. Mining and processing of gravel and mineral materials may only be allowed 
at sites included on the "Other Site" inventory or "Significant Sites" 
inventory. 

 
1. Mining at sites on the "Other Sites" inventory may be allowed by a 

conditional use permit. 
 

2. Mining at sites on the "Significant Sites" inventory may only be permitted 
in accordance with the Mineral Resources Overlay. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Current State law allows new aggregate sites in an 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone on sites designated as “Significant Sites.”  The owner’s representative 
submitted an ESEE analysis which evaluated the quality and quantity of rock in the proposed 
Permit Area.  Based on the findings of the staff analysis, a determination was made by the 
Planning Commission (April 7, 2015) that the quarry is a Significant Site.  The appeal period for this 
significance determination expired at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015.  No appeal was submitted to the 
Planning Department, therefore, the aggregate site has been determined to be a Significant Site.  If 
this request is approved, staff will add the Carver site to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate 
Inventory. 

 
D. For each site determined to be significant, the County shall complete the 

remainder of the County Goal 5 process identifying conflicting uses, 
analyzing the ESEE consequences of the conflicting use(s), and 
designating a level of protection from conflicting uses.  If the final decision 
concerning the site is to preserve fully or partially protect the resource from 
conflicting uses, the County shall zone the site with the Mineral Resources 
Overlay. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The quarry was found to be a Significant Site by the 
Planning Commission during the Subject to Standards Review at their April 7, 2015, public hearing.  
An ESEE analysis was submitted for the aggregate site.  Excluding two homes on the owner’s 
property, the ESEE Analysis identified the closest Sensitive Use, a residence, as being more than 
1,500 feet northwest of the aggregate operation.  Currently the aggregate operation is not 
protected from future potential conflicting uses, however, the site has been determined to be 
significant, will now be protected through application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  
The Planning Commission recommends this in IV.B., Zoning Map Amendment. 
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Policy 2 – Mineral Resources 
The County shall maintain an inventory of mineral and aggregate resource sites.  
The comprehensive plan inventory shall consist of three parts: 

 An inventory of "Significant Sites" identified through the Goal 5 process as 
important resources that will be protected from conflicting uses; 

 An inventory of "Potential Sites" for which sufficient information concerning the 
location, quality, and quantity of a resource site is not adequate to allow the 
County to make a determination of significance; 

 An inventory of "Other Sites" for which available information demonstrates that 
the site is not a significant resource to be protected. 

 
Implementation 

 
A. The significance of non-aggregate mineral resources shall be judged on a case-

by-case basis, taking into account information concerning the commercial or 
industrial use of the resource, as well as the relative quality and relative 
abundance of the resource within at least the County. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  An Aggregate Inventory is maintained as part of the 
Comprehensive Plan.  An ESEE analysis was submitted by the owners evaluating the quality and 
quantity of rock on this specific parcel.  The proposed quarry has been evaluated according to the 
significance criteria, and was found to be significant.   

 
(***) 

 
D.  For sites on the "Potential Sites" inventory, the County shall review available 

information about mineral and aggregate resources, and if the information is 
sufficient, determine the site to be significant when one of the following 
conditions exist: 

 
1. As part of the next scheduled Periodic Review; 
 
2. When a landowner or operator submits information concerning the potential 

significance of a resource site and requests a Comprehensive Plan 
amendment; 

 
3. When resolution of the status of a potential resource site is necessary to 

advance another planning objective. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The landowner and his representative requested approval 
of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 20 acre quarry to the Comprehensive 
Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission 
reviewed a Subject to Standards Review to determine if the site was a significant rock source.  The 
Commission, on a vote of 6-0, voted to determine that the Carver rock source was a Significant 
Site, and recommended approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to the Board of 
Commissioners. 
 

E. In order to approve surface mining at a site zoned for exclusive farm or 
forestry use, the County shall find, as part of the ESEE analysis, that the 
proposed activity will not: 1) force a significant change in, or significantly 
increase the cost of, accepted farming or forestry practices on surrounding 
lands, and 2) will not significantly increase fire hazard or significantly 
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increase fire suppression costs or significantly increase risks to fire 
suppression personnel. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  There is no forest use identified on surrounding lands.  
Existing farm uses on surrounding land consists primarily of grazing with dryland crops (wheat/hay) 
as a secondary use.  As previously discussed, cattle are not affected by aggregate sites.  The 
property owner is the single owner of property within 1/4 mile of the proposed aggregate Permit 
Boundary. 
 
Excluding property in Mr. Blaine Carver’s ownership, there are no planted fields on property within 
2,000+ feet from the quarry operation.  Due to distance and intensity of farm uses on surrounding 
lands, the expanded quarry will not increase the cost of accepted farm practices on surrounding 
lands, nor will it change how surrounding owners farm their land. 
 
It must be recognized that it is impossible to prove with certainty that a non-farm use will not 
conflict with nearby resource uses.  It is possible however, to evaluate the likelihood of potential 
conflicts and make a reasonable conclusion regarding potential changes to or increases in costs 
for resource practices based on review of factual evidence.  To minimize potential conflicts 
between the proposed aggregate site and surrounding farm uses, a previous condition in 
Section 3.210.H., required the owners to sign and record in the deed records for the County a 
document binding the landowner, and the landowner's successors in interest, prohibiting them 
from pursuing a claim for relief or cause of action alleging injury from farming or forest practices 
for which no action or claim is allowed under ORS 30.936 or 30.937 prior to receiving zoning 
approval on a building permit.  
 

F. The County may establish and impose conditions on operation of a surface 
mine when deemed necessary as a result of a site-specific Goal 5 analysis.  
Where such conditions conflict with criteria and standards in the Mineral and 
Aggregate Resources Overlay, the conditions developed through the Goal 5 
analysis shall control. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   It is noted that if any conditions of approval imposed as a 
result of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment are in conflict with conditions in the Zoning Map 
Amendment (Section IV.B.), the conditions in the Comprehensive Plan Amendment section shall 
control. 
 

G.  No surface mining or processing activity, as defined by the zoning 
ordinance, shall commence without land use approval from the County, and 
approval of a reclamation plan and issuance of an operating permit by 
DOGAMI. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   The applicant submitted a request for an Operating Permit 
and a proposed Reclamation Plan to the Oregon Department of Geology & Mineral Industries 
(DOGAMI).  During the Planning Commission hearing it was pointed out that permits are required 
by Wasco County and the state of Oregon (DOGAMI).  A condition in IV.B. specifically requires 
DOGAMI approval prior to any excavation. 
 

H.  Aggregate sites shall be subordinate to the landscape setting as seen from 
travel corridors when such travel corridors have been determined to be 
significant by the ESEE analysis. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   Hinton Road is located north of the proposed aggregate 
site, and Bakeoven Road is located west of  the proposed aggregate site.  The topography of the 
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area consists of both gently sloping fields, and sheer rock walls.  landscape setting in the area is 
large open fields with many rock outcrops east of the highway.  No travel corridors were identified 
as significant by the ESEE analysis, however, the County strives to reduce visibility of aggregate 
operations from roads so that they blend into the landscape, and are “visually subordinate.” 
  
The proposed aggregate operation starts by removing the overburden (top soil), if any exists, from 
the aggregate site.  The overburden is placed in “berms” along the eastern and western sides of 
the quarry.  As extraction occurs into the hillside, all overburden is used to extend the earthen 
berms towards Hinton Road to screen the extraction and processing operation from view of the 
road.  As proposed, the proposed quarry will be subordinate to the landscape setting as seen from 
local roads. 
 

B. Zone Change Request 
 

Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

 
Section 2.060, Application/Completeness, Section B. 

 
(***) 
 
1. Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone Change and/or 

Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is for a Zone Change to add the Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay to a proposed 20 acre Permit Boundary, and its Impact Area.  The Planning 
Commission voted 6-0 at their April 7, 2015, public hearing to forward a recommendation of 
approval, with conditions, to the Board of Commissioners, who will make the final decision on 
the Zone Change.  
 
       Section 2.080.A., Notice 

      Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
      Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
      Section 2.150, Official Notice 
      Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The above sections establish the requirements for 
providing notice of public hearings and the general conduct of hearings.  The first evidentiary 
hearing provided a twenty day pre-notice before the Planning Commission held their April 7, 
2015, quasi-judicial public hearing.  A ten day pre-notice is required for a second quasi-judicial 
hearing.  This hearing is being held on May 6, 2015.  The public hearing notice was published in 
The Dalles Chronicle on April 21, 2015, and notice was provided to agencies and property 
owners within 750’ of the subject parcel, on April 21, 2015, fifteen days before the hearing.  
Posting of the hearing notice in public places occurred more than fifteen days before the 
hearing. 
 

Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 

Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
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Section 9.010.C. states that an application for a zone change may be initiated by an 
application being filed with the Director of Planning on the appropriate forms, containing 
information required to establish the criteria for the change (quasi-judicial only). 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, LLC, authorized 
representative for the property owner, Blaine Carver, applied for a quasi-judicial zone change to 
apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the proposed expanded quarry and Impact Area, 
as required by Section 9.010.C.   Application of the EPD-5 Overlay will not change the underlying 
Exclusive Farm Use zoning. 
 

Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
The Approving Authority may grant a zone change only if specific circumstances are 
found to exist: 

 
A. The original zoning was the product of a mistake; or 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The original zoning was not the product of a mistake. 
 

B. It is established that: 
 

1. The rezoning will conform with the Comprehensive Plan; and, 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is consistent with 1.  The applicant provided 
an analysis of the Statewide Planning Goals in the ESEE analysis on page P191 of staff’s report 
and recommendation to the Planning Commission.  The Statewide Goals are the basis for the 
Comprehensive Plan, which was determined to be consistent with these goals on August 25, 1983.  
The analysis provided by the applicant shows that the application of the Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay will conform to the Comprehensive Plan. 
 

2. The site is suitable to the proposed zone; and 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request complies with B.2.  The applicant and owner 
have requested application of the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to an aggregate site 
determined to be significant by the Planning Commission on April 7, 2015.  The site is suitable for 
the proposed use because it lacks top soil, is primarily composed of agricultural capability class VII 
soils (considered unsuitable by the State of Oregon for commercial farm use in eastern Oregon), 
there is an abundance of high quality aggregate material, and there is sufficient distance between 
the aggregate site and sensitive uses such as residences. 
 

3. There has been a conscious consideration of the public health, safety and 
welfare in applying the specific zoning regulations. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is consistent with B.3.  The quarry site is 
located in a manner which blends with the surrounding land uses and retains natural landforms to 
shield the operation from surrounding ownerships and passing traffic.  The quarry will operate in 
compliance with all applicable regulations for noise, dust, odor, and hours of operation.  The site is 
remote from any existing residential improvements.  The quarry has operated in the past, and is 
anticipated to operate harmoniously with surrounding land uses in the future. 
 

Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
 

A. Review of Applications for Effect on Transportation Facilities - A proposed zone 
change or land use regulation change, whether initiated by the County or by a 
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private interest, shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-
012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule – “TPR”). 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Staff spoke with Arthur Smith, Wasco County Public 
Works Director, on March 16, 2015, regarding the proposed aggregate site.  Mr. Smith stated 
that Hinton Road is a gravel road, and there is potential for wear and tear on Hinton Road 
depending on the time of year the aggregate site is active, however, in his opinion, 25 truck 
loads per day should not result in a significant impact to Hinton Road. 
 
Trucks hauling aggregate must follow weight, length and height requirements. If they are 
hauling legally, the road should wear normally, therefore, there will not significantly affect a 
transportation facility.  A condition requiring compliance with these requirements was included 
in the Planning Commission’s Conditional Use Permit approval.  Another condition requires 
truck drivers to comply with normal traffic laws.  
 

B. Amendments That Affect Transportation Facilities - Amendments to the land use 
regulations that significantly affect a transportation facility shall ensure that 
allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, and level of service 
of the facility identified in the TSP. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to 
the subject property will not affect any transportation facility.  According to Arthur Smith, Wasco 
County Public Works Director, Hinton Road can handle the seasonal addition of approximately 
25 trips per day that the quarry will generate. 
 

C. Traffic Impact Analysis - A Traffic Impact Analysis shall be submitted with a zone 
change application pursuant to Section 4.140 Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)) 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The purpose of a Traffic Impact Analysis is to determine 
additional impacts on the road system and traffic patterns from a Zone Change.  Staff spoke with 
Arthur Smith, Public Works Director, on March 16, 2015.  According to Mr. Smith, the proposed 
increase in traffic, 25 truck loads per day, will not damage the road sufficiently to warrant 
improvement, and further stated that the proposed use will have no impact on Hinton Road if the 
drivers follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at stop signs, using turn signals, yielding when 
required, etc., therefore, no Traffic Impact Analysis is required. 
  

Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
Reasonable conditions may be imposed, pursuant to Section 2.110(D) as are 
necessary to insure the compatibility of a zone change to surrounding uses and as are 
necessary to fulfill the general and specific purposes of this Ordinance.  
 

PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Conditions have been recommended throughout this 
report to insure the compatibility of the aggregate area with surrounding uses. 
 

(***) 
 

Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land Use 
and Development Ordinance 
After hearing information presented at the hearing, the Approving Authority shall 
recommend that the proposed zone change or amendment to the Zoning Ordinance be 
granted or denied.  The Director of Planning or his assistants shall reduce to writing the 
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Commission's recommendations together with a brief statement of the facts and 
reasons upon which such recommendation is based.   

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  With conditions throughout this report, the request is 
consistent with all of the requirements of the LUDO.   On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission 
voted 6-0, to recommend approval of the Zoning Map Amendment, with proposed conditions, to 
the Board of Commissioners.  This will result in the placement of the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate 
Overlay Zone, to the 20 acre Permit Boundary, and all land within 1,500 feet of the boundary, as 
explained Under Chapter 14 on page 12 of 30). 
 

Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  
Upon receipt of the Commission report, the County Governing Body shall take such 
action as may appear appropriate to that body, or as it feels the public interest requires, 
provided that in no event shall the County Governing Body act until at least twenty (20) 
days after the Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation has been mailed. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Planning Commission held a public hearing on April 7, 
2015, and provided notice of their decision/recommendation to all affected parties on April 9, 2015.  
The decision became final 12 days later, at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015.  The Board of Commissioners 
hearing, held on May 6, 2015, is 27 days after the Planning Commission decision/recommendation 
was mailed, therefore, the request complies with Section 9.080. 
 

Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
 

Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
 

Section 3.830, Permitted Uses - Extraction Areas 
The following uses may be permitted in the Extraction Area subject to Site Plan 
approval in accordance with Section 3.840: 
 
A. Any permitted use allowed in the underlying zone, may be allowed subject to the 

underlying zone criteria and as otherwise authorized through the ESEE analysis. 
 
B. Conditional uses shall be reviewed against the approval criteria of Section 3.845. 
 
C. Mining or extraction of rock, clay, soil, sand, gravel, or other mineral or aggregate 

material. 
 
D. Stockpiling and storage of mineral and aggregate materials. 
 
E. Processing of: 
 

1. Materials, including crushing, washing, milling, screening, sizing, or batching of 
portland cement;  and 

 
2. Batching or blending of mineral and aggregate into asphaltic concrete, except 

within 2 miles of a planted commercial vineyard. 
 
F. Buildings (not including residences), structures and equipment directly related to the 

above permitted aggregate uses. 
 
G. Storage of transportation equipment or storage of machinery or equipment used in 

conjunction with the on-site mineral and aggregate activity. 
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H. Sale of products extracted and processed on-site from a mineral and aggregate 

operation. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Section 3.840 is addressed below.  The owner proposes to 
process the aggregate material, including extraction, crushing, washing, milling, screening, and 
sizing, which are all uses permitted in the approved Extraction Area. 
 

Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
A development plan shall be submitted to the Wasco County Planning Department for 
any permitted activity allowed in Section 3.830.  The following requirements apply to 
mining and processing unless other standards are adopted in the County process.  
Such standards shall be clearly identified in the ESEE analysis.  The applicant shall 
demonstrate that the following standards or site specific replacement standards 
adopted in the County process, are met or can be met by a specified date. 
 
A. Screening  
 

1. Mining Activities to be Screened. 
 

a. All excavated areas except areas where reclamation is being performed, 
internal on-site roads existing of the effective date of this ordinance, new 
roads approved as part of the site plan review, material excavated to create 
berms, and material excavated to change the level of the mine site to an 
elevation which provides natural screening; 

 
b. All processing equipment; 
 
c. All equipment stored on the site. 

 
2. Types of Screening. 

 
a. Natural Screening.  Existing vegetation or other landscape features which 

are located within 50 feet of the boundary of the site, and which screen the 
view of mining activities from screened uses, shall be preserved and 
maintained. 

 
b. Supplied Screening.  Supplied vegetative screening is screening that does 

not exist at the time of the site plan review.  Plantings used in supplied 
screening shall not be required to exceed a density of alternating rows of 
conifer trees six feet on center and a height of six feet at the 
commencement of mining.  Supplied earthen screening shall consist of 
berms covered with earth and stabilized with ground cover. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  With conditions, the request is consistent with Section 
3.835.A.  The proposed aggregate site is screened from Bakeoven Road by topography to the 
west and south, but is visible to the east along Hinton Road, and directly north of the site.  The 
Planning Commission recommends a condition requiring the applicant to create a minimum 6’ tall 
earth berm, approximately 350 feet in length within 90 days of beginning operation of the 
aggregate site.  The berm shall be planted with grass that is natural to the surrounding area.  In 
addition, a condition is recommended requiring the owner to screen all processing equipment and 
equipment stored on the site.  This can be accomplished by the proposed berm. 
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B. Access 
 

1. On-site roads used in mining, and access from the extraction site to a public 
road shall be designed and constructed to accommodate mining vehicles and 
equipment, and shall meet the following standards. 
 
a. All access roads intersecting a paved county road or state highway shall be 

paved thirty feet from the paved county road or state highway unless the 
applicant demonstrates that other specified methods of dust control will 
effectively eliminate dust rising from access roads; 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The request is consistent with 1.a.  Hinton Road is not a 
paved county road, therefore, the access road to the aggregate site does not need to contain a 
paved approach onto Hinton Road.  The applicant states in his application that he will have an on-
site 4,000-5,000 gallon water truck to reduce potential dust resulting from the access road leading 
to Hinton Road.   
Staff spoke with Arthur Smith, Public Works Director, about this issue prior to the Planning 
Commission hearing.  Mr. Smith said he would not want to see a paved road approach onto Hinton 
Road, andhe  recommended no paving be required.  The Planning Commission concurs. 
 

b. All on-site roads within the Extraction Area, and access roads, shall be 
constructed and maintained in a manner so that all applicable DEQ 
standards for vehicular noise control and ambient air quality are met or can 
be met by a specified date; 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   With a condition, the request complies with b.  The 
access road from Hinton Road to the proposed aggregate site is not improved to any type of road 
standard.  During site preparation, the applicant will have to create rock/gravel road surfaces so 
that trucks have access to the site.  This will occur prior to or within 30 days that extraction begins.  
Staff recommends requiring a condition advising the owner that on-site roads must be constructed 
and maintained in a manner that vehicular noise and dust is minimized.  If the internal road is 
constructed properly, there will be little dust created by trucks.  There are no buildings or structures 
within 1/4 mile of the proposed quarry, and the noise created by trucks hauling rock will only be 
noticed by the property owner.  There will be a 4, 000 gallon water truck and a 5,000 gallon water 
tank on site for dust suppression, and the rock crusher has numerous water sprays for dust 
controls. 
 

c. All on-site roads within the Extraction Area, and access roads, shall be 
paved at all points within 250 feet of a noise or dust sensitive use existing 
on the effective date of this ordinance. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  With the exception of the owner’s farm dwelling and 
accessory farm dwelling north of Hinton Road, no noise or dust sensitive uses exist within 0.5 mile 
of the aggregate site, therefore, it is consistent with c. 
 

2. Improvements to substandard public roads outside of the Extraction Area may 
only be required as necessary to comply with a road improvement program 
adopted as part of transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan.  Payment 
for public road improvements shall not be a condition of approval for mining at 
significant sites. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The subject parcel has direct access to Hinton Road, a 
County-maintained road.  According to Arthur Smith, Public Works Director (March 16, 2015), the 
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proposed increase in traffic, 25 truck loads per day, will not damage the road sufficiently to warrant 
improvement. 
 

3. Improvement fees in lieu of improvements of public roads, county roads and 
state highways may be required when the Planning Director or hearings body, 
in consultation with the appropriate road authority, determines that the 
increased traffic on the roads resulting from the surface mining activity will 
damage the road sufficiently to warrant off-site improvement.  If the fee in lieu of 
improvements is required, the amount of the fee shall reflect the applicant's pro-
rata share of the actual total cost of the capital expenditure of the road 
construction or reconstruction project necessitated by and benefiting the surface 
mining operation.  Discounts for taxes and fees already paid for such 
improvements, such as road taxes for vehicles and for property already 
dedicated or improved, shall be applied. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  According to Arthur Smith, Public Works Director (March 
16, 2015), the proposed increase in traffic, 25 truck loads per day, will not damage the road 
sufficiently to warrant improvement. 
 

4. An effective vehicular barrier or gate shall be required at all access points to the 
site. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   With a recommended condition, the request is consistent 
with 4.  There is no existing gate across the driveway which provides access to the site.  A 
condition is recommended requiring placement of an effective vehicular barrier or gate across the 
road leading to the aggregate site. 
 

C. Hours of Operation 
 

1. Drilling and blasting shall be restricted to the hours of 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday.  No blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, 
Sundays, or any specified legal holiday. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  With a recommended condition, the request is consistent 
with C.1.  A condition is recommended limiting the hours of drilling and blasting to 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m., Monday-Friday.  No blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or any recognized 
legal holiday. 

 
2. Mineral and aggregate extraction, processing and equipment operation within 

750' or as established by the ESEE analysis of any Sensitive Use existing of the 
effective date of this ordinance is restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 6:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday.  All other sites are limited to daylight hours Monday 
through Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal 
holidays. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Impact Area was identified by the Planning 
Commission as all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary.  There are no sensitive uses 
within 1,500 feet (as established by the ESEE analysis) of the quarry site.  The Planning 
Commission recommends requiring a condition limiting the hours of operation to daylight hours 
Monday through Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 

D. Environmental Standards 
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1. DEQ Standards.  Mineral and aggregate extraction, processing and other 
operations shall conform to all the applicable environmental standards of the 
County and applicable DEQ air quality and emissions standards.  The applicant 
shall provide a copy of an approved DEQ permit(s) prior to commencement of 
the operation. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the owner to 
submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit prior to commencement of operation. 
 

E. Equipment Removal.  All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings 
and related structures accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be 
removed from the site within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and 
reclamation, except for structures which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommends requiring 
equipment removal as stated in E., as a condition of approval. 
 

F. Performance Agreement   
 
1. The operator of a mineral and aggregate site shall keep applicable DOGAMI 

permits or exemption certificates in effect. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the aggregate site 
operator to keep applicable DOGAMI permits or exemption certificates in effect. 
 

2. The mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy 
covering mining, processing and incidental activities during the term of 
operation and reclamation, with an occurrence limit of at least $1,000,000.00.   

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring any mining 
operator to carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for mining, processing, and incidental 
activities, with an occurrence limit of at least $1 million. 
 

G. Significant Resource Area Protection.  Conflicts between inventoried mineral and 
aggregate resource sites and significant fish and wildlife habitat, riparian areas and 
wetlands, significant scenic viewpoints or vistas, and ecologically and scientifically 
significant natural areas protected by the Significant Resource Areas Overlay Zone 
in accordance with Section 3.910 (Natural Areas Overlay)  and 3.770 (Cultural, 
Historical and Archeological Overlay) of this Ordinance and identified on the 
Significant Resource Areas Map, shall be balanced as determined by the program 
and as determined by the County process. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   Little Dead Dog Canyon Creek is located over 450 feet 
north of the proposed quarry.  This creek is not a fish-bearing stream.  Though it provides some 
wildlife habitat and riparian areas, it is not located in an identified natural area and does not contain 
cultural, historical, or archaeological features.  A condition is recommended requiring the 
maintenance of all vegetation within between the quarry operation and Little Dead Dog Canyon 
Creek.  Maintenance of vegetation does not include farm use activities. 
 

H. Site Reclamation.   
 

1. No mining shall commence without providing the County a copy of a DOGAMI 
operating permit, approved reclamation plan, or exemption certificate. 
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PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the owner to 
provide a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit/exemption certificate, and approved reclamation 
plan to the Planning Department prior to the commencement of mining. 
 

2. A reclamation plan shall be submitted concurrently with the development plan 
required in Section 3.835.  The reclamation plan shall include a schedule 
showing the planned order and sequence of reclamation, shall assure that the 
site will be restored or rehabilitated for the land uses specified in the underlying 
zone including subsequent beneficial uses identified through the County 
process. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   The owner has provided a draft reclamation plan, 
however, it has not yet been approved by DOGAMI.  A condition is recommended requiring the 
owner to submit a DOGAMI-approved reclamation plan prior to commencement of mining. 
 

3. The County shall coordinate with DOGAMI to ensure compatibility between 
DOGAMI and the County.  When notified by DOGAMI that an operator has 
applied for approval of a reclamation plan and issuance of an operating permit, 
the County shall, in turn, notify DOGAMI if local site plan approval is required. 

 
a. If site plan approval is required, the County shall require that DOGAMI delay 

final action on the application for approval of the reclamation plan and 
issuance of the operating permit until after site plan approval has been 
granted. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   In order to operate an aggregate extraction site, the owner 
must satisfy the requirements of Wasco County and DOGAMI.  The Planning Commission 
recommends a condition advising the owner that County approval and DOGAMI approval are 
both required prior to any new mining activity. 
 

I. Water Management 
 

1. All surface water shall be managed to provide protection against sediment 
discharge into streams, rivers and lakes.  Existing natural drainage on the site 
shall not be changed in a manner which interferes with drainage patterns on 
adjoining property, or which drains waste materials or waste water onto 
adjoining property or perennial streams.  Where the mineral and aggregate 
operation abuts a lake, river, or perennial stream, all existing vegetation within 
100 feet of the mean high water mark shall be retained unless otherwise 
authorized in accordance with the ESEE analysis and the development plan. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   The natural drainage of the property south of Hinton Road 
is southeast to northwest, and water drains into Little Dead Dog Canyon.  The Permit Boundary is 
located 480 feet south of the creek, and all vegetation will be retained between the quarry and the 
creek.  Retention of the vegetation will prevent potential sediment from reaching the creek, and 
natural drainage into the creek will continue to occur.  A condition is recommended requiring all 
vegetation between the proposed Permit Boundary and Little Dead Dog Canyon to be retained. 
 

2. All water required for the mineral and aggregate operation, including dust 
control, landscaping and processing of material, shall be managed:  (a) in a 
manner which meets all applicable DEQ water quality standards and DOGAMI 
requirements, or (b) shall be legally available and appropriated for such use.  
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The applicant shall provide written documentation of water rights from the State 
Department of Water Resources and/or local water district prior to the 
commencement of any site operation. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   The owner’s plan includes placement of a 4-5,000 gallon 
water truck on-site.  The availability of this water will allow the request to meet all DEQ and 
DOGAMI requirements.  No water right is required for an on-site water truck. 
 

J. Flood Plain.  Any extraction Area located wholly or in part in a Flood Hazard Area 
shall receive approval in accordance with Chapter 22 of this Ordinance prior to any 
site operation. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Extraction Area is not in a Flood Hazard Area. 
 

K. Compliance with Special Conditions.  The applicant shall demonstrate that all 
special conditions or requirements adopted as part of the County process have 
been satisfied or will be satisfied by a specified date. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   This report recommends many conditions of approval to 
ensure all applicable requirements have been met.  Some conditions must be met after expiration 
of the appeal period, but prior to operation.  Some conditions do not require any action, and some 
actions must be met after the aggregate operation ceases. 
 

L. Security.  Fencing of site boundaries shall be required on the boundary between a 
significant site and a parcel zoned to allow dwellings as an outright permitted use.  
Fencing shall be a cyclone type fence, shall be earth tone color, and shall be a 
minimum of six feet high. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   A dwelling is not an outright permitted use in the Exclusive 
Farm Use zone, therefore, L. is not applicable to this request. 
 

Section 3.840, Application Process 
 
Final development plan approval is required prior to the beginning of any mineral and 
aggregate activity listed in Section 3.825 (A), and before any expansion of a pre-
existing or nonconforming site.  The applicant shall provide the following at the time of 
application: 

  
A. A site plan demonstrating that the development standards required in Section 3.835 

can be met, and any requirements adopted as part of the County process, 
including: 

 
1. Screening and Fencing; 
2. Access; 
3. Hours of Operation; 
4. Environmental Standards; 
5. Equipment Removal; 
6. Performance Agreement; 
7. Significant Resource Area Protection; 
8. Site Reclamation; 
9. Water Management; and 
10. Flood Plain. 
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B. A map or diagram showing the location and setbacks of all proposed mineral and 
aggregate activities and operations and the location and distance to all Sensitive 
Uses within the Impact Area. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  A site plan containing this information was provided by the 
applicant at the time of application. 
 

C. The County shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny a site plan based on the 
ability of the site plan to conform to the standards of Section 3.835 and any other 
requirements adopted as part of the County process. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommends approval of the 
request to the Board of Commissioners, with recommended conditions. 
 

Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
 

A. Any permitted use allowed in the underlying zone may be allowed in the Impact 
Area subject to the underlying zone criteria and as otherwise authorized by the 
County process. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   The subject parcel is zoned Exclusive Farm Use,  
A-1(160).  This zone allows farm and forest use as an outright permitted use, so grazing and 
growing crops in the surrounding area can continue, as well as the establishment of other non-
sensitive uses allowed in the underlying zone. 
 

B. Uses allowed Conditionally. 
 

1. Any conditional use in the underlying zone(s) which are not noise sensitive uses 
or conflicting uses shall be reviewed as conditional uses subject to the 
underlying zone criteria. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Section 3.815C.3.b. lists noise sensitive uses and uses 
that conflict with aggregate extraction operations.  Uses that are listed as conditional uses in the 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone that are not noise sensitive/conflicting uses shall be reviewed as a 
conditional use subject to the underlying zone criteria.   
 

2. Noise sensitive uses and conflicting uses shall be reviewed as conditional uses 
subject to criteria D, Approval Criteria. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  In the future, noise sensitive or conflicting uses proposed 
in the EPD-5 Overlay Zone, shall be reviewed as a conditional subject to Section 3.815.D. 
 

C. Prohibited Uses.  Uses identified through the County process as incompatible with 
mining shall not be permitted within the Impact Area. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Uses listed below are considered to be incompatible with 
mining, and shall not be permitted in the Impact Area zoned EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone. 
 

1. An outdoor gathering 
2. Dwellings 
3. Winery 
4. Model Aircraft take-off and landing sites 
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5. Churches and cemeteries 
6. Propagation, cultivation, maintenance, and harvesting of aquatic or insect species 
7. Farm ranch recreation 
8. Commercial utility facilities (Wind, Hydroelectric or Other) 
9. A site for disposal of solid waste 
10. Personal use airports 
11. Fire service facilities, and community centers owned by a government agency or 

nonprofit organization 
12. Parks and playgrounds 
13. Public or private schools for kindergarten through grade 12 
14. Home Occupation 
15. Dog Kennels 
16. Private parks, playgrounds, and campgrounds 
17. Golf courses 
18. Commercial activities such as roadside stands that are in conjunction with farm use. 

 
D. Review Criteria. To approve uses allowed conditionally in the Impact Area the 

applicant must demonstrate compliance with the following criteria… 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:   All of the uses proposed in the Impact Area (drilling, 
shooting, extraction, crushing, screening, and stockpiling crushed aggregate) are permitted in 
the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  No other uses are requested, therefore, D. is not 
applicable to this request. 
 

(***) 
 

F. Waiver of Remonstrance and Indemnity. 
 

 1. The owner of a proposed new Sensitive Use shall sign and record in the County 
Deed Records an Aggregate Operation Easement, Waiver of Remonstrance 
and Indemnity which shall declare that  the applicant and his successors or 
heirs will not now or in the future complain about the allowed surface mining 
activities on the adjacent surface mining site.  

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  If a new Sensitive Use is proposed within the EPD-5 
Overlay, the affected owner shall record documents listed in F.1. 
 

2. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance and 
Indemnity shall run with the land, until such time as the site is exhausted and 
the site is reclaimed in accordance with the approved reclamation plan or the 
operator releases these restrictions, easements or waivers or remonstrance and 
indemnity.   

 
3. It shall be a requirement of the mineral and aggregate operator to release any 

restrictions, easements or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  A condition is recommended advising the owner that the 
Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity shall run with the land 
until such time as the site is exhausted, and the site is reclaimed consistent with the approved 
reclamation plan.  At this time, the owner of the mineral and aggregate owner will release all 
restrictions, easements or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity. 
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Section 3.850, Designation of Overlay Zone 
The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone may be applied through the plan update 
process, or through individual application for an Aggregate Overlay zone/ 
Comprehensive Plan amendment pursuant to Section 2.060 (B)(15) of this Ordinance.  
The approving authority shall approve the overlay zone designation if the provisions of 
Chapter 3, Section 3.800 - 3.850 of this Ordinance have been met. (Amended 9-93) 
 
The boundary of the Overlay Zone shall be all property contained in the Mineral and 
Aggregate Extraction Area and Mineral and Aggregate Impact Area. 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone was 
requested by the applicant through Section 2.060.B.2.  The overlay zone shall be applied to all land 
within the 20 acre boundary, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary. 
 

Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 
The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the owner 
or the County through the Zone Change process when: 

 
A. The owner of the Mineral and Aggregate resource site submits evidence showing a 

significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 
 

B. The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance with 
the approved reclamation plan; and 

 
C. The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions or 

waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this Ordinance. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION FINDING:  A condition is recommended advising the owner that 
the termination of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone shall occur when one of the above 
criteria has been met. 
 
V. BOARD OF COMMISSIONER DECISION OPTIONS 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 

1. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with the proposed findings and conditions 
recommended by the Planning Commission. 
 

2. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Board of Commissioners. 

 
3. Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings provided by the 
Board of Commissioners. 

 
4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment 

 
1. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
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boundary, with the proposed findings and conditions recommended by the Planning 
Commission. 
 

2. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Board of 
Commissioners. 

 
3. Deny the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings provided by the Board of Commissioners. 

 
4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

 
VI. PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION: 

 
A. Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre 

aggregate site to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, with conditions of approval described in VII.; and 
 

B. Recommend approval of the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of 
the aggregate site, with conditions of approval described in VII. 

 
 
VII. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:  The Planning Commission recommends 

the Board of Commissioners apply the following conditions of approval: 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 
 

1. The applicant shall submit approval from the Wasco County Public Works 
Department for the driveway approach on the south side of Hinton Road to the 
quarry site. 

 
2. The applicant shall submit copies of the DOGAMI-approved Operating Permit and 

Reclamation Plan prior to excavation in the expansion area. 
 

B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 

1. Prior to any excavation, the following conditions shall be met: 
 
a. Place an effective barrier or gate across the access road to prevent general access 

to the proposed quarry. 
 
b. Submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit. 
 

1) Submit a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit or exemption certificate, and a 
DOGAMI-approved Reclamation Plan. 
 

2) Create rock/gravel road surfaces to the Permit Boundary prior to or within 30 
days that extraction begins.  On-site roads must be constructed and maintained 
in a manner that vehicular noise and dust is minimized. 
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2. Miscellaneous Conditions: 

 
a. County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior to any mining 

activity. 
 
b. Create a minimum 6’ tall berm, approximately 350 feet in length as shown on the 

site plan within 90 days of beginning operation of the aggregate site.  The berm 
shall be planted with grass that is natural to the surrounding area. 

 
c. Hours of drilling and blasting are limited to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday – Friday.  No 

blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or recognized legal holidays. 
 
d. Hours of operation for extraction are limited to daylight hours Monday through 

Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 
e. Screen all processing equipment and equipment stored on the site. 

 
f. All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings and related structures 

accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be removed from the site 
within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and reclamation, except for 
structures which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 

 
g. The aggregate site operator shall keep applicable DOGAMI permits or exemption 

certificates in effect. 
 
h. Any mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for mining, 

processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of at least $1 million. 
 
i. All vegetation between the Permit Boundary and Little Dead Dog Canyon Creek 

shall be maintained. 
 
j. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity 

shall run with the land until such time as the site is exhausted and the site is 
reclaimed consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this time, the owner of 
the mineral and aggregate site will release all restrictions, easements or waivers of 
remonstrance and Indemnity. 

 
k. The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the 

owner or the County through the Zone Change process when: 
 

1) The owner of the mineral and aggregate resource site submits evidence 
showing a significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 

 
2) The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance 

with the approved reclamation plan; and 
 

3) The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions 
or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this 
Ordinance. 
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Owner Name:  ___________________________ _____________________________ 

Mailing Address:    ___________________________ _____________________________ 

   ___________________________ _____________________________ 

 

Blaine D. Carver, herein called the Grantor, is the owner of real property described as follows: 

Township 5 South, Range 16 East W.M., Tax Lot 3600; Account 12549 

 
 In accordance with the conditions set forth in the decision of Wasco County Board of 

Commissioners, dated _________________________, approving aggregate operation (File 

PLACUP-15-02-0003), Grantor hereby grants to the Owners of all property adjacent to the 

above described property, a perpetual nonexclusive easement as follows: 

 

1. The Grantors, their heirs, successors, and assigns hereby acknowledge by granting of 

this easement that the above described property is situated in an Exclusive Farm Use 

zone in Wasco County, Oregon, and may be subjected to conditions resulting from farm 

or forest operations on adjacent lands.  Farm operations include, but are not limited to, 

the raising, harvesting and selling of crops or the feeding, breeding, management and 

sale of livestock or poultry, application of chemicals, road construction and maintenance, 

and other accepted and customary farm management activities conducted in 

accordance with Federal and State laws.  Forest operations include, but are not limited 

to reforestation of forest land, road construction and maintenance, harvesting of forest 

tree species, application of chemicals and disposal of slash, and other accepted and 

customary forest management activities conducted in accordance  

 

 

 

After recording, please return original to:   

Wasco County Planning Department 
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with Federal and State laws.  Said farm or forest management activities ordinarily 

and necessarily produce noise, dust, odor, and other conditions, which may conflict with 

Grantors’ use of Grantor’s property for residential purposes.  Grantor hereby waives all 

common law rights to object to normal and necessary farm or forest management 

activities legally conducted on adjacent lands which may conflict with grantors’ use of 

grantor’s property for residential purposes and grantor hereby gives an easement to 

adjacent property owners for such activities. 

2. Grantors shall comply with all restrictions and conditions for maintaining residences in 

the Exclusive Farm Use zone that may be required by State and local land use laws and 

regulations. 

 

This easement is appurtenant to all property adjacent to the above described property and shall 
bind to the heirs, successors and assigns of Grantors and shall endure for the benefit of the 
adjoining landowners, their heirs, successors and assigns. 

 

 

 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has executed this easement on 

___________________, 201___. 

        
 
 
       __________________________________  
       Titleholders Signature 
 
 
       __________________________________  
       Titleholders Signature 
 
 
STATE OF OREGON ) 

COUNTY OF WASCO) 

 

 Personally appeared the above named __________________________________, and 

acknowledged the above easement to be his voluntary act and deed. 

 

       ___________________________________  

       Notary Public for Oregon 
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PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 

to the Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 

FILE #    PLACUP-15-01-0002                                  HEARING DATE:  May 6, 2015                         
  NOTIFICATION DATE:  April 21, 2015  
 

REQUESTS:   Create a 20 acre aggregate operation (rock quarry).  Applications before the Board of  
Commissioners include: 

 
1. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add a proposed 20 acre aggregate operation to 

the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; and 
 

2. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the proposed 
20 acre aggregate operation. 
 

 

APPLICANT:     OWNER: 
J. Arlie Bryant, Inc.    Hagen Bar 50 Ranches 
2000 W 6th Street    5310 Wainwright Road 
The Dalles, OR  97058   Prineville, OR  97754 
 

 

PROPERTY INFORMATION: 

 
Zoning: A-1(160), Exclusive Farm Use Zone in Wasco County 
  The property is also located in the EPD-12, Sensitive Bird Overlay 
 
Location:  The aggregate site is located east of Highway 197, approximately 3½ miles north of its 

intersection with Highway 97, approximately 9½ miles southeast of Shaniko, Oregon; more 
specifically described as: 

 
Existing Tax Lot Previous Tax Lot     Acct #     Acres 
7S 15E 0 600 7S 15E 0 106 12795 3,706.82 

 

  

A. Planning Commission Decisions/Recommendations 
B. Board of Commissioner Decision Options 
C. Recommended Conditions of Approval 
D. Maps 
E. Planning Commission Report 
F. Lighting Standards 
G. Farm Management Easement 
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The full Planning Commission recommendation with all proposed findings of fact is enclosed as 
Attachment C and was available at the Wasco County Planning Department and Wasco 
County Board of Commissioners Office for review one week prior to the May 6, 2015, hearing.  
The full Planning Commission recommendation is made a part of the record.  This summary 
does not supersede or alter any of the findings or conclusions in the staff report, but 
summarizes the results of the Planning Commission’s review and recommendation. 
 
Aggregate Sites in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
 
To establish a new aggregate site, renew an existing aggregate site, or expand an aggregate 
site in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone in Wasco County, up to four applications may be required 
to be submitted.  They include: 
 
A. Subject to Standards Review:  The existing or proposed rock source must be determined to 

be a “Significant Site.”  This involves applying for, and receiving approval, of a Subject to 
Standards Review and submittal of information showing compliance with specific criteria 
(involves meeting specific aggregate testing, requires long-term lease or ownership of the 
property, and requires a significant quantity of rock to be available).  
 

B. Comprehensive Plan Amendment:  Once a rock quarry is determined to be a “Significant 
Site” it needs to be added to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory 
as a “Significant Site.”  This requires submittal of, and approval of a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add the “Significant Site” to the Aggregate Inventory. 

 
C. Zoning Map Amendment:  If a rock quarry meets all of the significance criteria, it is important 

to protect the rock source from noise- and dust-sensitive uses such as residential use, by 
the application of the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the quarry boundary, 
and all land within a minimum of 750 feet of the boundary. 

 
D. Conditional Use Permit:  LUDO Chapter 3, Section 3.210, A-1, Exclusive Farm Use Zone, 

subsection E.4. and 5. Allows extraction, drilling, blasting, crushing, screening and 
stockpiling of rock, and a batch plant, subject to compliance with Conditional Use  

 
Of these four applications, the Planning Commission can make decisions on the Subject to 
Standards Review and Conditional Use Permit, and can make a recommendation to the Board 
of Commissioners on a Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment. 
 
John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, LLC, authorized representative for Hagens Bar 50 Ranches, made 
application to create a 20 acre aggregate extraction site (rock quarry).  His applications included 
a Partition to legalize the improperly created property; a Subject to Standards Review to 
determine whether the site is a significant rock source; a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to 
update the Aggregate Inventory to include this aggregate site; a Zoning Map Amendment to 
apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the aggregate site’s Permit Boundary, and all 
land within a distance of the Permit Boundary, and a Conditional Use Permit to allow drilling, 
shooting, crushing and stockpiling of crushed aggregate. 
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT A 
 

 
PLANNING COMMISSION DECISIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
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On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission met to hold a quasi-judicial public 
hearing to consider all four applications. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION DECISIONS:   
 
A. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions, the Planning Commission voted to approve the Subject 

to Standards Review and designate the 50 acre aggregate site as a significant rock source. 
 
B. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions, the Planning Commission voted to approve the 

Conditional Use Permit to allow an aggregate operation and include drilling, shooting, 
crushing, stockpiling crushed aggregate, and a batch plant. 

 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
A. With a vote of 6-0, with conditions in Attachment A, the Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the proposed 50 acre 
aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
“Significant Site.” 

 
B. On a vote of 6-0, with conditions in Attachment A, the Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of a Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed 50 acre Permit Boundary and all land within 1,500 
feet.



ATTACHMENT B 
 

 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OPTIONS 
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OPTIONS: 
 
A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 

 
1. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with the Planning Commission’s proposed 
findings and conditions.  

 
2. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory, with amended findings and conditions provided 
by the Board. 
 

3. Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory,with amended findings provided by the Board. 
 

4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 

1. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate boundary, 
with the Planning Commission’s proposed findings and conditions.  

 
2. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate boundary, 
with amended findings and conditions provided by the Board. 
 

3. Deny the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone 
to the 50 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate boundary, with 
amended findings provided by the Board. 
 

4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

 



ATTACHMENT C 
 

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
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A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 
 
1. Truck drivers shall follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at stop signs, using turn 

signals, yielding when required, etc. 
 

2. All trucks hauling aggregate from the site be properly contained to avoid the spillage of rock 
and debris onto public roads.  The owner shall keep Highway 197 and adjoining routes of 
travel clear of rock spillage. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment: 
 

1. Prior to any excavation, the following conditions shall be met: 
 

a. The owner shall submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit showing conformance with 
air quality and emissions standards. 

 
b. The owner shall submit a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit or exemption certificate, 

and a DOGAMI-approved Reclamation Plan. 
 
c. County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior to any mining activity. 
 
d. The western 30’ of the driveway shall be paved to reduce dust onto Highway 197. 
 
e. The applicant shall obtain an Approach Road Permit from ODOT for the existing access 

road (private easement road) to Highway 197..  A condition stating this is 
recommended. 

 
f. An effective barrier or gate to be placed across the access road on Hagen’s property to 

provide access to the proposed quarry. 
 
g. All vegetation between the proposed Permit Boundary and Deep Creek shall be 

retained.  
 

2. Miscellaneous Conditions: 
 

a. All processing equipment and equipment stored on the site shall be screened from view 
of Highway 97. 
 

b. Hours of drilling and blasting are limited to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday – Friday.  No 
blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or recognized legal holidays. 

 
c. Hours of operation for extraction are limited to daylight hours Monday through 

Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 

d. All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings and related structures 
accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be removed from the site within 30 
days of completion of all mining, processing and reclamation, except for structures 
which are permitted uses in the underlying zone.
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e. The aggregate site operator shall maintain applicable DOGAMI permits or exemption 
certificates in effect. 

 
f. Any mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for mining, 

processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of at least $1 million. 
 
g. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity shall 

run with the land until such time as the site is exhausted and the site is reclaimed 
consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this time, the owner of the mineral 
and aggregate site will release all restrictions, easements or waivers of remonstrance 
and Indemnity. 

 
h. The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the owner 

or the County through the Zone Change process when: 
 

a. The owner of the mineral and aggregate resource site submits evidence showing a 
significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 
 

b. The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance with 
the approved reclamation plan; and 

 
c. The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions or 

waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this Ordinance. 
 
 



ATTACHMENT D – MAPS 
 

Applicant:  J. Arlie Bryant, LLC 

Property Owner:  Hagens Bar 50 Ranches  
 

7S 15E 0, Tax Lots 600 
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Vicinity Map 
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Site Plan 
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File Number: PLACUP-15-01-0002 
 
Requests: Create a 20 acre aggregate operation (rock quarry).  Applications before  

the Board of Commissioners include: 
 

1. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to 
the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site; and 
 

2. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone 
to the aggregate operation. 

 
Prepared For: Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
 
Procedure Type: Quasi-Judicial Hearing 
 
Hearing Date: May 6, 2015 
 
Applicant: J. Arlie Bryant, Inc.  
 
Owners: Hagens Bar 50 Ranches  
 
Location: The aggregate site is located east of Highway 197, approximately 3½ 

miles north of its intersection with Highway 97, approximately 9½ miles 
southeast of Shaniko, Oregon; more specifically described as: 

 
 Existing Tax Lot Previous Acct#    Acres 

7S 15E 0 600 7S 15E 0 106 12795 3,706.82 
 
Zoning: A-1(160), Exclusive Farm Use Zone 

The property is also located within the EPD-12, Sensitive Bird Overlay  
 
Past Actions:   None 
 
 
Prepared by: Dawn Baird, Associate Planner 
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I. APPLICABLE STANDARDS 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 
1. Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
Section 2.060.B.1.  (Recommendation to County Governing Body on a  

Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment 
(Comprehensive Plan) 

Section 2.080.A.  (Notice) 
Section 2.090  (Contents of Notice) 
Section 2.140  (Hearing Procedure) 
Section 2.150  (Official Notice) 
Section 2.190  (General Conduct of Hearings) 

 

2. Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 
 

a. Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics 
Section G.  (Mineral & Aggregate Resources) 

 
b. Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 

Section B.  (A Comprehensive Plan may take the following forms) 
Section C.  (Who may apply for a plan revision) 
Section E.  (Quasi-Judicial Revisions) 
Section H.  (General Criteria) 
Section I.  (Transportation Planning Rule Compliance) 
Section J.  (Procedure for the Amendment Process) 

 
c. Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 

Section B.  (Goal 5 Issues) 
 

d. Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 
Section E.  (Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and  

Natural Resources) 
 

B. Zoning Map Amendment 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
1. Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

Section 2.060.B.2.  (Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone  
Change and/or Ordinance Amendment - Chapter 9) 

Section 2.080.A.  (Notice) 
Section 2.090  (Contents of Notice) 
Section 2.140  (Hearing Procedure) 
Section 2.150  (Official Notice) 
Section 2.190  (General Conduct of Hearings) 

 
2. Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 

Section 9.010  (Application for Zone Change) 
Section 9.020  (Criteria for Decision) 
Section 9.030  (Transportation Planning Rule Compliance) 
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Section 9.040  (Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change) 
Section 9.060  (Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the 
    Land Use and Development Ordinance) 
Section 9.070  (Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation) 
Section 9.080  (Action by County Governing Body) 

 
3. Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 

Section 3.800  (Division 5 – Mineral and Aggregate Overlay) 
Section  3.830  (Permitted Uses - Extraction Areas) 
Section  3.835  (Development Standards - Extraction Area) 
Section 3.845  (Impact Area - Uses and Standards) 
Section  3.850  (Designation of Overlay Zone) 
Section  3.855  (Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone) 

 
II. BACKGROUND 

 
A. Legal Parcel:  Partitioning and subdivision regulations went into effect on 9/4/1974.  

Prior to 9/4/1974, an owner did not have to submit an application for a partition/ 
subdivision, but after this date, an owner needed to submit a land use application to the 
Planning Department, receive approval, and record the partition map with the Wasco 
County Clerk.  During the application process, it was discovered that the subject 
property was created by Contract in 1981, after the existence of subdivision and 
partitioning regulations in Wasco County (9/4/1974).  There does not appear to be a 
recorded subdivision or partition relating to this property, and it appears to be improperly 
created.  On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission approved a House Bill 2723 
Partition to allow the owner to legalize the property.  A condition was included requiring 
the owner to record a final plat with the Wasco County Clerk within 90 days of approval, 
and prior to any excavation at the proposed quarry site. 
 

B. Site Description:  Staff conducted a site inspection of the subject parcel on February 
17, 2015.  The subject property is 3,674 +/- acres in size.  The 20 acre proposed 
aggregate is accessed by a private easement east of Highway 197.  The proposed site 
was previously used a private, noncommercial aggregate site for the owner’s personal 
use (permitted use), however it is not located on the County’s Aggregate Inventory, 
located in the Comprehensive Plan and is referred to by staff as a proposed operation.   
 
The development site is located on the north side of this easement road, approximately 
1.75 miles east of Highway 197.  Existing development located southeast of the 
proposed aggregate site includes a single family dwelling for the owner, two loft barns, 
and two general purpose buildings.  Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) transmission 
lines run north/south through the center of the property.  The BPA right-of-way for the 
transmission lines is located approximately 125-375’ east of the Permit Boundary. 
 
Deep Creek runs north/south through the property and is located approximately 600-900’ 
east of the Permit Boundary.  Chandler Canyon goes through the eastern portion of the 
property (north-south), approximately 1.3-1.4 mile east of the Permit Boundary.  There 
are also four ponds located 1-1.7 miles south of the proposed aggregate site.  The 
aggregate site contains 2-10% south- and east-facing slopes.  There is an old extraction 
site, approximately 0.41 acres in size along the road on the southern portion of the 
proposed 20 acre site.  This site is not identified in the Comprehensive Plan/Zoning Map 
but has been used by the owner to maintain his farm roads.  The proposed extraction 
site contains sparse grassy vegetation, with scattered juniper trees on the subject parcel 
in the vicinity of the quarry site.  The site is screened from all adjacent properties and 
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roads due to its south- and east-facing slopes.  More than 50% of the property contains 
agricultural capability class VII soils, which are considered unsuitable for commercial 
farm use in eastern Oregon.   The remaining 2,490.7 acres of the subject parcel consist 
of rolling terrain with predominantly 2-20% slopes, scattered Juniper trees, sage brush 
vegetation.  The parcel is principally used for livestock grazing. 
 

C. Surrounding Land Use:  Surrounding properties are used for dryland crops, such as 
hay, cattle grazing, and Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), a federal agricultural 
program.  With the exception of property to the west, all dryland crops/CRP land is 
located at least 1/2 mile from the proposed aggregate site.  Property to the west has a 
history of being used for dryland crops, and is located approximately 250 feet northwest 
of the proposed aggregate site.  Properties to the east contain additional BPA right-of-
way (different than on the subject property).  Slopes are similar to the subject property 
(2-10%), with the exception of slopes leading down to creeks which are 50+%.  
Surrounding properties contain scattered juniper trees, sage brush, and natural grasses 

 
III. SUMMARY OF PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING (APRIL 7, 2015) 
 

The Bryant/Hagens request included a Partition application to legalize an improperly created 
property, and the four applications required for an aggregate site in the Exclusive Farm Use 
Zone: 
 
o Subject to Standards Review 
o Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
o Zoning Map Amendment 
o Conditional Use Permit 

 
 
In the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, creation of a new aggregate site, renewal of a permit for 
an existing aggregate site, or expansion of an existing aggregate site, can only occur if the 
rock source has been determined to be a “Significant Site”.  This determination is done 
through a Subject to Standards Review.  If a site is determined to be significant, the three 
remaining applications will be processed: 
 
A Comprehensive Plan Amendment is required to add the “Significant Site” to the Wasco 
County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 
 
A Zoning Map Amendment is required to protect the significant rock source by placing the 
EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone on the aggregate site and a specific area around 
the boundary of the aggregate site. 
 
The remaining application is a Conditional Use Permit.  Aggregate operations and batch 
plants are regulated by the Conditional Use Review requirements to ensure there are no 
conflicts with surrounding farm or forest uses, for the protection of fish & wildlife habitat, 
cultural and historic resources, public facilities including roads, fire, electricity, sewer, water, 
etc. 
 
The Planning Director has the authority to make a decision on the Subject to Standards 
request, and the Conditional Use Permit request, however, to expedite the process, the 
Director chose to have to the Planning Commission make a decision on these two 
applications, as well as a recommendation to the Board of Commissioners for the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment. 
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The results of the Planning Commission hearing were: 
 

 Subject to Standards Review, approval, with conditions, to determine the proposed 
20 acre aggregate site (Bryant/Hagens) to be a Significant Site. 
 

 Comprehensive Plan Amendment, recommendation of approval, with conditions, to 
add the proposed 20 acre Bryant/Hagens rock source to the Comprehensive Plan 
Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site. 

 

 Zoning Map Amendment, recommendation of approval, with conditions, to apply the 
EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the proposed 20 acre aggregate site 
and all land within 1,500 feet. 

 

 Conditional Use Permit, approval, with conditions, to allow an aggregate operation 
and include drilling, shooting, crushing, screening and stockpiling crushed 
aggregate.  

 
The Board of Commissioners May 6, 2015, public hearing will consider the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment.  All applicable standards are addressed in IV. 
 
IV. FINDINGS: 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 

1. Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 
 

Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a  
Legislative or Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 

 
FINDING:  The request is for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add a proposed acre 
aggregate site to the Aggregate Inventory as a “Significant Site”.  A proposed aggregate site in 
the Exclusive Farm Use Zone, must be determined to be a significant site before it can be 
added to the Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site.  The Planning Commission approved the 
quarry as a Significant Site on April 7, 2015.  Upon completion of the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment portion of the hearing on April 7th, the Planning Commission voted unanimously (6-
0) to forward a recommendation of approval, with conditions, to the Board of Commissioners for 
the Comprehensive Plan Amendment application.  
 
       Section 2.080.A., Notice 

      Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
      Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
      Section 2.150, Official Notice 
      Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
FINDING:  The above sections establish the requirements for providing notice of public hearings 
and the general conduct of hearings.  A ten day pre-notice is required for a second quasi-judicial 
hearing.  This hearing is being held on May 6, 2015.  The public hearing notice was published in 
The Dalles Chronicle on April 21, 2015, and notice was provided to agencies and property 
owners within 750’ of the subject parcel, on April 21, 2015, fifteen days before the hearing.  
Posting of the hearing notice in public places occurred more than fifteen days before the 
hearing. 
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2. Wasco County Comprehensive Plan 

 
Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics 

 
(***) 
 
G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with the requirements of Chapter 2, Section G., which 
provides general information about rock sources in Wasco County, instructions on how to apply 
for the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone, the requirements of an ESEE (Economic, Social, 
Environmental & Energy) Analysis, as well as Table 8, Wasco County Aggregate Inventory. 

 
Prior to the Planning Commission hearing, the existing site was not identified or included on the 
Wasco County Aggregate Inventory.  Upon expiration of the Planning Commission appeal 
period on Tuesday, April 21, 2015, the site is identified as a “Significant Site,” but needs Board 
approval to be added to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory. 

 

Requirements in OAR 660-16-005 and 660-16-010 direct local jurisdictions to analyze the ESEE 
consequences of (a) allowing mining on a significant site, and (b) allowing conflicting uses to 
displace mining on a significant site.  The owners submitted an ESEE analysis with the Subject to 
Standards Review.  The ESEE analysis identified conflicting uses in the area and discussed 
impacts of the aggregate site.  
 

If the request is approved, staff will update Table 8, Wasco County Aggregate Inventory. 
 

Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
The Comprehensive Plan for Wasco County including all urbanizable areas is the 
primary document which guides and controls land use within Wasco County 
excluding incorporated areas. The plan is intended to reflect the community's 
current thoughts on land use planning and to be responsive to the needs and 
desires of citizens. In order to achieve this, the plan must respond to changing 
community attitudes and needs and to unforeseen circumstances which may 
affect the use of land in the future.  It is, therefore, the intent of this section to 
permit the amendments of the Comprehensive Plan on a periodic basis and to 
describe the procedure for the amendment process. 

 
(***) 

 
B. A Comprehensive Plan Amendment May Take the Following Forms: 

 
1. Amendment of one or more policies of the plan.(Legislative) 

 
2. Amendment to the text, inventories, maps or figures of the plan. 

(Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

3. Amendment of a portion of the Comprehensive Plan Land Use 
Designation map. (Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
 

4. Amendment to the urban growth boundary. (Legislative or Quasi-Judicial) 
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5. A combination plan change/zone amendment.  (Legislative or Quasi-
Judicial) 

 
FINDING:  The request is for a quasi-judicial amendment to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral 
and Aggregate Inventory, as permitted by B.2. 
 

C. Who May Apply For a Plan Revision 
A Comprehensive Plan Revision may be initiated by: 

 
1. Wasco County Governing Body. (Legislative) 
 
2. Planning Commission by majority vote confirmed by the Wasco County 

Governing Body. (Legislative) 
 

3. Property owner or his authorized representative. (Quasi-Judicial) 
 

FINDING:  The request complies with C.3.  A request for a revision to the Wasco County 
Aggregate Inventory to add the proposed quarry, was made by John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, 
LLC, on behalf of the property owner, Hagens Bar 50 Ranches.  Mr. Bryant is the authorized 
representative of the property owner. 
 
  (***) 
 

E. Quasi-Judicial Revisions 
Section E. states that quasi-judicial revisions are those which do not have 
significant effect beyond the immediate area of the change, i.e., narrow in 
scope and focusing on specific situations. 

 
Each plan change or revision will first be heard by the Planning Commission 
on a first-come, first-serve basis. Such hearing shall be conducted in 
accordance with the Wasco County Planning Commission "Rules and 
Regulations". 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with criterion c.  The proposed amendment focuses on a 
single new aggregate operation.  The proposed amendment will not affect any other quarry in 
Wasco County except the quarry on the Hagens Bar 50 Ranches property. 
 
  (***) 
 

H. Section H. establishes general criteria which must be considered before 
approval of an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan is given. 

 
1. Compliance with the statewide land use goal as provided by Chapter 15 

or further amended by the Land Conservation and Development 
Commission, where applicable. 

 
FINDING:  Chapter 15 lists the goals and policies for each Statewide Planning Goal.  Goal 5, 
Policy 1 – Mineral and Aggregate Resources, helps to protect and utilize appropriately the 
mineral and aggregate resources in Wasco County, and minimize conflict between aggregate 
uses and surrounding land uses.  The request is consistent with Statewide Land Use Goal 5 
and implementing policies in Chapter 15, as discussed below. 
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2. Substantial proof that such change shall not be detrimental to the spirit 
and intent of such goals. 

 
FINDING:  As discussed belowin Chapter 15 (bottom of page 12 of 30 of this report), the 
request complies with the goals and policies related to aggregate operations. 
 

3. A mistake in the original comprehensive plan or change in the character 
of the neighborhood can be demonstrated. 

 
FINDING:   A change in the character of southern Wasco County has resulted in the request for 
the Comprehensive Plan Amendment. 
 
The character of southeastern Wasco County has evolved significantly resulting in the request 
for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  The County Comprehensive Plan inventories were 
compiled in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s.  Since the inventories were compiled, many things 
have happened and the character of the county has changed.  Items include the Rajneesh era 
in Antelope, declining timber harvest due to Spotted Owl concerns, and the closure of area 
lumber mills and aluminum plants.  Stimulus money has been made available from the federal 
government for transportation system projects.  This has resulted in an increased need for 
aggregate resources.  New methods for generating electricity have been found to be cost 
effective resulting in placement of many wind turbines in adjacent Oregon and Washington 
counties.  Wasco County hopes to be the next location of wind turbines, additionally there is 
future potential for solar power generation.  These projects will also require considerable 
aggregate resources.  There are no active private quarries in this vicinity of Wasco County. 

 
4. Factors which relate to the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic 

surroundings and conditions. 
 
FINDING:  These factors were addressed in the Planning Commission hearing, primarily 
through the Conditional Use Review which requires compliance with criteria that require:  
maintenance of wildlife areas, riparian habitat, cultural and historic areas, the protection of farm 
and forest uses, the ability to maintain or provide public services, including but not limited to 
police protection, fire protection, road maintenance and safety, pedestrian safety, and protection 
of water, land and air resource quality.  With conditions in the Conditional Use Permit approval, 
the request provides healthful, safe and aesthetic surroundings and conditions for the public. 
 

5. Proof of change in the inventories originally developed. 
 
FINDING:  Proof of change in the originally developed Aggregate Inventory was addressed in 
H.3. 
 

6. Revisions shall be based on special studies or other information which 
will serve as the factual basis to support the change. The public need and 
justification for the particular change must be established. 

 
FINDING:  The request complies with H.6.  The request is to add the proposed aggregate site to 
the County’s Aggregate Inventory.  The applicant submitted testing results showing the rock in 
the proposed quarry meets the “Significant Site” standards to be included in the aggregate 
inventory. 
 
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has three stockpile sites approximately 1.8 miles 
to the west, 2.8 miles to the southwest (both along the east side Highway 197), and 3 miles to 
the southeast (south of Highway 97).  ODOT does not sell rock to private individuals or 
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companies.  There is currently no privately owned quarry within 16 miles of the subject parcel 
that contains a rock source identified as “Significant.”  Though it does not sound like a long 
distance to haul rock, considering the terrain, which consists of steep hills and extreme curves, 
it is slow going and the trucks must use a lot of fuel to transport the rock.  If quality rock is 
needed in this part of the County, the cost will not be economically feasible due to high 
transportation costs. 

 
Based on distance to existing available private rock sources, the public need and justification for 
the quarry expansion has been established. 
 
The owners submitted testing results Carlson Testing, Inc., Bend, Oregon, dated December 31, 
2014.  It was determined that the rock in the proposed quarry is good; these reports serve as 
the factual basis to support the change. 
 

I. Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
 

1. Review of Applications for Effect on Transportation Facilities - A proposed 
plan amendment, whether initiated by the County or by a private interest, 
shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule 
(OAR) 660-012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule – “TPR”).  
“Significant” means the proposal would: 

 
a. Change the functional classification of an existing or planned 

transportation facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an 
adopted plan);  

 
b. Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or  

 
c. As measured at the end of the planning period identified in the 

adopted transportation system plan:  
 

1) Allow land uses or levels of development that would result in types 
or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the 
functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility;  

 
2) Reduce the performance of an existing or planned transportation 

facility below the minimum acceptable performance standard 
identified in the TSP; or  

 
3) Worsen the performance of an existing or planned transportation 

facility that is otherwise projected to perform below the minimum 
acceptable performance standard identified in the TSP or 
comprehensive plan. 

 
FINDING:  OAR-660-012-0005(30), Definitions, states:  "Transportation Facilities" means any 
physical facility that moves or assist in the movement of people or goods including facilities 
identified in OAR 660-012-0020 but excluding electricity, sewage and water systems.” 
 
An e-mail dated February 5, 2015, from Scott Peters, ODOT Permit Specialist, states that “this 
proposed quarry site located in a rural location.  The driveway accessing the aggregate site has 
good site distance onto Highway 197.  If the drivers follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at 
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stop signs, using turn signals, yielding when required, etc., the proposed use will not unduly impair 
traffic flow or safety in the area.  A condition requiring this is recommended. 

 
A condition is recommended requiring the owner to ensure all trucks hauling aggregate from the 
site be properly contained to avoid the spillage of rock and debris onto public roads.  The owner 
shall keep Highway 97 and adjoining routes of travel clear of rock spillage. 
 
Other conditions related to roads, such as maintenance of on-site roads, providing water to reduce 
dust, etc., were applied in the review of the Conditional Use Permit and are included as a condition 
of approval. 
 

2. Amendments That Affect Transportation Facilities - Amendments to the 
land use regulations that significantly affect a transportation facility shall 
ensure that allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, 
and level of service of the facility identified in the TSP.  This shall be 
accomplished by one or a combination of the following: 

 
a. Adopting measures that demonstrate allowed land uses are 

consistent with the planned function, capacity, and performance 
standards of the transportation facility. 

 
b. Amending the TSP or comprehensive plan to provide transportation 

facilities, improvements or services adequate to support the proposed 
land uses consistent with the requirements of Section -0060 of the 
TPR. 

 
c. Altering land use designations, densities, or design requirements to 

reduce demand for vehicle travel and meet travel needs through other 
modes of transportation. 

 
d. Amending the TSP to modify the planned function, capacity or 

performance standards of the transportation facility.  
 
FINDING:   Scott Peters, ODOT Permits Specialist (e-mail, February 5, 2015) stated that the 
additional traffic generated by the proposed quarry will not significantly affect Highway 197.  
Highway 197 is a state maintained highway, and can accommodate much more traffic before it 
reaches its capacity.   
 

3. Traffic Impact Analysis - A Traffic Impact Analysis shall be submitted with 
a plan amendment application pursuant to Section 4.140 Traffic Impact 
Analysis (TIA)) of the Land Use and Development Ordinance. 

 
FINDING:   The purpose of a Traffic Impact Analysis is to determine additional impacts on the road 
system from a Comprehensive Plan Amendment.  The mineral extraction operation is an existing 
use.  If the expansion is approved, the use will continue as it has for the past 16+ years, and no 
change to the use will occur.  According an e-mail dated February 5, 2015, Scott Peters, ODOT 
Permit Specialist, there will be no impact on Highway 197 if the drivers follow normal traffic laws, 
such as stopping at stop signs, using turn signals, yielding when required, etc., therefore, no Traffic 
Impact Analysis is required. 
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J. Procedure for the Amendment Process 
 

1. A petition must be filed with the Planning Offices on forms prescribed by 
the Director of Planning. 

 
FINDING:  The owner’s representative made application to the Planning Department for a 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment to amend the Aggregate Inventory to identify the proposed 
quarry as a Significant Site. 
 

2. Notice of a proposed revision within, or to, the urban growth boundary will 
be given to the appropriate city at least thirty (30) days before the County 
public hearing. 

 
FINDING:  The proposed amendment is not within or adjacent to an urban growth boundary, 
therefore, 2. does not apply. 
 

3. Notification of Hearing: 
 

a. Notices of public hearings shall summarize the issues in an 
understandable and meaningful manner. 
 

b. Notice of a legislative or judicial public hearing shall be given as 
prescribed in ORS 215.503. In any event, notice shall be given by 
publishing notice in newspapers of general circulation at least twenty 
(20) days, but not more than forty (40) days, prior to the date of the 
hearing. 

 
FINDING:  Public notice summarizing the proposed request was published in The Dalles 
Chronicle and was provided to all property owners on April 21, 2015, 15 days prior to the May 6, 
2015, Board of Commissioners hearing. 
 

c. A quorum of the Planning Commission must be present before a 
public hearing can be held. If the majority of the County Planning 
Commission present cannot agree on a proposed change, the 
Commission will hold another public hearing in an attempt to resolve 
the difference or send the proposed change to the County Governing 
Body with no recommendation. 

 
FINDING:  Six members of the Planning Commission were present at their April 7, 2015, 
hearing.  The Commissioners unanimously (6-0) voted to recommend approval of the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment, with conditions, to the Board of Commissioners. 
 

d. After the public hearing, the Planning Commission shall recommend 
to the County Governing Body that the revision be granted or denied, 
and the facts and reasons supporting their decision. In all cases the 
Planning Commission shall enter findings based on the record before 
it to justify the decision.  If the Planning Commission sends the 
proposed change with no recommendation, the findings shall reflect 
those items agreed upon and those items not agreed upon that 
resulted in no recommendation. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommendation and report are part of the Board of 
Commissioners record and is attached to this report.  The Planning Commission, on April 7, 
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2015, voted 6-0 to forward a recommendation of approval, with conditions to the Board of 
Commissioners.  
 

e. Upon receiving the Planning Commission's recommendation, the 
County Governing Body shall take such action as they deem 
appropriate. The County Governing Body may or may not hold a 
public hearing.  In no event shall the County Governing Body approve 
the amendment until at least twenty (20) days have passed since the 
mailing of the recommendation to parties. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission notice of decision and recommendation was sent to 
owners, agencies, and affected property owners, on April 9, 2015, 27 days prior to the Board of 
Commissioners hearing.  This is consistent with e., which requires a minimum of 20 days 
between the Planning Commission notice of decision and the Board of Commissioners notice of 
hearing. 
 

Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
 

(***) 
 

B.2., Goal 5 Issues – Mineral and Aggregate Resources 
 

As stated in the Goals and Policies under Goal #5, rock and aggregate 
resources will be identified and protected by placement of the 
Environmental Protection District zone. 

 
Extraction of these resources is a conditional use in the agricultural and 
forestry zones and a permitted use in the manufacturing zones. 
 
Generally, residential uses are the uses which come into conflict with the 
extraction of aggregate and mineral resources. The provisions of the 
Environmental Protection District Division 5 overlay zone provide the 
protection necessary for all aggregate sites. 

 
FINDING:  The request complies with Chapter 14 of the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
The property owners have made application to create a 20 acre aggregate operation, and have 
requested that the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone be applied to the expanded 
Permit Boundary, and all land (Impact Area) within 750 feet of the Permit Area, to protect the 
aggregate resource.  Through discussions with Amanda Punton, Goal 5 Specialist, Department 
of Land Conservation & Development, staff learned that the state of Oregon uses 1,500 feet as 
their standard protection area.  Though the County LUDO requires a minimum of 750 feet, the 
County can decide to use a larger distance.  The Planning Commission concurred that if the 
State is using 1,500 feet as their distance to protect aggregate sites and it may become the 
State requirement in the future, therefore, it is appropriate to use 1,500 feet in this request. 
 
Most of the 1,500 foot Impact Area lies on the Hagens parcel, however, land to the west is also 
affected, and this area on the property will be limited in the placement of future sensitive uses 
(will not render property unusable).  The placement of the EPD-5 Overlay on this property will 
not prohibit any existing uses or proposed uses in the future because the land is large enough 
to easily find an alternate building site (1,856.91 acres). 
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Findings in this report show that there are no existing Sensitive Uses within 1.75 mile of the 
proposed quarry operation (house to southwest).  The EPD-5 zone will protect the aggregate 
resource from future Sensitive Uses within the Impact Area. 
 

Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 
Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources 

 
Policy 1 – Mineral Resources 
Protect and utilize appropriately the mineral and aggregate resources of Wasco 
County, and minimize conflict between surface mining and surrounding land uses. 

 
Implementation 

 
A. The development of new rock and aggregate resource sites shall be consistent 

with the State Planning Goal 5 and Oregon Administrative Rules Chapter 660, 
Division 16 process to balance conflicts between mining operations and new 
and existing surrounding conflicting uses. 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with Policy 1.A. 
 
Wasco County updated all sections of the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan relating to Goal 5 – 
Mineral and Aggregate Resources, during its 1994 Periodic Review project. 

 
Conflicts between mining operations and existing surrounding uses was evaluated in the ESEE 
Analysis submitted by the owners.  Considering existing farm uses in the area, and the distance 
from existing Sensitive Uses, no conflicting uses were identified in the Impact Area. 

 
Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone will protect the significant aggregate site and 
its Impact Area from future potential conflicting uses. 
 

B. Sites identified as significant aggregate resource sites shall not support 
interim or permanent uses which may jeopardize the future availability of the 
resource. 

 
FINDING:  The request complies with B.  The request is to create a 20 acre aggregate site.  No 
other interim or permanent uses are proposed or considered as part of this request. 
 

C. Mining and processing of gravel and mineral materials may only be allowed 
at sites included on the "Other Site" inventory or "Significant Sites" 
inventory. 

 
1. Mining at sites on the "Other Sites" inventory may be allowed by a 

conditional use permit. 
 

2. Mining at sites on the "Significant Sites" inventory may only be permitted 
in accordance with the Mineral Resources Overlay. 

 
FINDING:  Current State law allows new in an Exclusive Farm Use Zone on sites designated as 
“Significant Sites.”  The owners submitted an ESEE analysis which evaluated the quality and 
quantity of rock in the proposed Permit Area.  Based on the findings of the staff analysis, a 
determination was made by the Planning Commission (April 7, 2015) that the quarry is a Significant 
Site.  The appeal period for this significance determination expired at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015.  No 
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appeal was submitted to the Planning Department, therefore, the aggregate site has been 
determined to be a Significant Site. 

 
D. For each site determined to be significant, the County shall complete the 

remainder of the County Goal 5 process identifying conflicting uses, 
analyzing the ESEE consequences of the conflicting use(s), and 
designating a level of protection from conflicting uses.  If the final decision 
concerning the site is to preserve fully or partially protect the resource from 
conflicting uses, the County shall zone the site with the Mineral Resources 
Overlay. 

 
FINDING:  The quarry was found to be a Significant Site during the Subject to Standards Review at 
the April 7, 2015, Planning Commission hearing.  An ESEE analysis was submitted for the 
aggregate site.  This analysis identified the closest sensitive use, a residence, as being 2.3 miles 
northwest of the aggregate operation.  Currently the aggregate operation is not protected from 
future potential conflicting uses, however, the site has been determined to be significant, and will 
now be protected through application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone.  The Planning 
Commission recommends this in IV.B., Zoning Map Amendment. 
 

Policy 2 – Mineral Resources 
The County shall maintain an inventory of mineral and aggregate resource sites.  
The comprehensive plan inventory shall consist of three parts: 

 An inventory of "Significant Sites" identified through the Goal 5 process as 
important resources that will be protected from conflicting uses; 

 An inventory of "Potential Sites" for which sufficient information concerning the 
location, quality, and quantity of a resource site is not adequate to allow the 
County to make a determination of significance; 

 An inventory of "Other Sites" for which available information demonstrates that 
the site is not a significant resource to be protected. 

 
Implementation 

 
A. The significance of non-aggregate mineral resources shall be judged on a case-

by-case basis, taking into account information concerning the commercial or 
industrial use of the resource, as well as the relative quality and relative 
abundance of the resource within at least the County. 

 
FINDING:  An Aggregate Inventory is maintained as part of the Comprehensive Plan.  An ESEE 
analysis was submitted by the owners evaluating the quality and quantity of rock on this specific 
parcel.  Additional on-site information for the subject parcel was submitted by the owners’ engineer.  
The proposed quarry has been evaluated according to the significance criteria, and was found to 
be significant.   

 
(***) 

 
D.  For sites on the "Potential Sites" inventory, the County shall review available 

information about mineral and aggregate resources, and if the information is 
sufficient, determine the site to be significant when one of the following 
conditions exist: 

 
1. As part of the next scheduled Periodic Review; 
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2. When a landowner or operator submits information concerning the potential 
significance of a resource site and requests a Comprehensive Plan 
amendment; 

 
3. When resolution of the status of a potential resource site is necessary to 

advance another planning objective. 
 
FINDING:  The landowner and his representative requested approval of a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment to add the expanded quarry to the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site.  On April 7, 2015, the Planning Commission reviewed a Subject to Standards 
Review to determine if the site was a significant rock source.  The Commission, on a vote of 6-0, 
voted to determine that the Hagens rock source was a Significant Site, and recommended 
approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to the Board of Commissioners. 
 

E. In order to approve surface mining at a site zoned for exclusive farm or 
forestry use, the County shall find, as part of the ESEE analysis, that the 
proposed activity will not: 1) force a significant change in, or significantly 
increase the cost of, accepted farming or forestry practices on surrounding 
lands, and 2) will not significantly increase fire hazard or significantly 
increase fire suppression costs or significantly increase risks to fire 
suppression personnel. 

 
FINDING:  There is no forest use identified on surrounding lands.  Existing farm use on 
surrounding lands consists primarily of grazing and dryland crops, primarily hay.  The proposed 
quarry will have no impact on cost of farming practices on surrounding farm use because of its 
secluded location, and type of predominant surrounding farm use (grazing) 

 
To minimize potential conflicts between the proposed expanded Permit Area and surrounding 
farm uses, a condition in the Conditional Use Permit approval required the owners to sign and 
record in the deed records for the County a document binding the landowner, and the 
landowner's successors in interest, prohibiting them from pursuing a claim for relief or cause of 
action alleging injury from farming or forest practices for which no action or claim is allowed 
under ORS 30.936 or 30.937 prior to receiving zoning approval on a building permit.  
 

F. The County may establish and impose conditions on operation of a surface 
mine when deemed necessary as a result of a site-specific Goal 5 analysis.  
Where such conditions conflict with criteria and standards in the Mineral and 
Aggregate Resources Overlay, the conditions developed through the Goal 5 
analysis shall control. 

 
FINDING:   It is noted that if any conditions of approval imposed as a result of the Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment are in conflict with conditions in the Zoning Map Amendment (Section IV.B.), the 
conditions in the Comprehensive Plan Amendment section shall control. 
 

G.  No surface mining or processing activity, as defined by the zoning 
ordinance, shall commence without land use approval from the County, and 
approval of a reclamation plan and issuance of an operating permit by 
DOGAMI. 

 
FINDING:   The applicant submitted a request for an Operating Permit and a proposed 
Reclamation Plan to the Oregon Department of Geology & Mineral Industries (DOGAMI).  During 
the Planning Commission hearing it was pointed out that permits are required by Wasco County 
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and the state of Oregon (DOGAMI).  A condition in IV.B. specifically requires DOGAMI approval 
prior to any excavation. 
 

H.  Aggregate sites shall be subordinate to the landscape setting as seen from 
travel corridors when such travel corridors have been determined to be 
significant by the ESEE analysis. 

 
FINDING:   Highway 197 is 1.75 miles west of the aggregate site.  There are topographic changes 
(hills) that completely screen the proposed quarry from Highway 197. 
 

B. Zone Change Request 
 

Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 

Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

 
Section 2.060, Application/Completeness, Section B. 

 
(***) 
 
1. Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone Change and/or 

Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 
 
FINDING:  The request is for a Zone Change to add the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the 
proposed 20 acre aggregate operation, and its Impact Area.  At their April 7, 2015, public 
hearing the Planning Commission voted-0 to forward a recommendation of approval, with 
conditions, to the Board of Commissioners, who will make the final decision on the Zone 
Change.  
 
       Section 2.080.A., Notice 

      Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
      Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
      Section 2.150, Official Notice 
      Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
FINDING:  The above sections establish the requirements for providing notice of public hearings 
and the general conduct of hearings.  The first evidentiary hearing provided a twenty day pre-
notice before the Planning Commission held their April 7, 2015, quasi-judicial public hearing.  A 
ten day pre-notice is required for a second quasi-judicial hearing.  This hearing is being held on 
May 6, 2015.  The public hearing notice was published in The Dalles Chronicle on April 21, 
2015, and notice was provided to agencies and property owners within 750’ of the subject 
parcel, on April 21, 2015, fifteen days before the hearing.  Posting of the hearing notice in public 
places occurred more than fifteen days before the hearing. 
 

Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 

Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
Section 9.010.C. states that an application for a zone change may be initiated by an 
application being filed with the Director of Planning on the appropriate forms, containing 
information required to establish the criteria for the change (quasi-judicial only). 
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FINDING:  John Bryant, the authorized representative of the owner, Blaine Carver, applied for a 
quasi-judicial zone change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay to the proposed 
expanded quarry and Impact Area, as required by Section 9.010.C.   Application of the EPD-5 
Overlay will not change the underlying Exclusive Farm Use zoning. 
 

Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
The Approving Authority may grant a zone change only if specific circumstances are 
found to exist: 

 
A. The original zoning was the product of a mistake; or 

 
FINDING:  The original zoning was not the product of a mistake. 
 

B. It is established that: 
 

1. The rezoning will conform with the Comprehensive Plan; and, 
 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with B.1.  The applicant provided an analysis of the Statewide 
Planning Goals in the ESEE analysis on page P307 of the staff’s report and recommendation to 
the Planning Commission.  The Statewide Goals are the basis for the Comprehensive Plan, which 
was determined to be consistent with these goals on August 25, 1983.  The analysis provided by 
the applicant shows that the application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay will conform to the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
 

2. The site is suitable to the proposed zone; and 
 
FINDING:  The request complies with B.2.  The owners have requested application of the EPD-5, 
Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to an aggregate site determined to be significant by the 
Planning Commission on April 7, 2015.  The site has been listed as a Potential Site in the 
Aggregate Inventory in the Comprehensive Plan.  The site is suitable for the proposed use 
because it lacks top soil, is composed entirely of agricultural capability class VII soils (considered 
unsuitable by the State of Oregon for commercial farm use in eastern Oregon), there is an 
abundance of high quality aggregate material, and there is sufficient distance between the 
aggregate site and sensitive uses such as residences. 
 

3. There has been a conscious consideration of the public health, safety and 
welfare in applying the specific zoning regulations. 

 
FINDING:  The request is consistent with B.3.  The quarry site is located in a manner which blends 
with the surrounding land uses and retains natural landforms to shield the operation from 
surrounding ownerships and passing traffic.  The quarry will operate in compliance with all 
applicable regulations for noise, dust, odor, and hours of operation.  The site is remote from any 
existing residential improvements.  The quarry has operated in the past, and is anticipated  to 
operate harmoniously with surrounding land uses in the future. 
 

Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
 

A. Review of Applications for Effect on Transportation Facilities - A proposed zone 
change or land use regulation change, whether initiated by the County or by a 
private interest, shall be reviewed to determine whether it significantly affects a 
transportation facility, in accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-
012-0060 (the Transportation Planning Rule – “TPR”). 
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FINDING:  Staff contacted Scott Peters, Permit Specialist, Oregon Department of Transportation 
on February 5, 2015, to seek his input regarding effect of the request on transportation facilities.  
Mr. Peters stated that the proposed quarry will not result in any significant impact to Highway 
197.    
 
Trucks hauling aggregate must follow weight, length and height requirements. If they are 
hauling legally, the road should wear normally, therefore, there will not significantly affect a 
transportation facility.  A requiring compliance with these requirements was included in the 
Planning Commission’s April 7, 2015, Conditional Use Permit approval.  Another condition 
required truck drivers to comply with normal traffic laws.  
 

B. Amendments That Affect Transportation Facilities - Amendments to the land use 
regulations that significantly affect a transportation facility shall ensure that 
allowed land uses are consistent with the function, capacity, and level of service 
of the facility identified in the TSP. 

 
FINDING:  Application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the subject property will not 
affect any transportation facility.  According to ODOT, Highway 197 can handle the additional 25 
trips per day that the quarry will generate. 
 

C. Traffic Impact Analysis - A Traffic Impact Analysis shall be submitted with a zone 
change application pursuant to Section 4.140 Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)) 

 
FINDING:  The purpose of a Traffic Impact Analysis is to determine additional impacts on the road 
system from a Zone Change.  In an e-mail dated February 5, 2015, Scott Peters, ODOT Permit 
Specialist, said that the access from the proposed aggregate operation to Highway 197 has good 
site distance.  There will be no impact on Highway 197 if the drivers follow normal traffic laws, such 
as stopping at stop signs, using turn signals, yielding when required, etc., therefore, no Traffic 
Impact Analysis is required. 
 

Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
Reasonable conditions may be imposed, pursuant to Section 2.110(D) as are 
necessary to insure the compatibility of a zone change to surrounding uses and as are 
necessary to fulfill the general and specific purposes of this Ordinance.  
 

FINDING:  Conditions have been recommended throughout this report to insure the compatibility 
of the aggregate area with surrounding uses. 
 

(***) 
 

Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land Use 
and Development Ordinance 
After hearing information presented at the hearing, the Approving Authority shall 
recommend that the proposed zone change or amendment to the Zoning Ordinance be 
granted or denied.  The Director of Planning or his assistants shall reduce to writing the 
Commission's recommendations together with a brief statement of the facts and 
reasons upon which such recommendation is based.   

 
FINDING:  With conditions throughout this report, the request is consistent with all of the 
requirements of the LUDO.  The Planning Commission’s recommendation to the Board of 
Commissioners is to recommend approval of the Zone Change to add the EPD-5 Overlay Zone to 
the 20 acre quarry site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the boundary, as explained under Chapter 
14 (page 12 of 30). 
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Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
Within ten (10) days of the final Planning Commission hearing, the Director of Planning 
or his assistants shall give notice thereof to any persons who signed in and testified at 
the hearing and to such other persons as may have requested the same in writing. 

 
FINDING:  Notice was provided on April 9, 2015, as required by Section 9.070. 
 

Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  
Upon receipt of the Commission report, the County Governing Body shall take such 
action as may appear appropriate to that body, or as it feels the public interest requires, 
provided that in no event shall the County Governing Body act until at least twenty (20) 
days after the Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation has been mailed. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission held a public hearing on April 7, 2015, and provided notice of 
their decision/recommendation to all affected parties on April 9, 2015.  The decision became final 
12 days later, at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015.  The Board of Commissioners hearing, held on May 6, 
2015, is 27 days after the Planning Commission decision/recommendation was mailed. 
 

Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
 

Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
 

Section 3.830, Permitted Uses - Extraction Areas 
The following uses may be permitted in the Extraction Area subject to Site Plan 
approval in accordance with Section 3.840: 
 
A. Any permitted use allowed in the underlying zone, may be allowed subject to the 

underlying zone criteria and as otherwise authorized through the ESEE analysis. 
 
B. Conditional uses shall be reviewed against the approval criteria of Section 3.845. 
 
C. Mining or extraction of rock, clay, soil, sand, gravel, or other mineral or aggregate 

material. 
 
D. Stockpiling and storage of mineral and aggregate materials. 
 
E. Processing of: 
 

1. Materials, including crushing, washing, milling, screening, sizing, or batching of 
portland cement;  and 

 
2. Batching or blending of mineral and aggregate into asphaltic concrete, except 

within 2 miles of a planted commercial vineyard. 
 
F. Buildings (not including residences), structures and equipment directly related to the 

above permitted aggregate uses. 
 
G. Storage of transportation equipment or storage of machinery or equipment used in 

conjunction with the on-site mineral and aggregate activity. 
 
H. Sale of products extracted and processed on-site from a mineral and aggregate 

operation. 
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FINDING:  Section 3.840 is addressed below.  The owner proposes to process the aggregate 
material, including extraction, crushing, washing, milling, screening, and sizing, which are all uses 
permitted in the approved Extraction Area. 
 

Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
A development plan shall be submitted to the Wasco County Planning Department for 
any permitted activity allowed in Section 3.830.  The following requirements apply to 
mining and processing unless other standards are adopted in the County process.  
Such standards shall be clearly identified in the ESEE analysis.  The applicant shall 
demonstrate that the following standards or site specific replacement standards 
adopted in the County process, are met or can be met by a specified date. 
 
A. Screening  
 

1. Mining Activities to be Screened. 
 

a. All excavated areas except areas where reclamation is being performed, 
internal on-site roads existing of the effective date of this ordinance, new 
roads approved as part of the site plan review, material excavated to create 
berms, and material excavated to change the level of the mine site to an 
elevation which provides natural screening; 

 
b. All processing equipment; 
 
c. All equipment stored on the site. 

 
2. Types of Screening. 

 
a. Natural Screening.  Existing vegetation or other landscape features which 

are located within 50 feet of the boundary of the site, and which screen the 
view of mining activities from screened uses, shall be preserved and 
maintained. 

 
b. Supplied Screening.  Supplied vegetative screening is screening that does 

not exist at the time of the site plan review.  Plantings used in supplied 
screening shall not be required to exceed a density of alternating rows of 
conifer trees six feet on center and a height of six feet at the 
commencement of mining.  Supplied earthen screening shall consist of 
berms covered with earth and stabilized with ground cover. 

 
FINDING:   The proposed quarry is located in a secluded location and is topographically screened 
from all roads and surrounding properties to the north, east, and south.  Only a small strip of land to 
the west is visible from the quarry site.  No additional screening is required. 
 

B. Access 
 

1. On-site roads used in mining, and access from the extraction site to a public 
road shall be designed and constructed to accommodate mining vehicles and 
equipment, and shall meet the following standards. 
 
a. All access roads intersecting a paved county road or state highway shall be 

paved thirty feet from the paved county road or state highway unless the 
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applicant demonstrates that other specified methods of dust control will 
effectively eliminate dust rising from access roads; 

 
FINDING:  With a condition, the request is consistent with 1.a.  The driveway approach onto 
Highway 197 is not paved.  A condition is recommended requiring the western 30’ of the driveway 
to be paved to reduce dust onto Highway 197. 
 

b. All on-site roads within the Extraction Area, and access roads, shall be 
constructed and maintained in a manner so that all applicable DEQ 
standards for vehicular noise control and ambient air quality are met or can 
be met by a specified date; 

 
FINDING:  The existing access road to the proposed quarry will be reconstructed with the first 
excavated rock from the quarry.  It will be constructed and maintained to allow Bonneville Power 
Administration equipment to access their powerlines.  The roads will be well constructed and 
maintained to meet BPA’s needs.  The application states that mufflers are provided on trucks and 
an on-site water truck will be located on the property, which allows the request to comply with all 
applicable DEQ standards for vehicle noise control and ambient air quality 
 

c. All on-site roads within the Extraction Area, and access roads, shall be 
paved at all points within 250 feet of a noise or dust sensitive use existing 
on the effective date of this ordinance. 

 
FINDING:  No noise or dust sensitive uses exist within 1.75 miles of the aggregate site, therefore, it 
is consistent with c. 
 

2. Improvements to substandard public roads outside of the Extraction Area may 
only be required as necessary to comply with a road improvement program 
adopted as part of transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan.  Payment 
for public road improvements shall not be a condition of approval for mining at 
significant sites. 

 
FINDING:  The subject parcel has access to Highway 197, a State-maintained road by a private 
easement.  No improvements to public roads are required. 
 

3. Improvement fees in lieu of improvements of public roads, county roads and 
state highways may be required when the Planning Director or hearings body, 
in consultation with the appropriate road authority, determines that the 
increased traffic on the roads resulting from the surface mining activity will 
damage the road sufficiently to warrant off-site improvement.  If the fee in lieu of 
improvements is required, the amount of the fee shall reflect the applicant's pro-
rata share of the actual total cost of the capital expenditure of the road 
construction or reconstruction project necessitated by and benefiting the surface 
mining operation.  Discounts for taxes and fees already paid for such 
improvements, such as road taxes for vehicles and for property already 
dedicated or improved, shall be applied. 

 
FINDING:  According to Scott Peters, Permit Specialist, Oregon Department of Transportation 
(ODOT), in an e-mail dated February 5, 2015, no improvement to Highway 197 is required, 
however, the applicant must obtain an Approach Road Permit from ODOT for the existing access 
road.  A condition stating this is recommended. 
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4. An effective vehicular barrier or gate shall be required at all access points to the 
site. 

 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring an effective barrier or gate to be placed across 
the access road on Hagens’ property to provide access to the proposed quarry. 
 

C. Hours of Operation 
 

1. Drilling and blasting shall be restricted to the hours of 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday.  No blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, 
Sundays, or any specified legal holiday. 

 
FINDING:  With a recommended condition, the request is consistent with C.1.  A condition is 
recommended limiting the hours of drilling and blasting to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday-Friday.  No 
blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or any recognized legal holiday. 

 
2. Mineral and aggregate extraction, processing and equipment operation within 

750' or as established by the ESEE analysis of any Sensitive Use existing of the 
effective date of this ordinance is restricted to the hours of 7:00 am to 6:00 pm, 
Monday through Friday.  All other sites are limited to daylight hours Monday 
through Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal 
holidays. 

 
FINDING:  The Impact Area was identified by the Planning Commission as all land within 1,500 
feet of the Permit Boundary.  There are no sensitive uses within 1,500 feet (as established by the 
ESEE analysis) of the quarry site.  The Planning Commission recommends requiring a condition 
limiting the hours of operation to daylight hours Monday through Saturday.  No operation shall 
occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 

D. Environmental Standards 
 

1. DEQ Standards.  Mineral and aggregate extraction, processing and other 
operations shall conform to all the applicable environmental standards of the 
County and applicable DEQ air quality and emissions standards.  The applicant 
shall provide a copy of an approved DEQ permit(s) prior to commencement of 
the operation. 

 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the owner to submit a copy of an approved 
DEQ permit prior to commencement of operation. 
 

E. Equipment Removal.  All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings 
and related structures accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be 
removed from the site within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and 
reclamation, except for structures which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommends requiring equipment removal as stated in E., 
as a condition of approval. 
 

F. Performance Agreement   
 
1. The operator of a mineral and aggregate site shall keep applicable DOGAMI 

permits or exemption certificates in effect. 
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FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the aggregate site operator to keep applicable 
DOGAMI permits or exemption certificates in effect. 
 

2. The mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy 
covering mining, processing and incidental activities during the term of 
operation and reclamation, with an occurrence limit of at least $1,000,000.00.   

 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring any mining operator to carry a Comprehensive 
General Liability policy for mining, processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of 
at least $1 million. 
 

G. Significant Resource Area Protection.  Conflicts between inventoried mineral and 
aggregate resource sites and significant fish and wildlife habitat, riparian areas and 
wetlands, significant scenic viewpoints or vistas, and ecologically and scientifically 
significant natural areas protected by the Significant Resource Areas Overlay Zone 
in accordance with Section 3.910 (Natural Areas Overlay)  and 3.770 (Cultural, 
Historical and Archeological Overlay) of this Ordinance and identified on the 
Significant Resource Areas Map, shall be balanced as determined by the program 
and as determined by the County process. 

 
FINDING:   Deep Creek is a fish-bearing creek, with riparian areas along the banks.  The proposed 
quarry is over 500 feet from the creek.  Chandler Canyon Creek is not a fish-bearing creek, and it is 
located nearly 1 mile east of the proposed quarry site.  Though both creeks provides some wildlife 
habitat and riparian areas, they are not located in an identified natural area and do not contain 
cultural, historical, or archaeological features.  Due to distance between creeks and the quarry site, 
with retention of vegetation, the existing resources will be protected. 
 

H. Site Reclamation.   
 

1. No mining shall commence without providing the County a copy of a DOGAMI 
operating permit, approved reclamation plan, or exemption certificate. 

 
FINDING:   A condition is recommended requiring the owner to provide a copy of a DOGAMI 
operating permit/exemption certificate, and approved reclamation plan to the Planning Department 
prior to the commencement of mining. 
 

2. A reclamation plan shall be submitted concurrently with the development plan 
required in Section 3.835.  The reclamation plan shall include a schedule 
showing the planned order and sequence of reclamation, shall assure that the 
site will be restored or rehabilitated for the land uses specified in the underlying 
zone including subsequent beneficial uses identified through the County 
process. 

 
FINDING:   The owner has provided a draft reclamation plan, however, it has not yet been 
approved by DOGAMI.  A condition is recommended requiring the owner to submit a DOGAMI-
approved reclamation plan prior to commencement of mining. 
 

3. The County shall coordinate with DOGAMI to ensure compatibility between 
DOGAMI and the County.  When notified by DOGAMI that an operator has 
applied for approval of a reclamation plan and issuance of an operating permit, 
the County shall, in turn, notify DOGAMI if local site plan approval is required. 
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a. If site plan approval is required, the County shall require that DOGAMI delay 
final action on the application for approval of the reclamation plan and 
issuance of the operating permit until after site plan approval has been 
granted. 

 
FINDING:   In order to operate an aggregate extraction site, the owner must satisfy the 
requirements of Wasco County and DOGAMI.  The Planning Commission recommends a 
condition advising the owner that County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior 
to any new mining activity. 
 

I. Water Management 
 

1. All surface water shall be managed to provide protection against sediment 
discharge into streams, rivers and lakes.  Existing natural drainage on the site 
shall not be changed in a manner which interferes with drainage patterns on 
adjoining property, or which drains waste materials or waste water onto 
adjoining property or perennial streams.  Where the mineral and aggregate 
operation abuts a lake, river, or perennial stream, all existing vegetation within 
100 feet of the mean high water mark shall be retained unless otherwise 
authorized in accordance with the ESEE analysis and the development plan. 

 
FINDING:   The natural drainage of the area containing the proposed quarry site is west to east, 
and water drains into Deep Creek.  The Permit Boundary is located over 500 feet from the creek, 
and all vegetation will be retained between the quarry and the creek.  Retention of the vegetation 
will prevent sediment from running into the creek, and natural drainage into the creek will continue 
to occur.  A condition is recommended requiring all vegetation between the proposed Permit 
Boundary and Deep Creek to be retained.  With this condition, all vegetation within 500 feet of the 
creek will be maintained and there will be no sediment discharge into the creek. 
 

2. All water required for the mineral and aggregate operation, including dust 
control, landscaping and processing of material, shall be managed:  (a) in a 
manner which meets all applicable DEQ water quality standards and DOGAMI 
requirements, or (b) shall be legally available and appropriated for such use.  
The applicant shall provide written documentation of water rights from the State 
Department of Water Resources and/or local water district prior to the 
commencement of any site operation. 

 
FINDING:   The owner’s plan includes placement of a 4-5,000 gallon water truck on-site.  The 
availability of this water will allow the request to meet all DEQ and DOGAMI requirements.  No 
water right is required for an on-site water truck. 
 

J. Flood Plain.  Any extraction Area located wholly or in part in a Flood Hazard Area 
shall receive approval in accordance with Chapter 22 of this Ordinance prior to any 
site operation. 

 
FINDING:  The Extraction Area is not in a Flood Hazard Area. 
 

K. Compliance with Special Conditions.  The applicant shall demonstrate that all 
special conditions or requirements adopted as part of the County process have 
been satisfied or will be satisfied by a specified date. 

 
FINDING:   This report recommends many conditions of approval to ensure all applicable 
requirements have been met.  Some conditions must be met after expiration of the appeal period, 
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but prior to operation.  Some conditions do not require any action, and some actions must be met 
after the aggregate operation ceases. 
 

L. Security.  Fencing of site boundaries shall be required on the boundary between a 
significant site and a parcel zoned to allow dwellings as an outright permitted use.  
Fencing shall be a cyclone type fence, shall be earth tone color, and shall be a 
minimum of six feet high. 

 
FINDING:   A dwelling is not an outright permitted use in the Exclusive Farm Use zone, therefore, 
L. is not applicable to this request. 
 

Section 3.840, Application Process 
 
Final development plan approval is required prior to the beginning of any mineral and 
aggregate activity listed in Section 3.825 (A), and before any expansion of a pre-
existing or nonconforming site.  The applicant shall provide the following at the time of 
application: 

  
A. A site plan demonstrating that the development standards required in Section 3.835 

can be met, and any requirements adopted as part of the County process, 
including: 

 
1. Screening and Fencing; 
2. Access; 
3. Hours of Operation; 
4. Environmental Standards; 
5. Equipment Removal; 
6. Performance Agreement; 
7. Significant Resource Area Protection; 
8. Site Reclamation; 
9. Water Management; and 
10. Flood Plain. 

 
B. A map or diagram showing the location and setbacks of all proposed mineral and 

aggregate activities and operations and the location and distance to all Sensitive 
Uses within the Impact Area. 

 
FINDING:  A site plan containing this information was provided by the applicant at the time of 
application. 
 

C. The County shall approve, conditionally approve, or deny a site plan based on the 
ability of the site plan to conform to the standards of Section 3.835 and any other 
requirements adopted as part of the County process. 

 
FINDING:  The Planning Commission recommends approval of the request to the Board of 
Commissioners, with recommended conditions. 
 

Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
 

A. Any permitted use allowed in the underlying zone may be allowed in the Impact 
Area subject to the underlying zone criteria and as otherwise authorized by the 
County process. 
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FINDING:   The subject parcel is zoned Exclusive Farm Use,  
A-1(160).  This zone allows farm and forest use as an outright permitted use, so grazing of the land 
can continue, as well as the establishment of other uses allowed in the underlying zone. 
 

B. Uses allowed Conditionally. 
 

1. Any conditional use in the underlying zone(s) which are not noise sensitive uses 
or conflicting uses shall be reviewed as conditional uses subject to the 
underlying zone criteria. 

 
FINDING:  Section 3.815C.3.b) lists noise sensitive uses and uses that conflict with aggregate 
extraction operations.  Uses that are listed as conditional uses in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone that 
are not noise sensitive/conflicting uses shall be reviewed as a conditional use subject to the 
underlying zone criteria.   
 

2. Noise sensitive uses and conflicting uses shall be reviewed as conditional uses 
subject to criteria D, Approval Criteria. 

 
FINDING:  In the future, noise sensitive/conflicting uses shall be reviewed as a conditional subject 
to Section 3.815.D. 
 

C. Prohibited Uses.  Uses identified through the County process as incompatible with 
mining shall not be permitted within the Impact Area. 

 
FINDING:  Uses listed below are considered to be incompatible with mining, and shall not be 
permitted in the Impact Area. 

1. An outdoor gathering 
2. Dwellings 
3. Winery 
4. Model Aircraft take-off and landing sites 
5. Churches and cemeteries 
6. Propagation, cultivation, maintenance, and harvesting of aquatic or insect species 
7. Farm ranch recreation 
8. Commercial utility facilities (Wind, Hydroelectric or Other) 
9. A site for disposal of solid waste 
10. Personal use airports 
11. Fire service facilities, and community centers owned by a government agency or 

nonprofit organization 
12. Parks and playgrounds 
13. Public or private schools for kindergarten through grade 12 
14. Home Occupation 
15. Dog Kennels 
16. Private parks, playgrounds, and campgrounds 
17. Golf courses 
18. Commercial activities such as roadside stands that are in conjunction with farm use. 

 
D. Review Criteria. To approve uses allowed conditionally in the Impact Area the 

applicant must demonstrate compliance with the following criteria… 
 
FINDING:   All of the uses proposed in the Impact Area (drilling, shooting, extraction, crushing, 
screening, and stockpiling crushed aggregate) are permitted in the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone.  No other uses are requested, therefore, D. is not applicable to this request. 
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(***) 
 

F. Waiver of Remonstrance and Indemnity. 
 

 1. The owner of a proposed new Sensitive Use shall sign and record in the County 
Deed Records an Aggregate Operation Easement, Waiver of Remonstrance 
and Indemnity which shall declare that  the applicant and his successors or 
heirs will not now or in the future complain about the allowed surface mining 
activities on the adjacent surface mining site.  

 
FINDING:  If a new Sensitive Use is proposed within the EPD-5 Overlay, the affected owner shall 
record the documents listed in F.1. 
 

2. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance and 
Indemnity shall run with the land, until such time as the site is exhausted and 
the site is reclaimed in accordance with the approved reclamation plan or the 
operator releases these restrictions, easements or waivers or remonstrance and 
indemnity.   

 
3. It shall be a requirement of the mineral and aggregate operator to release any 

restrictions, easements or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity. 
 
FINDING:  A condition is recommended advising the owner that the Aggregate Operations 
Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity shall run with the land until such time as the 
site is exhausted and the site is reclaimed consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this 
time, the owner of the mineral and aggregate owner will release all restrictions, easements or 
waivers of remonstrance and indemnity. 
 

Section 3.850, Designation of Overlay Zone 
The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone may be applied through the plan update 
process, or through individual application for an Aggregate Overlay zone/ 
Comprehensive Plan amendment pursuant to Section 2.060 (B)(15) of this Ordinance.  
The approving authority shall approve the overlay zone designation if the provisions of 
Chapter 3, Section 3.800 - 3.850 of this Ordinance have been met. (Amended 9-93) 
 
The boundary of the Overlay Zone shall be all property contained in the Mineral and 
Aggregate Extraction Area and Mineral and Aggregate Impact Area. 

 
FINDING:  The application of the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone was requested by the 
applicant through Section 2.060.B.2.  The overlay zone shall be applied to all land within the 20 
acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary. 
 

Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 
The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the owner 
or the County through the Zone Change process when: 

 
A. The owner of the Mineral and Aggregate resource site submits evidence showing a 

significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 
 

B. The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance with 
the approved reclamation plan; and 
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C. The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions or 
waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this Ordinance. 

 
FINDING:  A condition is recommended advising the owner that the termination of the Mineral 
& Aggregate Overlay zone shall occur when one of the above criteria has been met. 
 
V. BOARD OF COMMISSIONER DECISION OPTIONS 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment 
 

1. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by the Planning Commission.  
 

2. Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the 
Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings 
and conditions provided by the Board of Commissioners. 

 
3. Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the 

Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings 
provided by the Board of Commissioners. 

 
4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment 

 
1. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with the proposed findings and conditions recommended by the Planning 
Commission. 
 

2. Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings and conditions provided by the Board of 
Commissioners. 

 
3. Deny the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 of the aggregate 
boundary, with amended findings provided by the Board of Commissioners. 

 
4. Continue the hearing to a date and time certain. 
 

 
VI. PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION: 

 
A. Recommend approval of the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre 

aggregate site to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site with conditions of approval described in VII.; and 
 

B. Recommend approval of the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of 
the aggregate site with conditions of approval described in VII. 
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VII. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:  The Planning Commission recommends 

the Board of Commissioners apply the following conditions of approval: 
 

A. Comprehensive Plan Amendment: 
 

1. Truck drivers shall follow normal traffic laws, such as stopping at stop signs, using turn 
signals, yielding when required, etc. 
 

2. All trucks hauling aggregate from the site be properly contained to avoid the spillage of 
rock and debris onto public roads.  The owner shall keep Highway 197 and adjoining 
routes of travel clear of rock spillage. 

 
B. Zoning Map Amendment: 

 
1. Prior to any excavation, the following conditions shall be met: 

 
a. The owner shall submit a copy of an approved DEQ permit showing conformance 

with air quality and emissions standards. 
 
b. The owner shall submit a copy of a DOGAMI operating permit or exemption 

certificate, and a DOGAMI-approved Reclamation Plan. 
 
c. County approval and DOGAMI approval are both required prior to any mining 

activity. 
 
d. The western 30’ of the driveway shall be paved to reduce dust onto Highway 197. 
 
e. The applicant shall obtain an Approach Road Permit from ODOT for the existing 

access road (private easement road) to Highway 197..  A condition stating this is 
recommended. 

 
f. An effective barrier or gate to be placed across the access road on Hagens’ 

property to provide access to the proposed quarry. 
 

g. All vegetation between the proposed Permit Boundary and Deep Creek shall be 
retained.  

 
2. Miscellaneous Conditions: 

 
a. All processing equipment and equipment stored on the site shall be screened from 

view of Highway 97. 
 

b. Hours of drilling and blasting are limited to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday – Friday.  No 
blasting or drilling shall occur on Saturdays, Sundays, or recognized legal holidays. 

 
c. Hours of operation for extraction are limited to daylight hours Monday through 

Saturday.  No operation shall occur on Sundays or recognized legal holidays. 
 
d. All surface mining equipment, machinery, vehicles, buildings and related structures 

accessory to the mineral and aggregate activity shall be removed from the site 
within 30 days of completion of all mining, processing and reclamation, except for 
structures which are permitted uses in the underlying zone. 
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e. The aggregate site operator shall maintain applicable DOGAMI permits or 

exemption certificates in effect. 
 
f. Any mining operator shall carry a Comprehensive General Liability policy for mining, 

processing, and incidental activities, with an occurrence limit of at least $1 million. 
 
g. The Aggregate Operations Easement and Waiver of Remonstrance & Indemnity 

shall run with the land until such time as the site is exhausted and the site is 
reclaimed consistent with the approved reclamation plan.  At this time, the owner of 
the mineral and aggregate site will release all restrictions, easements or waivers of 
remonstrance and Indemnity. 

 
h. The Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone designation shall be removed by the 

owner or the County through the Zone Change process when: 
 

1) The owner of the mineral and aggregate resource site submits evidence 
showing a significant resource no longer exists on the site; and 
 

2) The mineral and aggregate resource site has been reclaimed in accordance 
with the approved reclamation plan; and 

 
3) The operator has caused to be released any operation easements, restrictions 

or waivers of remonstrance and indemnity relating to the application of this 
Ordinance. 
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Owner Name:  ___________________________ _____________________________ 

Mailing Address:    ___________________________ _____________________________ 

   ___________________________ _____________________________ 

 

Hagens Bar 50 Ranches, LLC, herein called the Grantor, is the owner of real property described 

as follows: 

Township 7 South, Range 15 East W.M., Tax Lot 600; Account 12795 

 
 In accordance with the conditions set forth in the decision of Wasco County Board of 

Commissioners, dated _________________________, approving aggregate operation (File 

PLACUP-15-01-0001), Grantor hereby grants to the Owners of all property adjacent to the 

above described property, a perpetual nonexclusive easement as follows: 

 

1. The Grantors, their heirs, successors, and assigns hereby acknowledge by granting of 

this easement that the above described property is situated in an Exclusive Farm Use 

zone in Wasco County, Oregon, and may be subjected to conditions resulting from farm 

or forest operations on adjacent lands.  Farm operations include, but are not limited to, 

the raising, harvesting and selling of crops or the feeding, breeding, management and 

sale of livestock or poultry, application of chemicals, road construction and maintenance, 

and other accepted and customary farm management activities conducted in 

accordance with Federal and State laws.  Forest operations include, but are not limited 

to reforestation of forest land, road construction and maintenance, harvesting of forest 

tree species, application of chemicals and disposal of slash, and other accepted and 

customary forest management activities conducted in accordance  

 

 

 

After recording, please return original to:   

Wasco County Planning Department 
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with Federal and State laws.  Said farm or forest management activities ordinarily 

and necessarily produce noise, dust, odor, and other conditions, which may conflict with 

Grantors’ use of Grantor’s property for residential purposes.  Grantor hereby waives all 

common law rights to object to normal and necessary farm or forest management 

activities legally conducted on adjacent lands which may conflict with grantors’ use of 

grantor’s property for residential purposes and grantor hereby gives an easement to 

adjacent property owners for such activities. 

2. Grantors shall comply with all restrictions and conditions for maintaining residences in 

the Exclusive Farm Use zone that may be required by State and local land use laws and 

regulations. 

 

This easement is appurtenant to all property adjacent to the above described property and shall 
bind to the heirs, successors and assigns of Grantors and shall endure for the benefit of the 
adjoining landowners, their heirs, successors and assigns. 

 

 

 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has executed this easement on 

___________________, 201___. 

        
 
 
       __________________________________  
       Titleholders Signature 
 
 
       __________________________________  
       Titleholders Signature 
 
 
STATE OF OREGON ) 

COUNTY OF WASCO) 

 

 Personally appeared the above named __________________________________, and 

acknowledged the above easement to be his voluntary act and deed. 

 

       ___________________________________  

       Notary Public for Oregon 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

HEARING FORMAT & SCRIPT:  May 6, 2015 
 

Jon Justesen, et. al. 
 

 
1. The public hearing is now open for the purpose of considering PLACUP-15-01-0002, 

a request to expand an existing 21.5 acre rock quarry to 50 acres in size.  
Applications before the Board of Commissioners include: 

 
a. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the aggregate operation to the 

Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; and 
 

b. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the 
aggregate operation. 

 
2. The procedure I would like to follow is: 
 

a. Establishment of Party Status 
b. Reading of the Rules of Evidence 
c. Disclosure of Ex Parte Contact 
d. Planning Commission Report presented by Staff 
e. Applicant’s testimony 
f. Those who wish to speak in favor of the proposal 
g. Those who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal 
h. Applicant’s rebuttal 
i. Close the hearing for questions, deliberation, and the decision 
 

Time Limitations 
If numerous people in the audience wish to testify, do a show of hands of those 
who would like to testify either for or against the proposal.  If a lot of people want 
to testify, indicate they will be limited to 5 minutes (or other) and their testimony 
will be timed.  Also indicate that their testimony needs to be limited to 
applicable criteria. 

 
3. Party Recognition 
 

Anyone can speak for or against the proposal.  However, only those who have party 
status will be able to appeal a decision reached by this Commission. 

 
 A party is defined in Section 1.090 as  

 
a. The applicant and all owners or contract purchasers of record, as shown in the files 

of the Wasco County Assessor's Office, of the property which is the subject of the 
application. 
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b. All property owners of record, as provided in (a) above, within the notification area, 
as described in section 2.080 A.2., of the property which is the subject of the 
application. 

 
c. A Citizen Advisory Group pursuant to the Citizen Involvement Program approved 

pursuant to O.R.S. 197.160. 
 
d. Any affected unit of local government or public district or state or federal agency. 
 
e. Any other person, or his representative, who is specifically, personally or adversely 

affected in the subject matter, as determined by the Approving Authority. (Revised 
1/92) 

 
4. The Rules of Evidence are as follows: 

a. No person shall present irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious  
testimony or evidence.  

b. Evidence received shall be of a quality that reasonable persons rely upon  
 in the conduct of their daily affairs. 
c. Testimony and evidence must be directed toward the criteria applicable to  
 the subject hearing. 
d. Failure to raise an issue accompanied by statements or evidence sufficient to 

afford the Board of Commissioners and parties an opportunity to respond to the 
issue precludes further appeal based on that issue. 

e. Any party of record may request that the record remain open for at least seven 
(7) days prior to the conclusion of the initial evidentiary hearing. 

 
5. Disclosure of Interest of Ex Parte Contact:  

a. Does any Board member wish to disqualify themselves for any personal or 
financial interest in this matter? 

b. Does any Board member wish to report any significant ex parte or pre-hearing 
contacts?   

c. Does any member of the audience wish to challenge the right of any Board 
member to hear this matter? 

d. Is there any member of the audience who wishes to question the jurisdiction of 
this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? 

 
6. Will the staff please present their report?   
 a. Does the Board  have any questions? 
 
7. Does the Applicant or their Representative wish to present anything? 

a. Does the Board have any questions? 
 
8. Are there any persons who wish to speak in favor of the proposal? 

a. Please sign in and state your name and address for the record. 
 b.   Please limit your comments to criteria that are applicable to the request. 
 c. Does the Board have any questions? 
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9. Are there any persons who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal? 

a. Please sign in and state your name and address for the record. 
b.   Please limit your comments to criteria that are applicable to the request. 
c. Does the Board have any questions? 

 
10. Does the Applicant or their Representative wish to rebut any of the testimony? 

The scope and extent of the rebuttal shall be limited to issues raised during 
testimony and shall not be used to introduce new evidence. 

 
11. If there is no further testimony, the Public Hearing is closed and the Planning 

Commission will enter into deliberation.   
 
12. Deliberation 
 
13. Motion 
 
14. Second 
 
15. Discussion 
 
16. Vote 
 
17. Conclusion of the Hearing 
 State clearly to the audience and particularly to the applicant: 

a. The Decision by the Board of Commissioners. 
b. The Notice of the Board of Commissioners Decision will be forwarded to affected 

agencies, adjacent property owners, and those awarded party status.  Appeal 
deadlines and procedures will be detailed in the Notice of Decision.   
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONER PRESENTATION:  May 6, 2015 
PLACUP-15-01-0002 (Jon Justesen) 
 
Thank you and Good Afternoon.  For the record my name is Dawn Baird and I am an Associate Planner 
for the Wasco County Planning Department.  I am going to present the background information in this 
case. 
 
1. Request:  The request is for expansion of a 21.5 acre aggregate extraction site to a 50 acre site. 

 
2. Background:  Wasco County’s current LUDO, Section 3.210, Exclusive Farm Use Zone, requires 

four things for a new aggregate extraction sites/expanded aggregate site/renewal of an existing 
aggregate site: 
 

a. To be designated as a Significant Site; 
b. To be listed in the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; 
c. To be shown on the zoning map as containing the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to protect the aggregate site and the immediate area around the resource; and 
d. A conditional use permit to allow the use and ensure it is compatible with the surrounding 

area. 
 

The Planning Commission has the authority to approve the Subject to Standards Review and the 
Conditional Use Permit, but submits a recommendation to the BOC who makes the final decision on 
the CPA and ZNC. 
 
On January 29, 2015, an authorized representative of Jon Justesen submitted applications for a 
Subject to Standards Review, a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zoning Map Amendment, and 
a Conditional Use Permit. 
 
On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission voted (6-0) to approve the Subject to 
Standards Review and Conditional Use Permit, and recommended approval of the Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment to the Board of Commissioners.  Today, the Board 
will make a final decision on the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map amendment 
requests. 
 

3. Location:  The aggregate site is located east of Highway 97, approximately 3.4 miles northeast of 
Shaniko, Oregon; 6S 17E 0 2400 and 2200; Accounts 12707/12710.  The subject parcel is 
approximately 3,208.37 acres in size. 

 
4. Planning Commission Recommendation:  The full Planning Commission Recommendation was 

provided in the Board of Commissioner’s agenda packets.  It was available for review at the Board 
of Commissioners Office and the Planning Department one week prior to this hearing, and it is 
considered a part of the record. 

 
5. Stage in the Process:  On January 29, 2015, applications were submitted for a Subject to 

Standards Review, a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zone Change, and a Conditional Use 
Permit.  It was determined to be complete on February 26, 2015. 
 
On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission voted (6-0) to approve the Subject to 
Standards Review and Conditional Use Permit, and recommended approval of the Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment to the Board of Commissioners.  Notice of this 
decision was provided to agencies and property owners on April 9, 2015.  The appeal period for the 
STS and CUP expired at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015, so these decisions are final. 
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Today, the Board will make a final decision on the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning 
Map amendment requests. 
 

6. Criteria:  The applicable standards used to evaluate each request include: 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO) 

 
a. Comprehensive Plan Amendment (Page 5/30) 

 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

 
o Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Legislative or 

Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan  

 
o Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics, G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 
o Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
o Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
o Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, this application requires compliance with the 
Statewide Planning Goals, and submittal of an ESEE Analysis, which considers the Economic, 
Social, Environmental and Energy impacts of the request.  These sections of the Comp Plan 
demonstrate that the proposed change will not be detrimental to the spirit and intent of the 
statewide goals, requires consideration of the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic 
surroundings and conditions, requires demonstration that a change in the originally developed 
inventory occurred, and that transportation facilities will not be damaged or become overloaded.  
Adding the proposed site to the Aggregate Inventory identifies the aggregate site as a Goal 5-
protect site, and protects the aggregate operation from conflicting sensitive uses such as 
dwellings.  The Planning Commission’s recommendation finds that the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment is consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 
b. Zoning Map Amendment (Page 15/30) 

 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 

 
1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

o Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone Change 
and/or Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 
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2) Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 
 

o Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
o Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
o Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
o Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
o Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance 
o Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
o Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  

 
3) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 

o Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
o Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
o Section 3.840, Application Process 
o Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
o Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 

 
Applicable criteria for a Zoning Map Amendment require ensuring the rezone will comply with 
the Comprehensive Plan, that the site is suitable for the proposed zone and that there has been 
consideration of the public health, safety and welfare in applying the regulations.  The request 
considers impacts on transportation facilities.  The Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone lists the 
uses that can be established in the overlay zone, identifies visual screening requirements, 
equipment removal, and insurance requirements for the aggregate operator.  Criteria require on-
site roads to meet minimum standards and may include road improvements to public roads.  
The EPD-5 overlay zone allows the County to regulate hours of operation and blasting, as well 
as implementing DEQ air quality and DOGAMI reclamation requirements.  It is also these 
criteria that protect the aggregate site from new conflicting uses within the Impact Area. 

 
The Planning Commission’s recommendation finds that the Zoning Map Amendment is 
consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 
7. Findings: 

 
Findings of fact for both of the applications are listed separately in the Planning Commission 
recommendation.  Based on proposed findings, the requests, with recommended conditions, are 
consistent with the Wasco County LUDO and Wasco County Comprehensive Plan.   
 
One comment was received between the April 7th Planning Commission hearing and today’s May 
6th BOC hearing.  This comment is from the Department of Energy, Bonneville Power 
Administration.  It is their form-letter response to any proposed land use action on property that 
contains BPA Transmission Lines and states the restrictions for building within the BPA easement.  
It states that BPA requires a permit for any work done within the BPA easement.  There are no BPA 
easements on the subject parcel. 
 
If any additional findings, corrections to recommended findings, or new or amended conditions are 
proposed by the Board, they will be added to the final report and Notice of Decision. 

 
8. Board of Commissioner Decision Options:  The Board of Commissioners should make a motion 

and vote on each application separately, therefore, there are two sets of options. 
 

a. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
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1) Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to 
the Wasco County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed findings and 
conditions recommended by the Planning Commission; or 
 

2) Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to 
the Wasco County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings and 
conditions provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
3) Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 50 acre expanded aggregate site to the 

Wasco County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings provided by 
the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
The Planning Commission recommends Option A, approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to 
add the 50 acre aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission 
 

b. ZONING MAP AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 
acre expanded aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the 
proposed findings and conditions recommended by the Planning Commission; or 
 

2) Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 
acre expanded aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with 
amended findings and conditions provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
3) Deny the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre 

expanded aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended 
findings provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
The Planning Commission recommends Option A, approval of the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 50 acre expanded aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the 
Permit Boundary, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission. 
 
 
 
Staff is not aware of any reason to continue this public hearing and believes the Board of 
Commissioners has sufficient information to make a decision on this request. 
 
That concludes my presentation and I would be glad to answer any questions the Board may have. 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

HEARING FORMAT & SCRIPT:  May 6, 2015 
 

J. Arlie Bryant, LLC for Blaine Carver 
 

 
1. The public hearing is now open for the purpose of considering PLACUP-15-02-0003, 

a request to create a 20 acre aggregate operation (rock quarry).  Applications before 
the Board of Commissioners include: 

 
a. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add a proposed 20 acre aggregate 

operation to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site; and 
 

b. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the 
proposed 20 acre aggregate operation. 

 
2. The procedure I would like to follow is: 
 

a. Establishment of Party Status 
b. Reading of the Rules of Evidence 
c. Disclosure of Ex Parte Contact 
d. Planning Commission Report presented by Staff 
e. Applicant’s testimony 
f. Those who wish to speak in favor of the proposal 
g. Those who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal 
h. Applicant’s rebuttal 
i. Close the hearing for questions, deliberation, and the decision 
 

Time Limitations 
If numerous people in the audience wish to testify, do a show of hands of those 
who would like to testify either for or against the proposal.  If a lot of people want 
to testify, indicate they will be limited to 5 minutes (or other) and their testimony 
will be timed.  Also indicate that their testimony needs to be limited to 
applicable criteria. 

 
3. Party Recognition 
 

Anyone can speak for or against the proposal.  However, only those who have party 
status will be able to appeal a decision reached by this Commission. 

 
 A party is defined in Section 1.090 as  

 
a. The applicant and all owners or contract purchasers of record, as shown in the files 

of the Wasco County Assessor's Office, of the property which is the subject of the 
application. 
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b. All property owners of record, as provided in (a) above, within the notification area, 

as described in section 2.080 A.2., of the property which is the subject of the 
application. 

 
c. A Citizen Advisory Group pursuant to the Citizen Involvement Program approved 

pursuant to O.R.S. 197.160. 
 
d. Any affected unit of local government or public district or state or federal agency. 
 
e. Any other person, or his representative, who is specifically, personally or adversely 

affected in the subject matter, as determined by the Approving Authority. (Revised 
1/92) 

 
4. The Rules of Evidence are as follows: 

a. No person shall present irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious  
testimony or evidence.  

b. Evidence received shall be of a quality that reasonable persons rely upon  
 in the conduct of their daily affairs. 
c. Testimony and evidence must be directed toward the criteria applicable to  
 the subject hearing. 
d. Failure to raise an issue accompanied by statements or evidence sufficient to 

afford the Board of Commissioners and parties an opportunity to respond to the 
issue precludes further appeal based on that issue. 

e. Any party of record may request that the record remain open for at least seven 
(7) days prior to the conclusion of the initial evidentiary hearing. 

 
5. Disclosure of Interest of Ex Parte Contact:  

a. Does any Board member wish to disqualify themselves for any personal or 
financial interest in this matter? 

b. Does any Board member wish to report any significant ex parte or pre-hearing 
contacts?   

c. Does any member of the audience wish to challenge the right of any Board 
member to hear this matter? 

d. Is there any member of the audience who wishes to question the jurisdiction of 
this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? 

 
6. Will the staff please present their report?   
 a. Does the Board  have any questions? 
 
7. Does the Applicant or their Representative wish to present anything? 

a. Does the Board have any questions? 
 
8. Are there any persons who wish to speak in favor of the proposal? 

a. Please sign in and state your name and address for the record. 
 b.   Please limit your comments to criteria that are applicable to the request. 
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 c. Does the Board have any questions? 
 
9. Are there any persons who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal? 

a. Please sign in and state your name and address for the record. 
b.   Please limit your comments to criteria that are applicable to the request. 
c. Does the Board have any questions? 

 
10. Does the Applicant or their Representative wish to rebut any of the testimony? 

The scope and extent of the rebuttal shall be limited to issues raised during 
testimony and shall not be used to introduce new evidence. 

 
11. If there is no further testimony, the Public Hearing is closed and the Planning 

Commission will enter into deliberation.   
 
12. Deliberation 
 
13. Motion 
 
14. Second 
 
15. Discussion 
 
16. Vote 
 
17. Conclusion of the Hearing 
 State clearly to the audience and particularly to the applicant: 

a. The Decision by the Board of Commissioners. 
b. The Notice of the Board of Commissioners Decision will be forwarded to affected 

agencies, adjacent property owners, and those awarded party status.  Appeal 
deadlines and procedures will be detailed in the Notice of Decision.   
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONER PRESENTATION:  May 6, 2015 
PLACUP-15-02-0003 (J. Arlie Bryant/Blaine Carver) 
 
Thank you and Good Afternoon.  For the record my name is Dawn Baird and I am an Associate Planner 
for the Wasco County Planning Department.  I am going to present the background information in this 
case. 
 
1. Request:  The request is to create a 20 acre aggregate extraction site. 

 
2. Background:  Wasco County’s current LUDO, Section 3.210, Exclusive Farm Use Zone, requires 

four things for a new aggregate extraction sites/expanded aggregate site/renewal of an existing 
aggregate site: 
 

a. To be designated as a Significant Site; 
b. To be listed in the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; 
c. To be shown on the zoning map as containing the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to protect the aggregate site and the immediate area around the resource; and 
d. A conditional use permit to allow the use and ensure it is compatible with the surrounding 

area. 
 

The Planning Commission has the authority to approve the Subject to Standards Review and the 
Conditional Use Permit, but submits a recommendation to the BOC who makes the final decision on 
the CPA and ZNC. 
 

3. Location:  The aggregate site is located is located south of Hinton Road, approximately 0.6 mile 
east of Bakeoven Road, approximately 7 miles northwest of Shaniko, Oregon; 5S 16E 0 3600; 
Account 12549.  The subject parcel is approximately 223.20 acres in size. 

 
4. Planning Commission Recommendation:  The full Planning Commission Recommendation was 

provided in the Board of Commissioner’s agenda packets.  It was available for review at the Board 
of Commissioners Office and the Planning Department one week prior to this hearing, and it is 
considered a part of the record. 

 
5. Stage in the Process:  On February 9, 2015, John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, LLC, an authorized 

representative of Blaine Carver, submitted applications for a Subject to Standards Review, a 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zone Change, and a Conditional Use Permit.  The application 
was determined to be complete on February 26, 2015. 
 
On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission voted (6-0) to approve the Subject to 
Standards Review and Conditional Use Permit, and recommended approval of the Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment to the Board of Commissioners.  Notice of this 
decision was provided to agencies and property owners on April 9, 2015.  The appeal period for the 
STS and CUP expired at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015, so these decisions are final. 
 
Today, the Board will make a final decision on the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning 
Map amendment requests. 
 

6. Criteria:  The applicable standards used to evaluate each request include: 
 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO) 

 
a. Comprehensive Plan Amendment (Page 4/30 of PC Recommendation) 
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Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

 
o Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Legislative or 

Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan  

 
o Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics, G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 
o Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
o Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
o Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, this application requires compliance with the 
Statewide Planning Goals, and submittal of an ESEE Analysis, which considers the Economic, 
Social, Environmental and Energy impacts of the request.  These sections of the Comp Plan 
demonstrate that the proposed change will not be detrimental to the spirit and intent of the 
statewide goals, requires consideration of the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic 
surroundings and conditions, requires demonstration that a change in the originally developed 
inventory occurred, and that transportation facilities will not be damaged or become overloaded.  
Adding the proposed site to the Aggregate Inventory identifies the aggregate site as a Goal 5-
protect site, and protects the aggregate operation from conflicting sensitive uses such as 
dwellings.  The Planning Commission’s recommendation finds that the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment is consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 
b. Zoning Map Amendment (Page 16/30 of the PC Recommendation) 

 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 

 
1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

o Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone Change 
and/or Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
2) Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 

 
o Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
o Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
o Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
o Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
o Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance 
o Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
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o Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  
 

3) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 
o Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
o Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
o Section 3.840, Application Process 
o Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
o Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 

 
Applicable criteria for a Zoning Map Amendment require ensuring the rezone will comply with 
the Comprehensive Plan, that the site is suitable for the proposed zone and that there has been 
consideration of the public health, safety and welfare in applying the regulations.  The request 
considers impacts on transportation facilities.  The Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone lists the 
uses that can be established in the overlay zone, identifies visual screening requirements, 
equipment removal, and insurance requirements for the aggregate operator.  Criteria require on-
site roads to meet minimum standards and may include road improvements to public roads.  
The EPD-5 overlay zone allows the County to regulate hours of operation and blasting, as well 
as implementing DEQ air quality and DOGAMI reclamation requirements.  It is also these 
criteria that protect the aggregate site from new conflicting uses within the Impact Area. 

 
The Planning Commission’s recommendation finds that the Zoning Map Amendment is 
consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 
7. Findings: 

 
Findings of fact for both of the applications are listed separately in the Planning Commission 
recommendation.  Based on proposed findings, the requests, with recommended conditions, are 
consistent with the Wasco County LUDO and Wasco County Comprehensive Plan.   
 
One comment was received between the April 7th Planning Commission hearing and today’s May 
6th BOC hearing.  This comment is from the Department of Energy, Bonneville Power 
Administration.  It is their form-letter response to any proposed land use action on property that 
contains BPA Transmission Lines and states the restrictions for building within the BPA easement.  
It states that BPA requires a permit for any work done within the BPA easement.   
 
If any additional findings, corrections to recommended findings, or new or amended conditions are 
proposed by the Board, they will be added to the final report and Notice of Decision.  There are no 
BPA lines/easement on the subject parcel though proposed rock from this quarry is intended to be 
used on a BPA line upgrade project.  

 
8. Board of Commissioner Decision Options:  The Board of Commissioners should make a motion 

and vote on each application separately, therefore, there are two sets of options. 
 

a. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 
County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed findings and conditions 
recommended by the Planning Commission; or 
 

2) Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 
County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 
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3) Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 
County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings provided by the Board 
of Commissioners; or 

 
4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
The Planning Commission recommends Option A, approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to 
add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission 
 

b. ZONING MAP AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 
acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by the Planning Commission; or 
 

2) Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 
acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended 
findings and conditions provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
3) Deny the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre 

aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended findings 
provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
The Planning Commission recommends Option A, approval of the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit 
Boundary, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission. 
 
 
 
Staff is not aware of any reason to continue this public hearing and believes the Board of 
Commissioners has sufficient information to make a decision on this request. 
 
That concludes my presentation and I would be glad to answer any questions the Board may have. 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

HEARING FORMAT & SCRIPT:  May 6, 2015 
 

J. Arlie Bryant, LLC for Hagens Bar 50 Ranches 
 

 
1. The public hearing is now open for the purpose of considering PLACUP-15-01-0001, 

a request to create a 20 acre aggregate operation (rock quarry).  Applications before 
the Board of Commissioners include: 

 
a. Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add a proposed 20 acre aggregate 

operation to the Comprehensive Plan Mineral & Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site; and 
 

b. Zone Change to apply the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay zone to the 
proposed 20 acre aggregate operation. 

 
2. The procedure I would like to follow is: 
 

a. Establishment of Party Status 
b. Reading of the Rules of Evidence 
c. Disclosure of Ex Parte Contact 
d. Planning Commission Report presented by Staff 
e. Applicant’s testimony 
f. Those who wish to speak in favor of the proposal 
g. Those who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal 
h. Applicant’s rebuttal 
i. Close the hearing for questions, deliberation, and the decision 
 

Time Limitations 
If numerous people in the audience wish to testify, do a show of hands of those 
who would like to testify either for or against the proposal.  If a lot of people want 
to testify, indicate they will be limited to 5 minutes (or other) and their testimony 
will be timed.  Also indicate that their testimony needs to be limited to 
applicable criteria. 

 
3. Party Recognition 
 

Anyone can speak for or against the proposal.  However, only those who have party 
status will be able to appeal a decision reached by this Commission. 

 
 A party is defined in Section 1.090 as  

 
a. The applicant and all owners or contract purchasers of record, as shown in the files 

of the Wasco County Assessor's Office, of the property which is the subject of the 
application. 
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b. All property owners of record, as provided in (a) above, within the notification area, 

as described in section 2.080 A.2., of the property which is the subject of the 
application. 

 
c. A Citizen Advisory Group pursuant to the Citizen Involvement Program approved 

pursuant to O.R.S. 197.160. 
 
d. Any affected unit of local government or public district or state or federal agency. 
 
e. Any other person, or his representative, who is specifically, personally or adversely 

affected in the subject matter, as determined by the Approving Authority. (Revised 
1/92) 

 
4. The Rules of Evidence are as follows: 

a. No person shall present irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious  
testimony or evidence.  

b. Evidence received shall be of a quality that reasonable persons rely upon  
 in the conduct of their daily affairs. 
c. Testimony and evidence must be directed toward the criteria applicable to  
 the subject hearing. 
d. Failure to raise an issue accompanied by statements or evidence sufficient to 

afford the Board of Commissioners and parties an opportunity to respond to the 
issue precludes further appeal based on that issue. 

e. Any party of record may request that the record remain open for at least seven 
(7) days prior to the conclusion of the initial evidentiary hearing. 

 
5. Disclosure of Interest of Ex Parte Contact:  

a. Does any Board member wish to disqualify themselves for any personal or 
financial interest in this matter? 

b. Does any Board member wish to report any significant ex parte or pre-hearing 
contacts?   

c. Does any member of the audience wish to challenge the right of any Board 
member to hear this matter? 

d. Is there any member of the audience who wishes to question the jurisdiction of 
this body to act on behalf of Wasco County in this matter? 

 
6. Will the staff please present their report?   
 a. Does the Board  have any questions? 
 
7. Does the Applicant or their Representative wish to present anything? 

a. Does the Board have any questions? 
 
8. Are there any persons who wish to speak in favor of the proposal? 

a. Please sign in and state your name and address for the record. 
 b.   Please limit your comments to criteria that are applicable to the request. 
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 c. Does the Board have any questions? 
 
9. Are there any persons who wish to speak in opposition of the proposal? 

a. Please sign in and state your name and address for the record. 
b.   Please limit your comments to criteria that are applicable to the request. 
c. Does the Board have any questions? 

 
10. Does the Applicant or their Representative wish to rebut any of the testimony? 

The scope and extent of the rebuttal shall be limited to issues raised during 
testimony and shall not be used to introduce new evidence. 

 
11. If there is no further testimony, the Public Hearing is closed and the Planning 

Commission will enter into deliberation.   
 
12. Deliberation 
 
13. Motion 
 
14. Second 
 
15. Discussion 
 
16. Vote 
 
17. Conclusion of the Hearing 
 State clearly to the audience and particularly to the applicant: 

a. The Decision by the Board of Commissioners. 
b. The Notice of the Board of Commissioners Decision will be forwarded to affected 

agencies, adjacent property owners, and those awarded party status.  Appeal 
deadlines and procedures will be detailed in the Notice of Decision.   
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONER PRESENTATION:  May 6, 2015 
PLACUP-15-01-0001 (J. Arlie Bryant/Hagens ) 
 
Thank you and Good Afternoon.  For the record my name is Dawn Baird and I am an Associate Planner 
for the Wasco County Planning Department.  I am going to present the background information in this 
case. 
 
1. Request:  The request is to create a 20 acre aggregate extraction site. 

 
2. Background:  Wasco County’s current LUDO, Section 3.210, Exclusive Farm Use Zone, requires 

four things for a new aggregate extraction sites/expanded aggregate site/renewal of an existing 
aggregate site: 
 

a. To be designated as a Significant Site; 
b. To be listed in the Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site; 
c. To be shown on the zoning map as containing the EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 

Zone to protect the aggregate site and the immediate area around the resource; and 
d. A conditional use permit to allow the use and ensure it is compatible with the surrounding 

area. 
 

The Planning Commission has the authority to approve the Subject to Standards Review and the 
Conditional Use Permit, but submits a recommendation to the BOC who makes the final decision on 
the CPA and ZNC. 
 

3. Location:  The aggregate site is located is located east of Highway 197, approximately 3½ miles 
north of its intersection with Highway 97, approximately 9½ miles southeast of Shaniko, Oregon; 7S 
15E 0 600; Account 12795.  The subject parcel is approximately 3,706.82 acres in size. 

 
4. Planning Commission Recommendation:  The full Planning Commission Recommendation was 

provided in the Board of Commissioner’s agenda packets.  It was available for review at the Board 
of Commissioners Office and the Planning Department one week prior to this hearing, and it is 
considered a part of the record. 

 
5. Stage in the Process:  On January 16, 2015, John Bryant, J. Arlie Bryant, LLC, an authorized 

representative of Hagens Bar 50 Ranches, submitted applications for a Subject to Standards 
Review, a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, a Zone Change, and a Conditional Use Permit.  The 
request was found to be complete on February 1, 2015.  In addition to the four applications to 
establish an aggregate site, the original request also included a request to legalize a tax lot that 
appeared to be improperly created after the existence of subdivision and partitioning regulations in 
Wasco County (9/4/1974).  This application was approved by the Planning Commission.  Prior to 
any excavation, and within 90 days of Planning Commission final approval, a final plat must be 
recorded with the County Clerk to legally establish the property as a legal parcvel. 
 
On April 7, 2015, the Wasco County Planning Commission voted (6-0) to approve the Subject to 
Standards Review, Conditional Use Permit, and Partition, and recommended approval of the 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning Map Amendment to the Board of Commissioners.  
Notice of this decision was provided to agencies and property owners on April 9, 2015.  The appeal 
period for the STS and CUP expired at 4 p.m., April 21, 2015, so these decisions are final. 
 
Today, the Board will make a final decision on the Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Zoning 
Map amendment requests. 
 

6. Criteria:  The applicable standards used to evaluate each request include: 
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Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance (LUDO) 

 
a. Comprehensive Plan Amendment (Page 5/30 of PC Recommendation) 

 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 
 
Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

 
o Section 2.060.B.2., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Legislative or 

Quasi-Judicial Plan Amendment (Comprehensive Plan) 
o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
Wasco County Comprehensive Plan  

 
o Chapter 2 – Physical Characteristics, G., Mineral & Aggregate Resources 
o Chapter 11 – Revisions Process 
o Chapter 14 – Findings and Recommendations 
o Chapter 15 – Goals and Policies 

 
In addition to hearing and noticing requirements, this application requires compliance with the 
Statewide Planning Goals, and submittal of an ESEE Analysis, which considers the Economic, 
Social, Environmental and Energy impacts of the request.  These sections of the Comp Plan 
demonstrate that the proposed change will not be detrimental to the spirit and intent of the 
statewide goals, requires consideration of the public need for healthful, safe and aesthetic 
surroundings and conditions, requires demonstration that a change in the originally developed 
inventory occurred, and that transportation facilities will not be damaged or become overloaded.  
Adding the proposed site to the Aggregate Inventory identifies the aggregate site as a Goal 5-
protect site, and protects the aggregate operation from conflicting sensitive uses such as 
dwellings.  The Planning Commission’s recommendation finds that the Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment is consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 
b. Zoning Map Amendment (Page 16/30 of the PC Recommendation) 

 
Wasco County Land Use & Development Ordinance 

 
1) Chapter 2 – Development Approval Procedures 

o Section 2.060.B.1., Recommendation to the County Governing Body on a Zone Change 
and/or Ordinance Amendment (Chapter 9) 

o Section 2.080.A., Notice 
o Section 2.090, Contents of Notice 
o Section 2.140, Hearing Procedure 
o Section 2.150, Official Notice 
o Section 2.190, General Conduct of Hearings 

 
2) Chapter 9 – Zone Change and Ordinance Amendment 

 
o Section 9.010, Application for Zone Change 
o Section 9.020, Criteria for Decision 
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o Section 9.030, Transportation Planning Rule Compliance 
o Section 9.040, Conditions Relative to the Approval of a Zone Change 
o Section 9.060, Recommendation on Zone Change or Amendment to the Land Use and 

Development Ordinance 
o Section 9.070, Notice of Planning Commission Recommendation 
o Section 9.080, Action by County Governing Body  

 
3) Chapter 3 – Basic Provisions 

o Section 3.800, EPD-5, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay 
o Section 3.835, Development Standards - Extraction Area 
o Section 3.840, Application Process 
o Section 3.845, Impact Area - Uses and Standards 
o Section  3.855, Termination of Mineral and Aggregate Overlay Zone 

 
Applicable criteria for a Zoning Map Amendment require ensuring the rezone will comply with 
the Comprehensive Plan, that the site is suitable for the proposed zone and that there has been 
consideration of the public health, safety and welfare in applying the regulations.  The request 
considers impacts on transportation facilities.  The Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone lists the 
uses that can be established in the overlay zone, identifies visual screening requirements, 
equipment removal, and insurance requirements for the aggregate operator.  Criteria require on-
site roads to meet minimum standards and may include road improvements to public roads.  
The EPD-5 overlay zone allows the County to regulate hours of operation and blasting, as well 
as implementing DEQ air quality and DOGAMI reclamation requirements.  It is also these 
criteria that protect the aggregate site from new conflicting uses within the Impact Area. 

 
The Planning Commission’s recommendation finds that the Zoning Map Amendment is 
consistent with all of the pertinent criteria and standards. 

 
7. Findings: 

 
Findings of fact for both of the applications are listed separately in the Planning Commission 
recommendation.  Based on proposed findings, the requests, with recommended conditions, are 
consistent with the Wasco County LUDO and Wasco County Comprehensive Plan.   
 
One comment was received between the April 7th Planning Commission hearing and today’s May 
6th BOC hearing.  This comment is from the Department of Energy, Bonneville Power 
Administration.  It is their form-letter response to any proposed land use action on property that 
contains BPA Transmission Lines and states the restrictions for building within the BPA easement.  
It states that BPA requires a permit for any work done within the BPA easement.   
 
If any additional findings, corrections to recommended findings, or new or amended conditions are 
proposed by the Board, they will be added to the final report and Notice of Decision.  There are 
BPA lines/easement on the subject parcel and proposed rock from this quarry is intended to be 
used on a BPA line upgrade project.  The Board might decide to add an advisory condition letting 
the applicant know that any work within the BPA right-of-way requires a permit from the Department 
of Energy, Bonneville Power Adminiswtration. 

 
8. Board of Commissioner Decision Options:  The Board of Commissioners should make a motion 

and vote on each application separately, therefore, there are two sets of options. 
 

a. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT: 
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1) Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 
County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with the proposed findings and conditions 
recommended by the Planning Commission; or 
 

2) Approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 
County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings and conditions 
provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
3) Deny the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco 

County Aggregate Inventory as a Significant Site, with amended findings provided by the Board 
of Commissioners; or 

 
4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
The Planning Commission recommends Option A, approve the Comprehensive Plan Amendment to 
add the 20 acre aggregate site to the Wasco County Comprehensive Plan Aggregate Inventory as a 
Significant Site, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission 
 

b. ZONING MAP AMENDMENT: 
 

1) Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 
acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with the proposed 
findings and conditions recommended by the Planning Commission; or 
 

2) Approve the Zoning Map Amendment to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 
acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended 
findings and conditions provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
3) Deny the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre 

aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit Boundary, with amended findings 
provided by the Board of Commissioners; or 

 
4) Continue this hearing to a date and time certain. 

 
The Planning Commission recommends Option A, approval of the Zone Change to apply the Mineral & 
Aggregate Overlay Zone to the 20 acre aggregate site, and all land within 1,500 feet of the Permit 
Boundary, with the recommended findings and conditions provided by the Planning Commission. 
 
 
 
Staff is not aware of any reason to continue this public hearing and believes the Board of 
Commissioners has sufficient information to make a decision on this request. 
 
That concludes my presentation and I would be glad to answer any questions the Board may have. 
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